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AlA Services Corp 
and Subsi 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
1997 1996 
Policy liabilities 12,445,834 32,327,665 
Accounts payable and accrued 
._ e?q?enses _______ ~9.'_3.;..O'_'7,:.;...;379 _,4,491,979 
Total liabilities __ ,~ __ ~,~.-~-...l.!, 753,_2;.;..13 __ 3_6-,-, 8_1_9,,-,6_4_4_ 
Net assets (liabilities) to be 
.. disposed . $ 6'7,646 . ($ .. 6,293,944) 
Summary consolidated statements of income for the discontinued 
insurance operations are as follows: 
Years ended December 31, 
Revenues: 
Premiums $ 
Net investment income 
Gain on termination of 
reinsurance ~reements 
Total revenues . --.-----.-
-, 
Benefits and expenses: 
Benefits 
Commissions 
Generaf and administrative 
expenses 
Total benefits and expenses 
Income before income tax 
expense 
Income tax expense 
Net income $ 




























AlA Services Corp 
and Subsi 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Operating results of the long-tenn care and group universal health 
operations of Universe and Great Fidelity for 1997 (the entire 
insurance underwriting operating results of Universe and Great 
Fidelity for 1996). i~cluding changes in the estimate of net assets 
(liabilities) to be disposed, have been shown separately as income 
from discontinued operations, net of applicable income taxes, in the 
accompanying consolidated statements of income 
Management anticipates no future significant operating gain or loss 
for the discontinued operations through final disposal date . 
However, the final settlement of liabilities and recovery of assets 
may result in Ii change in management's current estimates of these 
assets and liabilities, which will be included in the income (loss) 
from discontinued operations, 
Investment and Mortgage-Backed Securities 
The amortized cost and market value of investment and mortgage-
backed securities as of December 31, 1997 and 1996 follows, The 
market values are based on quoted market prices, where available, 
or on value obtained from independent pricing services 
December 31,199'7 
Gross Gross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Market 




U.S, Treasury bonds $ 2,703,403 $ 
Mortgage backed 
securities 2,635,334 
COrpOrale bonds 250,000 
Iotal debt securities 5,588,737 
~ Common stocks 83,705 
T oml a\ ailClblc-for-sale $ 5,672.442 $ 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR 
79,531 $ (150) $ 2,782,784 
(26,444) 2,608,890 
25 250,025 , 
79,556 (26,59~) 5,641,699 
19,664 • ____ ' ._ •. _ . .lQ~369 . 




AlA Services corp~.~ 
and SubsiJit 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Dcccmbcr31.1996 
Gross Ciross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized 





u..S 1 rcasury bonds $ 2,705,536 S 1O~,278 $ 
Mortgage backed 
- $ 2.809,814 
securities 4,505,200 (38,234-) 4,466,966 
COIJ?orate bonds .. ~ __ 24_9..;....7_2_6_ _---"-(6..:....8_1-,<-8) 242.908 
-
Total debt securities 7,460,462 104,278 (45,052) 7,519,688 
Common stoch 
--'-""'----
392,918 116.162 509,080 
.. ----.. -~--=--'-"-''-'-'-'-
Tota./ available-far-sale $7,853,380 $ 220.440 $ (45.052) S 8,028,768 
Held-to-maturity: 
US Treasury bonds 
Corporate bonds 
T ot1.! held-ta-maturity 
December 31~~1:-.99,::-6 __ _ 
Gross Gross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Market 
Value Cost 
$ 1,302,031 $ 
•. 100,000 





- $ 1,351,040 
101,159 
- $ 1,452,199 
At December 31, 1997 and 1996 securities held with a carrying 
value of $3,955,469 and $3,963,445, respectively, were on deposit 
with certain state insurance departments in order to meet regulatory 
requirements 
A t December .31, 1996, a U. S. Treasury note with a carrying value 
Gf $766,875 was held in a Texas district court as security for 
payment of a judgment In 1997, the judgment was settled and the 
note was released. 




AlA Services Corp ·~=-_-..:;, 
and Subsi 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 1O:"+"i+ri1 
The amortized cost and market value of debt securities available-
for-sale at December 31, 1997, by contractual maturity, are shown 
below. Expected maturities may differ from contractual maturities 
because borrowers may have the right to prepay obligations 
Securities not due at a single maturity date are collateralized 
mortgage obligations of government backed securities which have 
principal payments throughout the life of the investment, the timing 
of which may vary with market conditions .. 
_. ----_._--. ------_ ..... _._ .. 
Due one year or less 
Due one through :five years 







$1,398,435 $ 1,399,247 
],857,322 1,933,532 
2,332,980 2,308,920 
$5,588,737 $ 5,641,699 
Net investment income consists of the following: 
Yeal ended December 31, 1997 -
Bonds $ 469,919 
Mortgage loans 234,858 
Short-term investments 84,791 
Real estate 32,842 
Policy loans 3,332 
Other -------... ~.-- 14,708 
840,450 
Less investment e?penses --- 23,582 
$ 816,868 
















AlA Services Corp. 
and Strbsi 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Realized gains and losses on investments are as fonows: 
Year elided Decem..ber 31. 1997 
Gross gains $ $ 
1996 
rT 
Gross losses ,J~O,483) (74,440) 
5) .!20,483) $ (74,440) 
Proceeds from the sales of fixed maturity securities during 1997 
and 1996 were $50,000 and $1,025,000, respectively 
Sale of Real Estate 
On December 30, 1993; Universe sold its home office building for 
$2,650,000 in connection with a sale and lease back agreement.. 
Universe received a note secured by a deed 6ftrust for $1,987,500 
at 8% per annum and the balance in cash" AlA entered into a 15 
year lease with an option to purchase the property. Universe 
reported a deferred gain of $492,629 in 1993 which is being 
recognized over the term of the lease Universe recognized 
$32,842 ofthe deferred gain in both 1997 and 1996, 
Policy Liabilities 
Policy liabilities at December 31 are as follows: 
1997 
Future policy benefits $ 5,308,576 
Unpaid claims 7,105,306 
O_-_th_e_r.J...p_o_lic .... y __ l_ia..:..,p_ili_ti_es ______ ,_ 31,952 
$ 12,445,834 









Notes to Consolidated Financial ..... ~~IT,.... 
Activity in the liability for claims in the course of settlement and 
unrecorded claims as it applies to accident and health policies are as 
follows (includes unpaid claiins included in continuing operations of 
$64,050 at December 31, 1997): 
_._----. ---.,-. --
Balance, beginning ofyear~ 
accident and health 
Less reinsurarice recoverable 
1997 1996 
$ 1,069,916 $ 5,853,825 
(167.418L_ ... _ (190,040) 
,:..N....;e..:,.t _ba_la_n....;c...ce,....;b,;...;e.lii?:gi:..:.:nru:..:·=ng~o;;"f,y<....:e:..::a=-r ___ --.:;..90,;...;2;".,!,.,;..49,;...;8=---_~5,663 ,Z~ 
Total incurred during-Y,e_a,;...;f ____ 2_2.:.....618.930 








.Total paid _____ 1_6-'-,t3_5_5'-.O_88 _ 6,J~55_,_39_4_. 
7,166,340 Net balance, end of year 




Balance, end of year, accident 
and health ,--_. -.-.---.. -----
Net life claims liability . 
Total unpaid claims, end of year 
1,069,916 
$ 7,169,356 $ 1~069,916 
RJT660087 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Subsi 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Dispositions and Reinsurance 
During 1995 and 1994, Universe entered into various agreements 
with Centennial, pursuant to which Universe sold or reinsured its 
group universal health (GUH) business . Under a transfer 
agreement and related reinsurance agreements, Universe transferred 
all of its Glill morbidity underwriting risk, other than that related 
to totally disabled claimants, to Centennial Effective December 1, 
1997, in connection with a formal Plan of Rehabilitation, Universe 
completed the cancellation of substantially all oftne GUH insurance 
policies previously reinsured, assumed or written by Centennial and 
arranged for the certificatehoIders to obtain similar coverage fi'Om 
Trustmark . The cash value obligation for the SBA and DB of the 
certificateholders remained wjth Universe, which was subsequently 
paid in January 1998 
Effective July 1, 1995, 90% of the long-term care business of Great 
Fidelity was ceded to ALICRG on a quota··share basis . In March 
1998, the Company transfened the agreement wjth AL T eRG and 
executed an assumption reinsurance agreement with Central States 
to transfer all long-term care in force policies as of an effective date 
of January 1, 1998 , The insurance agreement with Central States 
provides for the Company to receive a monthly fee equal to 3 5% 
of the net gross premiums collected on all reinsured contracts. 
Summary' of' significant reinsurance amounts affecting the 
accompanying financial statements as of and for the years ended 
December' 31, 1997 and 1996 is presented below. The ceded 
balance sheet amounts have been classified as assets in the balance 
sheets of Universe and Great Fidelity in accordance with the 
provision of SF AS 113 . 
23 
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AlA Services Co 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
1996 
Assumed Ceded ._----.-- ---
Statements of income: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance premiums $ - $ 192,548 
Accident and health insurance 
premiums 
Benefits and claims 
Commission and expense 





.. $ 18.825.289 
- $ 13,956,351 
- $ 4,428,378 
The Company evaluates the financial condition of its reinsurers and 
monitors concentrations of credit risk arising nom similar 
geographic regions, activities, or economic characteristics of the 
reinsurers to minimize its exposure to significant losses from 
reinsurer insolvencies Amounts for ceded future policy benefits 
and claims would represent a liability of the Company in the 
unlikely event that its reinsurers WDUJ.d be unable to meet existing 
obligations under reinsurance agreements. 
Income T:txes 
The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax 
assets and liabilities related to discontinued operations at December 
31 are summarized as follows: 
._---.---------
Deferred tax assets: 
Policy reserves 
Net operating loss carryforwards 
. Other 
........ _'-----------_.-
i997 1996 .. --~--~-.--.-
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AlA Services Corp 
and Subsi 
Notes t6 Consolidated Financial _T"!:l'~' 
1997 1996 
.. -~~..-.---
DefelTed tax liabilities: 
T ax over book depreciation and 
amortization (10,000) (136,616) 
Deferred gains on installment 
sales on real estate (210,000) (327,467) 
Net unrealized gains on available-
for-sale securities (60,000) (59,631) 
Deferred policy acquisition costs (55,555) 
Other (12,478) ----.. _---. 
(280,000) (591,747) 
Valuation allowance -------- (1,018,000) (4,483,374) 
Net defelTed tax asset (liability) $ - $ 
At December :31, 1997, the long-term care and group universal 
health operations of Universe and Great Fidelity have 
approximately $3 million in net operating loss carryforwards 
available to offset future taxable income which expire through 
2011.. 
Regula.tory Requirements and Other Matters 
Generally, the net assets of Universe and Great Fidelity available 
for transfer to the Company are limited to the amounts by which 
the net assets exceed mlrumum capital requirements 
Under Idaho insurance law, dividends may be paid by Universe only 
from profits or earned surplus and require Idaho Insurance 
Department (Department) "approvaJ if the dividend is in excess of 
the greater of I 0% of surplus or net gain from operations of the 
prior year" Universe may not pay a dividend without prior approval 
from the Department 






Notes to Consolidated Financial C+":;>f""'i 
Under Indiana insurance law, the minimum statutory capital and 
surplus required is $450,000" Great Fidelity may not pay dividends 
that reduce surplus to less than 50% of capital stock, 
Extraordinary dividend payments which exceed the greater of the 
net gain from operations or 1 0% of surplus from the preceding year 
require approval from the Indiana Commissioner ofInsurance, 
Universe and Great Fidelity file annual statements with the 
Department of' Insurance of the states of Idaho and Indiana, 
respectively, prepared on the basis of accounting practices 
prescribed or permitted by such regulatory authorities , Prescribed 
statutory accounting practices include a variety of publications of 
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAlC), as 
well as state laws, regulations and general administrative rules. 
Permitted statutory accounting practices encompass all accounting 
practices not so prescribed, The Company has no material 
permitted statutory accounting practices 
On March 5, 1996, at the direction of its Board of Directors, 
Universe and the Idaho Department of Insurance (the Department) 
entered into a Stipulation and Order of Rehabilitation (the Order) in 
the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho (the Court}. Pursuant to the Order, the rehabilitator 
appointed by the Department took possession of Universe's assets. 
In addition, Great Fidelity consented to a modified supervision 
order issued by the Indiana Department of Insurance on March 6, 
1996 Under both orders, the present management of both 
companies was retained . A formal Plan of'Rehabilitation (the Plan) 
was filed with the Court on August ?, 1997 and was amended and 
approved on October 7, 1997" The Plan became effective upon an 
offer of replacement coverage from Trustmark, an acceptable third 
party insurer to all certificateholders insured under the group 
universal health policies originally issued by Universe,. The Plan 
required Centennial to deposit $14. 5 million plus net premiums 
(defined as gross premiums less claims, commissions, taxes and 
administration and trust fees) from September 1, 1997, into a 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR 
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segregated trust account under the control of the rehabilitator, and 
rescinded or tenninated all contracts and agreements between 
Centennial and Universe (see Note I) 
Universe and Centennial reserved tbe right to continue negotiations 
to resolve their respective claims relating to Centennial's activities 
assoda1ed with the administration of these policies. 
On February 4, 1998, the Commission of the Kansas Insurance 
Department (the Centennial Rehabilitator) was appointed as 
rehabilitator of Centennial. 
On February 19, 1998, the Court entered a Judgment against 
Centennial for restitution and return by Centennial of Universe's 
assets held by Centennial andlor the Centennial Rehabilitator in the 
aggregate amount of$19.3 million" The Court further ordered that 
Universe was entitled to interest on its net assets held while in the 
possession of Centennial. Universe received a transfer of $13_5 
from the segregated trust account in December 1997.. I he Court 
ordered Centennial to place $9. 5 million on deposit in the same 
segregated trust account, which represented the remaining Universe 
assets of $5 8 million plus the interest on the total assets of $3 .. 7 
million, as calculated over the period for which theses assets were 
under the control ofCentenniai 
Universe estimates that if the entire $9.5 million is ultimately 
collected from Centennial, Universe will incur liabilities 
approximating $8.1 million for the payment . of' certain 
administrative costs, legal fees and for future policy benefits. 
Should the amount collected be less than $95 million, the related 
liability wou1d also be reduced by an amount which management 
believes would approximate the uncollected judgment amount. 
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The following reconciles the statutory net income (loss) of 
Universe and Great Fidelity, as filed with regulatory authorities, to 
the net income included in the accompanying consolidated financial 
statements (as discontinued operations) based on generally 
accepted accounting pnnciples (GA:\?) for the years ended 
December 31, 1997 and 1996: 
---_ .. 
Statutory net income (loss) 
Adjustments to reconcile to the 
basis ofGAAP: 
Future policy benefits 
Depreciation and amortization 
Deferred gain on sale of real 
estate 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses 
acquired 
Prepaid expenses 
Interest maintenance reserve 
GUHgain 





















____ (28$,994 )0_0_ (312,703) . 
Net income in accordance 
with GAAF 
._ I!:!!!! .ll!!l 
$ .8,820,000 $ 900,505 
The folIowing reconciles the statutory capital and surplus (deficit) 
of Universe and Great Fidelity, as filed with regulatory authorities, 
to stockholder's equity (deficit) of' Universe and Great Fidelity in 
accordance with GAAP which includes the nOet assets (liabilities) to 
be disposed and stockholder's equity ($1.822,242 at December 31, 
i 997) included in continuing operations in the accompanying 
consolidated financial statements for the years ended December 31, 
1997 and 1996: 
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1997 1996 
Statutory capital and surplus (deficit) $ 1,508,667 $ (3,537,883) 
Cumulative effect of adjustments 
to reconcile to the basis ofGAAP: 
Non-admitted assets 
Asset vatuation reserve 
Interest maintenance reserve 
Future policy benefit 
Differ ence bety,reen amortized 
cost and fair value of debt and 
equity securities available for 
sale, net of defen'ed taxes 
Deferred gain on sale of real 
estate 
Deferred income taxes 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses 
acquired 








PreEaid expenses ___ ... __ ... _. ______ . __ 












acct?rdance with GAAP . $ 1,889,888 $ . (6,293,944) 
Risk Based Capital 
The annual statement instructions of the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners require the calculation of risk-based 
capital (RBC) for all life insurance enterprises The RBC serves as 
a benchmark for the regulation of life insurance companies by state 
insurance regulators . RBC provides for surplus fonnulas similar to 
target surplus fonnulas used by commercial rating agencies.. The 
fonnulas specify various weighting factors that are applied to 
financial balances or various levels of activity based on the ' 
perceived degree of risk, and are set forth in the RBC requirements 
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Common Stock 
See Note 7 for discussion regarding purchase of common stock 
from fanner majority stockholder, 
EmDloyee Benefits Plans 
T he Company may grant options to purchase shares of common 
stock to key employees of the Company under a stock option plan 
The exercise price shall be no less than the fair market value of the 
shares on the grant date , The options vest immediately upon 
issuance and generally expire within five years 
The following table summarizes stock option activity: 
Outstanding atJanuary 1, 1996 
Granted 
Expired or canceled 
Exercised 
















Expired or canceled 
Exercised 
'---,...--' ~.---
Outstanding at December 31, 1997 
• 
656,550 
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The following table summarized information about fixed~price 
stock options outstanding and exercisable at December 31, 1997: 
- _ .. Options Outstanding 02tions Exercisable 
Weighted-
Average Weighted- Weighted-
Range of Remaining Average Average 
E:'\crcisc Number Contractual E.xercise Number Exercise 
•.• Prices ___ ors~_. _ _ Life Price of Shares Price 
SO 01 475,000 5.00 SiLOl 475,000 SO.OI 
SI22 32,157 500 $122 32,157 5122 
31.95 48,174 375 51.95 48,174 $195 
$3.42 ___ 101.21.2. ____ 4.75 $3.42 101.,219 $3.42 
$0.01-S3.42 656,550 4.87 $2.65 656,550 $2.65 
Under the provisions of SF AS No. 123, the Company's net income 
would have been reduced to the pm forma amounts indicated 
below: 





$ 9,790,505 $ 




The Company maintains a profit sharing retirement plan with an 
IRS · Code Section 401 (k) feature covering substantially all 
employe~s who have completecl one year of service . Employee 
elective deferral contributions are 100% vested and Company 
contributions are fully vested after seven years of participation. 
The Company's contributions to the plan were $59,000 and 
$124,847 in 1997 and 1996, respectively . 
.The Company has an employee stock ownership plan covering 
employees who have completed one year of service Employees 
are fully vested after five ·years of participation" There were no 
contributions to the plan in 1997 or 1996. Non-vested participants' 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR 
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AlA Services Cqrp 
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amounts are forfeited upon departure from the Company and 
reallocated to remaining participants. 
The Company also has an agents' stock ownership plan. No 
contributions were made to the plan in 1997 or 1996, 
T he Company leases data processing equipment, office equipment 
and office space as lessee under lease agreements which are 
accounted for as' operating leases. T he data processing and office 
equipment leases expire Qver the next two years. T he office facility 
lease expires in eleven years. In most cases, management expects 
the leases to be renewed or replaced by other leases upon 
expiration of current lease terms. 
Minimum lease payments required under operating leases that have 
initial or remaining noncancelable lease terms in excess of one year 
as of December 31, 1997 are as follows: 
.Ye.ar ending December 31, Amount 





___ T_h_e_re_aft_er_' _____________ ---'-1,805,700 
Total rent expense for all operating teases was $361,325 and 
$443,575 in 1997 and 1996, respectively , 
Various lawsuits against the Company have arisen in the ordinary 
course of business Management believes that contingent liabilities 
iliat may arise from these lawsuits will not be material in relation to 
the financial position or results of operations ofthe Compll.IlY. 
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StockRedemptio~ Agreement 
n I This Stock Redemption Agreement (this "Agreement") is made and entered.into as of 
~ ;;: l..-_J 1995, by and among AlA Services Corporation, anIdaho co!po!atio~ 
{YC6mpany'), and Reed t Taylor·rShareholdeI"} 
Recitals 
A Company is the parent .hol~ company and OwneI of all of the capital stock 
(other tb.anDirector Qualifying Shares) of The Universe Life Insmance COnlpany, an Idaho 
domestic insurance c9lDPany ("'Universe>'), AIA Insurance, Inc , ("AlAI"). and Farmers Health 
Alliance Administrators, Inc . ("Farmers"). Great Fidelity Life Insmance ComPflllY. a stock life 
lnS1l!ance company domiciled in Indiana (<<Great Fid~1ity''), is a wholly-owned stIDsidiazy of' 
Universe -
B. Shareholder O>l,'DS 613,494 shares of COllIIllon stock of Company (the "Shares',): 
C, Company desires to redeem the Shazes and Shareholder desires that the Shares be 
redeemed, on the terms ahi{ subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth 
Agreement 
FOl good and valuable considemtion, the receipt and sufficiency of w1rich are hereby 
acknowledged,. the parties agree as fullows: 
Article I -])elmitiolZS 
In addition to the terms defined elsewhere in this Agreement,. including the preamble and 
recitals above, the ~ollowing terms sliall take the following ascribed meanings: 
UAgr'eement, U "this Agreement, " "hereto, " "hereof," "herein, " "hereunder," <'hereby" 
and similar expressions refel to f/rlg Agreement. including the schedules and exhibful attached 
hereto, and not any specific article, section, subsection or other subdivision hereof or thereof. 
"Bonds" has the meaning aSClibed to it in SectiQn 10 of the Stock Pledge Agreement 
(Exhibit B hereto). " 
"CAP Program" has the mearting ascribed to it on Schedule 1 attached hereto 
"CAP Program Tangible Prope:rty" has the meaning ascribed to it on Schedule 1 
attached hereto . 
"CAP Services Center Balance" has the meaning ascribed to it on Schedule 1 attached 
hereto 
- I ". 
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"Collateral' refers collectively to the collateral to be given to secure all of the obliga:tions 
of Company to Shareholder unde! this Agreement. including but not limited to (l) all of the 
outstanding capital stock ofUmveIse (other thanDirectors' QualifYing Shares),.MAl and 
Farmerss and any capital stock acquired by Company a:fteI'the Closing, :including any stock 
acqrul'ed as a result of a dividend made to Company by Universe (mcludlng a dividend of the 
stock of Great Fidelity), Fanners or AlAI. and any dividends 01 p!OceOOs with respect to any 
such stock (co1lectivdy, the "Pl,?dged ?hares"); (2) all insmance colll.Il1issions paid 01 payable to 
01 for the benent of Company 01 its direct or indirect Subsidiaries and any interest accmed fu 
cormection therewith (the "Commissions"); and (3) the Bonds and any interest accrue_d in 
connection therewith. - , 
"Debit Balance" has the meaning asclibed to it on Schednle 1 attached h~eto ... 
"Directors' Qualijjtfng ShOJ' es" means the shares of the common stock of Universe 
required by law to be held by such company's d.irectors, 
"Fir:5i1nterstate" meanS' First Interstate Bank of Idaho, NA 
"GAAP" means generally accepted accounting principles, as deiined by the American 
InstittI;te of Certified Public Accountants, 
"Governmental Authority" means any nation 01 government. foreign or domestic, any 
state 01 other political subdivision theJ:eo~ and any agency Dr other entity exercising executive, 
legislative, judicial. regulato1Y or administrative :functions ofgovemment, including, without 
limitation, all state insurance regulatory authorities and all taxing authorities, 
"Per san " means an lndividuaI. corporation, partnership, unincorporated association, 
trust, joint venture or other OIganization or entity. :inCluding a Governmental AuthoIity 
"Subsidiary" of a Person means (l) any corporation 50% or more ofllie outstanding 
vo1jng securities havfug orrlip.ary voting power of which shall at the time be owned or controlled. 
directly or indirectly. by such Person or by one or more of its Subsidiaries OI by such Person and 
one or more of its Subsidiaries, 01 (Ii) any partnership, association, joint venture or similat 
business organization 50% or more of the ownership interests having ordinary voting power of 
which shall at the time be 80 owned or controlled 
Article II ,- Redemption of Shares; CloYing of Redemption Transaction 
2 1 Redemption of Shares 
2 L 1 Redemption.. On and subject to the texms and conditions set forth in this 
Agreement, at Closing, Company shall redeem the Shares 
- 2 -
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2.12 Redemption Price The aggregate consideration to be paid by Company in 
full consideration for the redemption of the Shares shall consist of the following: (a) One 
Million Five ·Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,5000,000) payable by cashier's check at Closing 
(the "Down PaYmtmt"); (b) Six.Million Dollars ($6,000,000) payable pursuant to the te.nns ofa 
pronllssozy note to be delivered by Company at Closing in substantially the form. attaclred hereto 
as EXhibit A (the "Note"); (c) title1n those certain Cessna 441, Ces~ 206 and Piper Cub 
airplanes mOle particularly described on Schedule 2.1.2 attached hereto- (the "A.irplanes"), 
slibject to ~holdeI's aSsumption of those eurrently paid liabilities set fOlth on Schedule 
2.1.2; (d) elimination of any Debit Balance outstanding at Closing and the release of any 
obligation o(Shareholder to the Company witlirespect thereto; (e)elirnina1ion of any CAP 
Services Center Balance o'utstmding at CloSing ~d the lelease of any obligation of Shareholder 
to Company with respect thereto and with respect to any expenses of the CAP Program; and 
(f) the cAP Pmgram Tangible Property 
21 g Allocation oj Redemption P, ice The redemption price shall be allocated 
fo1 tax pU!pbses as set forth on Schedule 2.1..3 attached hereto. 
2.2 Security. Io secure amounts payable to Shareholder undeI the Note and 
Company' so other obligations to Shareholder under this Agreement, C'.ompany shall execute and 
deliver at Closing a Stock Pledge Agreement substantially in 1he form attached hereto as 
Ex:hibit B (the "Pledge Agreement''). and shall execute and deliver, and cause its Subsidiaries to 
execute and deliver, a Security Agreement substan1ially in the fonn attached hereto as Exhibit C 
(the "Security Agreement') In the event that C'.om:pany i~ able to obtain. for the benefit of 
Sharebolder. Bonds meeting the conditions specified in Section 10{ii) ofilie Pledge Agreement. 
and if Company otherwise meets the tenns and conQitions for the substitution of such collaietal 
contained in the Pledge Agreement, Sharehqlder will release the Pledged Shares (as defined in 
the Pledge Agreement) in exchange for a pledge of the Bonds. In the event that Company is able 
to ()btain, for the benefit of Shareholder; Bonds meeting the Gonditions specified in Section 10(i) 
of the Pledge Agreement, and if Company otherwise meets the terms and conditions fOI the 
substitution of such collateral contained in the Pledge Agreement, Shareholder will release the 
Pledged Shares and the Commissions in exchange foo a pledge of the Bonds, and the Company's 
continua1ion to make timely interest payments. 
23 Consulting Agreemept. FaI and in consideration of the mutual covenants of this 
Agreement, Shareholder and Company shall also, at Clo:;ing, enter into a Consulting Agreement 
substantially in the form attached hereto as Ex~ibit D (the "Consulting Agreement") In 
connection with the Consulting Agreement, Shareholder shall, at Closing, enter into a 
Noncompetition AgreeDJ.e1?1 substantially in the fOlm attached hereto as Exhibit E (the 
"Noncompetition Agreement''). 
2 4 Closing. The closing of the transactions contemplated hereby (the "Closing") 
shall take place at the offices ofAIA Services in Lewiston. Idaho at 10:00 am local time on 
Tuly 20, 1995. 
- 3 -
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2.5 Ddiveries bv Co1IlJWlY at Closin~ At Closing, Company shall deliver to 
Shareholder the Down Payment, plus a sum sufficient to pay ail of Shareholcler's attorneys' fees 
incuned in connection with this Agreement and the transactipns contemplated hereby, including but 
not limited to the preparation of this Agreement and related documentation, together with the 
following duly executed documents: 
(a) Ihe Note; 
(b) The Pledge Agreement; 
(c) Stock certificates rePresenting the Pledged Shares, other than those 
certificates representing 999,995 shares of cQmmon stock of Universe currently in the posSession 
of· First Interstate and held as security by First Interstate (the "First Interstate Shares"),iogether 
with. dnly executed assignments separate fi'Om certificate with respect to all stock certificates 
representing the Ple4ged Shares; 
(d) Insttuctions, ~ furm and substance satisfactory to Shareholdel, signed by 
Company and by First Interstate, requiring that the cetti:tlcates representing the First Interstate 
Shares be delivered promptly and directly to Shareholder upon the satisfaction of those . 
obligations which are outstanding as of Closing and wIrlch are secured by the First Interstate 
Shares, and plOhibiting any action subsequent to Closing which would inciease the monetary 
obligations of C'-Ompany that are secured by the First Interstate Shares; 
(e) The Security Agreement; 
c() transfer documentation, in form and substance satisfactory to 
Shareholder, trnnsfuning aJl of Company's right, title and interest in and to the Airplanes, subject 
only to those liens which are described on Schedule :2,1.2; 
(g) A Bill of Sale in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit F, 
transfeulng title to the CAP Program I angible Property to Shareholder; 
(h) The Consulting Agreement; 
(i) Ihe Noncompetition Agreement; 
0) An opinion of Compmy's iegal counsel substantially in the form of 
Exhibit G hereto; 
(1<) A certificate signed hy an officer of Company, satisfactory in fOlm and 
substance to Shareholder. certifying the accuracy ~:m the Closing Date of Company's . 
representations and wanantreS .eon tamed in Ar tide III below, 
(1) A certificate signed by an officer of Company, satisfactory in form and 
substance to Shareholder, c~rtifying that Sh~reholde! has no obligation to Company, and 
-4-
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releasing Shareholde:r from any obligation to Company, with l'espect to the Debit Balance. the 
CAP S~ceg Center Balance, any CAP Program expenses, and any and all orner matters (except 
for those obligations of Sh.areholdelthat arise out of this Agreement); and 
(m) Such other docmnents and :instruments as Shareholder or 1:iis counsel may 
reasonably require tt} effectuate 01 evidence the tnmsactions contemplated hereby 
2 6 Deliveries by Sharehelder at Closing At Closing, Shareh.oldel shall duly execute 
and deliver to Company the following documents: 
(a) A certi:fica~e or certificates repxesepfing the Shales, endorsed fOI ttansfeI 
or accompanied by an assignment sepatate from certificate; 
(b) The Pledge Agreement; 
(c) The Security Agreement; 
(d) Ihe Consulting Agreement; 
(e) The Noncompetition Agreement; 
(f) An assumption agreement, satisfactory in form and substance to Company, 
relating to the obligations secured by the liens on the Airplanes described in Schedule 2.1.1; 
(g) A certificate signed by Shareholder, satisfactory in fOIm and substance to 
Company, certify:ing the accuracy on the Closing Date of Shareholder's representations and 
warranties contained in A1TIcie V below; and 
(h) Such other documents and instruments as Comp!lllY or its counsel may 
reasonably require to effectuate 01 evidence the transactions contemplated hereby 
Article m . Repl'es'elltati(jn~ and Warranties Regarding Compa:ny 
To induce Shareholder to enter into and perform this Agreement, Company represents 
and warrants to Shareholder as follows: 
3 1 Organization and Good Standing. Each of Company, AIAI and Fann.ers is a 
corpomtion du1y organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the state of 
Idaho and has all requisite power and arith01ity to own, lease or opetl!-te its properties and. to cany 
on its l:rusiness as it is now being conducted. Universe is a dOlpestic insmance company duly 
organized, validly existing and in good standing under"fhe la,ws of the state of Idaho and has all 
requisite pq'wer and authority to own, lease or operate its properties -and to canyon its business as it 
is now being conducted Great Fidelity is a stock life insurance company duly OIga.¢zed, validly 
e~ and in good standing under the laM oithe state of Indiana and has all requisite power and 
authority to own, lease or operate its properties and io carryon its business !l.S it is now being 
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conducted Company and each of its Subsidiaries are duly qualified to do business and are in good 
standfu.g as foreign corporations in all jurisdictions where the fuUure to be so qualified would 
~terially advetsely affect Company OI its SubsidiaIies. As of the date of this Agreement. 
Company (FWfiS all offue outstand.iilg capital stock of Universe (except for Directors' QCl~g 
Shares) and Fanners and Universe owns all' of the outstanding capital stock ofAIAI and G1'eat 
Fidelity. At Closing, Company will own all of the outstanding capital stock of Univ(;[se (e:;.;:eept fm 
Directors' QualifYing Shares), AIAI and Farmers, and Universe will oWn all of the outstanding 
capital stocJ:: of Great Fidelity. 
:3 2 PQwer and Authority., Company has full corporate power'and authority to 
execute, deliver and perfonn this Agteemem and it> consllI);l.mate tPe ~G:p$ Cqntem.~ 
~ereby': The ('~~i'S .aoimi of D~ts bave dillr ~eriz:d:!his: AgJ:eemeri'f ~d its 
{f!e!~ution and de~~:r CP~Y. s~~ect O:H1i;Q (i) t~cati9n ~ ~o~y's shaneht>~~ 
1J~ .. -_.' - tu.) co~flM1. ~Jt __ liilfiii:iftjij_ of Company'~ SerIes A Preferred Stock to this 
. Agreement and alI other transactionS .incident to the distribution of Farmer's to Company by 
Universe; and (iii) receipt of all requir¢ regulatory approvals Shareholder covenants and agrees 
to vote his Shares: in. faVOI of ratification of this Agreement and all other transactions incident to 
the distribution ofAIAI to Company by Universe: Upon satisfaction of such conditions, this 
Agreement shall be a legal, valid and binding obligation of Company, emoreeable against it in 
accordance with. its tenus, except as e:nfurceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reat~on Or' other similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors' rights genet'ally or the 
availability of equitable remedies subject to the discretion of the court. 
3.3 Consents: NoncQntravenDoIL Assuming satisfaction of the conditions set forth in 
Section 3.2, t:ll.e execution and delivery of this Agreement and the performance of the 
t:ransactions contemplated hereby will not result in a violation of any ofibe terms or provisions 
of the articles of inco.tporanon or bylaws of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or any 
amendments thereto, at constitute a violation or default under any indebtedness, indenture, 
mortgage, deed of trust, note, bond, license, lease agreement or other material agreement Of 
instrument to which Company or any of its Subsidiaries is .a party or by which it 01 any of its 
assets may otherwise be bound, or of any law, IUle, license, regulation, judgment, order;, ruling or 
decree governing or affecting the operation of Company or any of its Subsidiaries in any material 
respect; nor will the same constitute an event permitting termination of any material agreement 
or the accele:ration of any indebtedness or other liability of Company or any of its Subsidiaries, 
with or without notice: or laPse of time, Qr result in the creation or imposition of any lien upon the 
Collateral No consent, authorization, approval or exemption by. 01 filing with, any Person Ot any 
GovemmentaI Authority is required in connection with the execution, delivery and performance 
by Company of this Agreement 01 the taking of any action contemplated hereby. except where 
set forth inSecnon 3,2(iii) and such have been or shall have been obtained prior to Closing, ' 
Assuming Satisfaction of the conditions set forth in See.tion 32, the redemption oillie Share~ and 
the other transactions contemplated under this Agreement are not prohibited by and do not 
violate any insurance laws or regulations of any jmisdiction to which Company or any of its 
Subsidiaries are subject 
-6-
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:1 A Title to Properties; ,EncumhranckS, Company OWIlB beneficially and of record, or 
will at the time' of Closing own beneficially and of record,. all of the Pledged Shares, free and 
clear ofall pledges, liens, encmnbrances, security interests, equities, claims, options,. or 
limitations on Company's ability to vote such shares or to lIansfer such shares to ShqreholdeI;' 
except for the liens in :taVOl of Shareholder treated in connection 'With the transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement and fue lien in favor of First Interstate upon. the First Interstate 
Shares. Co~pany bas full right, title and interest in and to the Pledged Shares, and full authOIity 
to pledge the Pledged SharltS to sba:rehoider at Closing as securnjr for the perlonnance of 
Companys obligations to Shareholder arising under the Note and this Agreement All of the 
Pledged: Shares have been duly authOlized and validly issued, and are fully pai4 and 
nonassessable At Closing, Shareholder will' .have a first priority, perfected security interest in 
the Pledged Shares, other than: the First Interstate Shares. There are no options, warrants, calls, 
subsCriptions, rights" agreements, commitments or understandings ofany nature that call fOI'the 
issu.ance, sale .... pledge or other dispoSition of any Pledged Shares Ot which entitle any person to 
acquire such shares,,' other than those rights arising under this Agreement. Ihe Company has 
good and marketable title to, free and clear of any lien)}! encumbrances other ihan those 
disclosed on Schedule 2,1 2 or Schedule 3A attached hereto. and full power and authority to 
tIansfeI~ (1) the Afrplanes, (2) the CAP Program fangibleProperty, and (3) the Commissions 
3 5 Canitalimtion Ibere ar'e 1,000,000 shares of capital stock of Universe 
outstanding, 999,995 ofwlllcll are owned beneficially and ofrecozd by Company. and the 
remaining five ofwhlch are Directors' QualifYing Shares, I here me 4,940,490 shares of capital 
stock of Great Fidelity outstanding, all of which are owned beneficially and of record by 
Universe, 
3.6 Financial Condition The consolidated :financial stRtements of Company and its 
Subsidiaries fot the yeal'S ended December 31,1994.1993 and 1992 and fOI the quarter ended 
March 31, 1995 attached hereto as Schedule 3..6 (the "Financial Statements') present fairly the 
financial condition and resuLts of oPerations and changes in financial position of Company and 
its Subsidiaries as of such respective dates and for the respective periods then ended in 
conformity with GAAP applied on a consistent basis, and since March 31. 1995 no material 
adverse changes have occurred affecting the consolidated :financial condition of Company and its 
Subsidiaries, 
3 ,7 LitigatiQn There are no claims, actions, suits, proceedings 01 investigations 
pending O-I, to the best of Company's knowledge, threatened against <;>1 relating to Company ot 
any ofits Subsidiaiies, at law or .in equity before 01 by any Govemmelital Authority, nor has any 
such action, suit, proceeding or investigation been, to the best of Company's knowledge, pending 
since the commencement oftbe peIiod covered by the Financial Statements. except as' set fottn 
on Schedule 3.7 hereto NeitheI Company nOI any of its Subsidiaries is in default with respect to 
any adjudicatltry order, mit, injunction or decree of any Governmental Authority, Neither 
Company nor any of its SubsidiliUies is a parly to any cease and desist ordeI~supervisory 
agreement 01 arrangement, consensual or otherwise, with any GQvernmental Authority, except as 
set forth on Scliedule 3.7 
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3. 8 .~ Coinpany and its Subsidiaries have filed ali state, county, local and federal 
tax ~d other reru1l1s and reports that they are required to file in respect of all taxes, assessments, 
. levies, license and registration fees, charges 01 withholdings of any nature whatsqever shown by 
such returns to be, or that are otherwise, due and paya1Jle, including". wit;hout limitation, income, 
business and occupation, unemployment, social security. withholging, excise and worlcers' 
compensation taxes and assessments r'Taxesj, and to the extent its liabilities fOI T~es as of 
CloSing have not been fully discharged, full and camplete reserves bave been established on the 
March 31. 1995 balance sheet included in'the Financial Statements. Neither Company no! any of 
its Subshli?-lies is in default in the' payment of any Taxes due OI payable or of any assessments 
received in respect t;hereof 
3.9 Com,plia:ucewith Laws. Each of CGmpany and its Subsidiaries is in compliance 
in all material respeots with ali federal, state and local laws, statutes, roles, regulations and orders 
ofall Governm.en..ta1 Authorities materia[ to its business; and all requited registrations and other 
filings by or on behalf of Company and each oilts Subsidiaries with all Govemrnental 
Authorities are .materially tzue and cDmplete and are current and validly in fOlee; all peImits and 
licenses required in connection with the operation of the Company's business 01 the bus1n.ess of 
its Subsidiaries have been obtained and ate current and validly in force; and neither th~ Company 
nOI any of its Subsidiaries have recejved any notice thai: it is in violation of any laws, regulations 
01 orders. 
3.10 Brokers. Finders. Etc. AlI negotiations relating to this Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated hereby have been carried on without the intervention of any person 
acting on bebalf of the Company in such manner as to give lise to any valid claim against the 
Company or Shareholder for any blOkerage or finder's fee, commission, or similar 
compensation 
3 11 DefaWts. Neither Company nm any of its Subsidiaries is in violation of any of 
the tenus or proviSIons of its articles of inCO!p0rati{lll or bylaws 01 any amendments mereto, or in 
violation 01 default under any indebtednes~, indenture, mortgage, deed of trust. note, bond, 
1icens~ lease agreement or other material agreement or instrument to which Company 01 any of 
its SubsidiaIies is a party or by which it or anyafits assets may otherwise be bound, 01 of any 
law, role, license, regulation. judgment, order, ruling or decree governing 01 affecting the 
operation of Company 01 any of its Subsidi~:ies in any material respect, except as disdosed on 
Schedule 3. 11 attached hereto; and except as disclosed on Se.hedule 3.11, no circumstance exists 
which cOnstitutes an event penuitting termination of any material agreement or the acceleration 
of any indebtedness 01 other liability of Company or any of its Subsidiaries. with or without 
notice or lapse of time, or which could resUlt in the creation or imposition of any lien upon the 
CollateraL NeitbezCompany nOI any afits Subsidiaries is in violation of any insurance laws or 
regulations ·of any jurisdiction to which Company OI any of:its Subsidiaries ar'e subject 
AIticle IV - Representatium aM Warranties oj Slurrelzoltler 
To induce Company to e~ter into and periolm this AgreementJ Shareholdez reptesents 
and warrants to Company as follows: Shan:bolder o'>mS the Shares fire and clear of ali pledges, 
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liens, encum.brances, security interests, equities, claims. options (other than the option originally 
granted to Centennial Ufe: Insurance Company, later assigned to Company and exercised 
pursuant to this'Agreement). OI limitations on Shareholder's ability to vote the Shales orto 
transfer the Shares to Company_ Shareholder has full right, title and interest in and to the S~-es, 
To the best ofSharel1older's a:ctua1lmowledge, without inVestigation or inquiry, the 
representations and wa!l'annes of Company made in SectioU!l.3.6, 3,,7 and 1.8 hereof are true and 
correct in all material respects 
Article V - Coventmts 
5.1 Covenants of Company Company hereby covenants to Shareholder that until the 
earlier of (i) the substitution of Bonds having a market value equal to the principal amount of the 
Note and a weighted maturity date of the note, f01'the other Collate!al in accordance with: the 
requirements of Section -100) of the Pledge Agreement, or (ii) the payment in:full of the Note, it 
w.ill peiform and observe the following covenants: 
(a) Company will p!'Ovide Shareholder with quartelfy financial st..atements, 
prepaied in accordance with GAAP, within 45 days of the end of each :fiscal quarteI; 
(b) Company will provide annual audited financial statements, prepared in 
acCOl:rumce with GAAP, wi1;hin 150 days oftha end ofea.chfiscal year; 
(c) As of the last day of each calendar month. Company shall maintain 
retained earnings, calculated in accordance with GAAP consistently applied, equal to or greater 
than the accounts at closing, 
(d) As of the last day of each calendar month, Company shall maintain 
working capital (current assets less current liabilities), calculated in accordance wiih GAAP . 
consistently applied, equal to at least $500,000; 
(e) As of the last day of each calendar month, Company shall maintain a ratio 
of current assets to cun-ent liabilities, calculated :in accmdance with GAAP consistently applied, 
equal to at least l.1-to-l; 
(t) As of the last $y of each calenda! month, Company shall maintaip a ratio 
of Consolidated Long Term Debt-te-Consolidated Net Worth (as such ~rms are defined in 
Section 4210 of the Company's Articles of IncOIporation, as amended as of the date hereof {the 
"Articles"}) equal to at least 3. 6-to-l exclucUng Note payable to Shareholders; 
(g) The financial condition of Company will at all times meet any regulatory 
requirements applicable to Company; 
.' 
(h) Company will not loan funds to any affiliate other than wholly- owned 
Subsidiaries or as authorized by existing Articles of Incorporation, or to pay loan reimbmiement 
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to John Taylo! for income tax liabilities attdbutable to the 198& reorganization of the Company 
incidentto shareholder's divorce; 
(i) Company 'Will not mortgage, pledge, subject to lien O! other encumbrance, 
sell, assign OI transfer (1) Collateral or en) !!D.y othe.t material assets of Company or any of its 
SubsidiaIies having a fai.I market value of more than $100,000 with. respect to any particular 
transaction, or an aggzegate fair market value of mQre than $200,00Q with respect to cumulative 
transactions within. any twelve (12) month period, except those tmn.sactions in the ordinary 
course of business, wi:iliout first obtaining Sharebolder's written consent, which consent shall not 
be unreasonably wit:bhe1d; nOI shall Compap.y fui1 to take all reasonable steps necessruy to 
maintain its customer and client base and a1l other intangible assets; 
(j) Company will use its best efforts tf) cause ShareholdeI~ or a: designae of 
Shareholder reasoriahly acceptable to Company, to be elected to Company's Board ofDirec1ors; 
(Ie) Company will permit, and cause each of its Subsidiaries to peunit, 
Shareholder~ or a designee ofSbareholder reasonably acceptable 19 Company, to have full access 
to its premises and to alI properties, books, contracts, commitments arid records with respect to 
each such company's business, property and personnel as Shareholder Ot its representatives may 
frqm time to time request; 
(I) C',ompany shall ensure that no additional shares of capital stock are issued 
by Universe, Farmers,. AIAI or Gteat Fidelity; 
(m) Company shall call it meeting of .:its common shareholders :fin the pillposes 
of IatifyUig tbisAgreemem a:iicftlle fiansacrlons COntemplated hereby; 
(n) Company shall take all steps necessary to ensure that it has the fimds 
necessary to pay the Down Payment at Closing; 
(0) Company shall use its best efforts to obtain and deliver. as soon afteI the 
Closing as possihle. but in no event later than the consummation of a public offering by the 
Company, Bonds meeting the requirements set forth in the Pledge Agreement, and, to the extent 
permissible under applicable insurance laws and regulations, will use any net propeeds wm the 
sale of Great Fidelity or its assets, and any net proceeds from any public offering of Company 
stock, toward the purchase of the Bonds; and . 
5 2 Covenants of the Partie~ 
5. 2 1 P1,fblicity Each party hereto agrees that it will not. except as otherwise 
required by applicable law or regulations, isSile any press release or make any public statement 01 
disclose any infonnation regarding this Agreement and tbe trnnsactions contemp1ate.d hereby, or 
permit any ofits officers, directors or employees to do so,. uiJless the form and content of any 
such press release, statement or disclosure and the tUne of the release thereof has been approved 
in adVance by the other party hereto. 
-10-
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52.2 Cooperation Each PartY will fully coopezate with the other party and 
such othe! party's advisors in connection wrill ~y steps required to be taken as part oHis 
obligations heretmdel) and will use its best efforts to cause all cqnditions to Closing to be 
satisfied as promptly as possible and to ob-tam all. consents and approvals necessary fOI such 
party's due and punctual pelformance oftJIe Agreement and :f.hrthe satisfaction of the conditions 
hereof on its part to be satisfied, and will execute and delivel, or cause to be executed and 
delivered, such additional reasonable documents and instruments and do~ or cause to be clone, alI 
reasonable things necessary, proper or advisable under applicabLe law to coIlSU1Jl1Tlai:e and make 
effective the transactions contemplated hereby, 
AFtide VI -Indemnification 
6 1 Indemnification of Shareholder and Compa.nx, Each party hereto (,'Indemnifying 
Party") neleby agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the other party he;reto and each of 
such other party's affiliates, successo!s. as~igns, officers, directo!S~ shareholders and employees 
("Indemnified Parties) from and against and in respect of any and all costs, losses, c1a.iJ.ns, 
liabilities, fines, penalties, damages and expenses (including. v&houf limitation, court costs and 
reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel and accountants) incurred by an Indemnified Party 
in any action com.men.ced by a tbiId party in connection with or arising out of any b.reach or 
alleged breach of airy Iepresentation, warranty or coverumt made by the Indemnifying party in 
this Agreement 
6.2 Indemmficqtiou Proct;;;dure Promptly after receipt by an Indemnified Party of 
notice of the commencement of any action by a third party covered by this Article VI, such 
Indemnified Party shall notify the Indemnifying Party in writing qf the commencement thereof; 
provided, boweveI~ tbat any delay by the Indemnified Party in so notifying the Indemnifying 
party shall not relieve the Indemnifying Party of any liability to the Indemnified party hereWlder, 
except to the extent the Indemnifying Party is materially and adversely prejudiced by such delay. 
The Indemnifying Party. by delivery of written notice to the Indemnified Party within 30 days of 
receipt of notice of claim to indemnity from the Indemnified Party, may elect to contest such 
claim, action or proceeding at the Indem:ni.:fYing party's expense and by counsel of its own 
choosing, If the Indemnifying Party does not elect to contest such claim, action 01 proceeding, 
the Indemnified Party shall have the right to prosecute, defend,. compromise, settle OI pay any 
claim at the Indenmifying Party's expense. If the Indemnified Party requests in w:titing that stich 
claim, action. or p!1?ceerling not be contested, then it shall not be conteSted, but shall not be . 
covered by the indemnities provided herein The Inden:mifying Party may settle an indemnifiable 
matter that it has duly elected to contest with the consent of the Indemnified Party, after 
delivering a written description of the proposed settlement to, and receiving consent from, the 
Indemnified Party, In the event that the Tndemnifi.ed Partr declines to cOnsent to a bona .fide 
settlement acceptable to the claimant, the Indemnified Parly shall have no right to 
indemnification beyond the am6bnt of ~e proposed settlement The Indemnified Party shall 
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Article VII- Conditions 
7.1 CQnditions to Shareholder's Obligations. The obligations of Shareholdet under 
this Agreement are subject te the fulfillment, prior to or contempo:raneous with Closing, of each 
of fbe following conciitipns, any Or all ofwhlcb may be waived in "Wliting by Sharehclder in bis 
sole dis~tion: 
7 1.1 Restructure of Owner.ship oj AlAI All of the outstariding capital stock of 
AIAI shaIl 'have been distributed to Company by Universe as a dividend; and all outstanding 
stock of AIAl and Farmers shall be owned Ifuectly by Company. 
71 2 Consents Au:thorizations 01 consents of any PeIson 01 Govenunental 
Authmity required in connection willi the consummation ot the transactions contemplated 
hereby, including withatit 1.im.i1ation consents of the Idaho Department of Insurance and Fmt 
m:terstaie shalI have been obtained, and copies of such authorizations or consents shall have been 
de1iv~red to Shareholder. 
71 ~ ,4ccuracyofRepl"esentationsand Warranties All of the representations 
and wauanties of Company contained herein shall be true on and as of the Closing Date with the 
same .tbree and effect as though made on and as ofihe Closing Date 
7.1 4 No Defaults Any and all defaults listed on Schedule 3.11 hereto shall 
have been cured or waived as of i:l:!e Closing Date 
7.1.5 qosing Docwnent.r, Dawn Payment and Payment oj Fees. Compap,y shall 
have complied with the 'reqUirements of Section 2 5 above 
7.2 Conditions to Company's Obligations. The obligations of Company hereunder 
are subject to the fuliillment, at or prior to Closing, of each of the following conditions. any or aU 
of which may be waived in -writing by Company. init!? sole discretion: 
721 Accumcy oj Repre.sentatiol11i and Wanantie'l The representations and 
warranties of S.bareholder contained herein shall be true on and as of the Closing Date vvith the 
samefolce and effect as though made on and as (jfthe Closing Date 
72.2 Closing Documents. Shareholder sballhave complied with the 
requirements of Section 2 6 above 
7 2 3 Confienf of Shareholder.5 Pursuant to the shareholders meeting described 
in Section S.l(m), holders of a majority of the shall~s of Company's outStanding common stock: 
shall :have voted to ratify this Agreement and the tnlUsactions contemplated hereby. 
-12 -
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Article VIII- Termination ami Default 
8.1 Termination Qfthe A~.reement Prior to the Closing Date This Agreement may be 
terminated at any time prior to the Closing Date: 
(a) by mutual consent of the parties hereto; 
(b) at the election of either party to this Agteement upon written notice to the 
other party if it has become reasonably, objectively certain. that any condition required to be 
satisfied pmsnant to Article vn hereof. other than a condition that is reasonably within the 
electing patty's control. will not be satisfied on or prior to Closing Date; 
(c) by Shareholder Jithere bas been amateriaI violation 01 brea~h by 
COlIlpany ofany agreement, representation or warranty contained in this Agreement that haS 
rendeled the satisfaction of any condition to the obligation of Shareholder impossible and such 
Yiolatj.on 01 breach has not been waived by Shareholder; OI . 
(d) by Company if there bas been a material violation 01 breach by 
Shareholder of any agreement, representation or wauanty contained in this Agreement that has 
rendered the satisfaction of any condition to the obligations of Company impossible and such 
violation 01 breach has not been waived by Company. 
&.2 Defirults Under the Agreement. "Event of Default," wherever used herein, means 
anyone of the following events: 
(a) Company shall fail to pay any interest 01 any other amount payable to 
Slmreholder or his successor(s) or assign(s) pursuant to the Note, vVhen and as the same becomes 
due and in accordance with its t~nns, and such faiIme continues fOl :five (5) days following the 
due dale; 
(b) C-Ompany shall fail to observe OI perfOIm any term. coveriant or agreement 
of Company in this Agreement" and such failuIe shall not have been cmed -witlrin t:biJ:ty (30) days 
following -written notice thereof fiom Shareholder; 
(c) Any representation or warranty made by Company herein or in connection 
with this Agreement that shall prove to have been incorrect when made 01 deemed made, and 
cure shall not have been made within thirty (30) days of written notice thereof from Sharehclde:r; 
(d) Company shall default under the Note, tho Pledge Agreement, the Secmity 
Agreement, the Consulting Agreement, or the Noncompetition Agreement after the expiration of 
any applicable cure period; 
(e) Company or any of its material Subsidiaries shall make a general 
assignment fm the benent of creditors or shall become insolvent; 
RJT 0000822 
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(f) Company.ot any of its material Subsidiaries shall be the subject of, or the 
debtor ~ any banla:uptcy. reorganization) receivership, compromise, anangement, insolvency, 
readjustment of debt.· dissolution or liquidation case or proceeding uncle! any law; whether now 
or hereafter in e~ct, of any jmisdiction; 01 
(g) FiIst Interstf!ie, the holders of the Company's p.referred stock, 01 any othe! 
material obligee of Company shall.qave taken any remedial action against Company following a 
default in the fuIfillment of Compaily' s obligations toward any such obligee and such default 
sball continue with9ut being cured within any applicable grace period 01' waived by the obligee 
in writing . 
g.3 Remedles- for Default Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default OI at any 
time theI'eafter~ if any Event of Default is then continuing, Shareholder ~y, without notice (01 
without further notice, ifinitial notice was l'equired pursuantto Section 8.2 above). in his .. 
discretion: 
(a) declare the entire unpaid balance of princ.ipal and interest under the Note 
immediately due and payable by Company, without presentment, demand, protest or any notice 
of any kind, all of which are hereby expressly waived by Company; 
(b) subject to the requirements of applicable law then iri e:f:fect, proceed to 
enforce this Agreement 01 any document contemplated hereby by exercising such remedies as are 
available thereunder ox in respect theIeofundet applicable law, whether fOJ damages, specific 
penonnance of any covenant 01 other agreement, or in the exercise of any power granted here:in 
01 in the documents contemplated hereby; 
( c) in addition to the exercise of any rights now or hereafter existing under 
applicable law, exercise aU rights of a secured creditor under the Uniform Commercial Code in 
aU relevant jurisdictions, and proceed to protect and enforce its rights hereundeI OI realize on any 
or all security granted pursuant he.reto or under the Pledge Agreement. the Semu:ity Agreement or 
the Note in ~y 1l,liUJ!ler DI order he deems expedient withciut regard to any equitable pIinciples of 
marshaling or otherwise; lind!o:l . 
(d) give wzitten notice to Company of his desire to become "agent of Iecord" 
for all farm association f:J:usts and/or policies fOI which Company or any of its Subsidiaries, at the 
time of giving of such notice, serves as agent of record. Upon zeceipt of such notice, Company 
shall promptly deliver mitten notice, in fmm and substance satisfactory to ShareholdeI~ to all 
such trusts, policy holde1s and other appropriate parties of the appointment of Shareholder as 
agent of record 
ATtil;le IX-General 
9.1 SJmrival ofBepresentatlons and· Wa:rr;mties. The representations. warranties, 
covenants and agreements of the patties set forth in this Agreement, including the exhibits and 
schedules ?eleto .. and in any Mitten representation and any ancillru:y document contemplated 
-14 -
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hereby. and the plovisions of Article VI regarding indemnification and release of claims, shall 
st.ttYive Closing until the lat~ of (i) three years following Closing O! (n) final paYment by 
Company in full satisfaction of the Note. . 
9.2 Amendments and Waivem. The provisions ofthls Agreement may be amended 
only by the written agreem~ of the parties hereto Except as otherWise provided herein, any 
waiver. pennit, consent Ot approval of anY kind or character on the part of either party of any 
provision or condition of this Agreement must be made in writing and sba11 be effective only to 
the extent specifically set forth in such writing No action taken pursuant to this Agreement, 
including any investigation by 01 on behalf of either party, shall be deemed to conStitute a waiver 
by the party taking such action of compliance with any rePlesentation. warranty", covenant or 
agreement contained .herein. The waiver by any pa:rty hereto of a breach of any pmvis:ion of this 
Agreement shall not operate or be constIued as a waiver of any subsequent breach. 
9.3 Parties in Intert;St This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto 
and shall be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective heirs, persona! representatives, 
successors and assigns Except to the extent e:xpressly stated in this Agreement, nothing in thi~ 
Agreement is intended to CQn.ff:J: any rights 01 remedies on any Person othot tlmn the parties 
hereto. nor is anything in this Agreement intended to relieve or discharge the obligation or 
liability of any third party, nor shall any Plovision give any third party any right of SUbrogation 
or action against any party tu this Agn~ement 
9 4 Notices. All notic.es, requests, demands and other communications that are 
required to be or may be given under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed to 
have been dilly given when delivered in person 01 transmitted by telex, facsimile, cable 01 
telegram, or by certified Dr registered first class mail, postage prepaid, return Ieeeipt requested. to 
the respective parties as follows: 
If to Company, to: 
AIA Services Corpolation 
One Lewis Clark Plaza 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Attention: John Taylot 
With a copy to; 
EbeIle. Be!fin, Kading, Turnbow & McKlveen, Chartered 
300 North Sixth Street 
PO Box 1368 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1368 
Attention: Richard Riley 
.",15 -
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If to Shareholder, to: 
R.eed J Taylor 
PO, Box 1165 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
With a copy to: 
Caimcross & Hempelmann 
70th Eloor. COlumbia Cente! 
701 Fifth Avenue 
Seattle, WA98104-7016 
Attention: Scott Bell 
or to such other address as any party may have furnished to the others in writing in accmdance 
hetevvith. except that notices of change of address shlill be effective only upon l'eceipt 
9.5 Remedies Cnmulatiye" All rights and remedies of Shareholder shall be 
cumulative and may be exercised at such times and in such order as Shareholder determines. Ihe 
failure of Shareholder to insist upon or enforce strict perfonnance of any provision offhis or any 
related agreeme~ OI to exercise the rights or privileges he!'8under or thereunder or any of its 
rights as provided by statute. or law or in eqIrity 01 otherWise, sh.ai1 not impair, prejudice 01 
constitute a waiver of any such right, poweI~ remedy or privilege or be constructed as a waiver of 
any default here1D1tier or thereunder or as an acquiescence therein or preclude the exercise or 
enforcement thereof at a later time Nor shall any single 01 partial exercise of any such right, 
powe!~ remedy OI privileges preclude any other or ful'thez exercise of any other light, power, 
remedy or privilege 
9 .. 6 Severability.. The invalidity of all 01 any part of any section of this Agreement 
shall not render invalid. the remainder of this Agreement O! the remainder of such secti~:m If any 
provision of this Agreement:is so broad as to be unenforceable, such provision shall be 
interpreted to be only so broad. as is enforceable,· 
9.7 Coruttruction. Singular and plural fcnllS, as the case may be, of the terms defined 
in Article I above, or of1he capitaliz~d tenns defined elsewhere in this Agi'eement, have 
coITeIative meanings.. Any defined tezm that relates to a document includes within its definition 
any amendments. modifications. renewals. restatements, extensions. supplements or substitutions 
that may heretofore:: have been or 1hat may hereafter be executed in accordance with the tenus 
thereof and as may be pen:nitted by this Agreement 
9 8 Heading&.. The section and other headings contained in this Agreement ~ for 
reference Pu.rpOses only and shaH. not be deemed to be a part of this Agreement or to affect the 
meaning or interpretation of this Agreement 
- 16-
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9.9 Govem;ng Law: Service of Process. The validiiy, meaning and effect of this 
Agreement shall be dete:rmined in accordance vvith the laws of the State of Idaho fb.e parties 
hereby agree that delivery or mailing of any process or other papetS in the manner provided in 
Section 94 above. or in such other manner as may be permitted by laW. shall be valid and 
sufficient service thereof 
9.10 Entire Agreement. Ihis Agreement, including the exhibits and schedules and 
ancillary documents expresslyrefen:ed to herein fuat fonn a part hereof, constitute the entire 
agreement of the parties concerning the matters referred to heIein and supersede all priOI . 
agreements and understandings, oral 01 written, all of which are hereby superseded and canceled 













Bill of Sale 
Form of Company's Counsel's Opinion 
Definitions 
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Schedule 3 11 
Schedul.e 5 1 Financial Compliance Levels and Ratios; Exceptions to 
Covenants 
9. U ExeclIiionm Qrunter.parts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of 
counterparts, each of which Vi'hen so executed and delivered sball be deemed an original, and 
such counterpart together shall constitute one instrument 
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30-1-46 CORPORATIONS 226 
30-1-46. Distributions from capital sID'plus. - The board of diIector'S of 
a corporation may, fr'om time to time, distribute to its shareholders out of 
capital sUIplus of the corpomtion a portion of its assets, in cash or pI'Operty, 
subject to the following provisions: 
(a) No such distribution shall be made at a time when the corporation is 
insolvent or when such distribution would render the cOrpOration insolvent.. 
(b) No such distribution shall be made unless the articles of inc or pOI at ion 
so provide Or such distribution is authorized by the affirmative vote of the 
holders of a majoIity of the outstanding shar'es of each class whether or' not 
entitled to vote thereon by the provisions of the articles of incorporation. 
(c) No such distIibution shall be made to the holders of any class ofshar'es 
unless all cumulative dividends accrued on all prefened or special classes 
of shar-es entitled to preferential dividends shall have been fully paid . . 
Cd) No such distribution shall be made to the holders of any class ofshar'es 
which would reduce the remaining net assets of the corpOIation below the 
aggregate preferential amount payable in event of involuntary liquidation 
to the holders of shar-es having pr-eferential rights to the assets of the 
corpomtion in the event of liquidation 
(e) Each such distribution, when made, shall be identified as a 
distribution from capital surplus and the amount per shar-e disclosed to the 
shareholders receiving the same concunently with the distribution thereof. 
The board of directors of a corpomtion may also, from time to time, 
distribute to holders of its outstanding shar'eg having a cumulative 
pr-eferential right to receive dividends, in dischazge of their cumulative 
dividend rights, dividends payable in cash out of the capital surplus of the 
corporation, if at. the time the corpOI ation has no earned surplus and is not 
insolvent and would not thereby be rendered insolvent . Each such 
distribution when made, shal!. be identified as a payment 'of cumulative 
dividends out of capital surplus., [I,C ., § 30-1-46, as added by 1979, ch 105, 
§ 2, p . 251.] 
DEClBIOl'{S UNDER PRIOR LAw 
Distribution of Assets., 
Action of directors and stockholdel1> of 
banking corpoIation in withdrawing and 
distributing among themselves the assets of 
the corporation was void as to existing 
creditor!!. Weil v. Defenbach, 31 Idaho 258, 
170 P 103 (1918) 
No distribution of capital stock can be made 
until debts of coIporation have been paid 
Coppinger v . Lewiston Tel m Co, 34 Idaho 
598, 203 P 1068 (1921) 
30-1-47" Loans to employees and director's .. - A corporation shall not 
lend money to 01' use its credit to assist its director'S without authorization 
in the particulaz· case by its shar'eholdeI'S, but may lend money to and use 
its cI-edit to assist any employee of the corporation 01' of a subsidiary, 
including any such employee who is a director of the corporation, if the 
board of directors decides that such loan or assistance may benefit the 
corpomtion , This section shall not apply to any bank, savings bank, savings 
231 GENER...<I.L BUSINESS CORPORATIONS 30-1-640 
ShaI'es that are reacquired by the col-polation become autholized but unissued shal-es under 
section 631(1) unless the ruticles prohibit reissue, in which event the shal'es are canceled and 
the numbet, of authorized shal'es is reduced as required by section 631(2) , 
If the number of autholized shares of a class is I'!!duced as a result of the operation of'section 
631(2), the board should amend the axticles of incorporation under section 1005(6) to reflect 
that reduction , If there are no remaining au:thorized shares in a class as a resul,t of 'the 
operation of section 631, the board should amend the articles of incorporation under section 
1005(7) to delete the class {mm the classes of shat'as authOlized by axticles of incorpoIation 
[Note: The Model Act, unlike I.C. §30-1-631, has eliminated the concept of "treasury shat'eS! 
See IDAHO REPORTER'S CO:MMENT, below] 
IDAHO REPORTER'S COMMENT 
Here we see one of the seveml areas very significanUy simplffied by the elimi:Oation of pax' 
value-related concepts Along with the elimination of the par value and legal capital concepts 
in the 1997 adoption of the Model Act, the need to recognize the peculiar cOncept of treasury 
shares was also eliminated, The 1997 Idaho revisers, howevel~ continued to believe that there 
are sonie circumstances in which a cor pOI ation may wish to latain treaSUIY s!iiix:es' (e ,g-,;' for 
purposes offlmding a restricted stock plan for directors or other' incentive plan 'tied to future 
services, which 6thelwise would be prohibited by ID CON Art , XI, §9) Subsection (3) was 
therefore added to the Official Text in Idaho in 1997 , ' 
SubSection (4) was also added in 1997 to provide guidance fOI those cOIpolations wh.o may 
cOIitinue to hold and then wish to dispose of treasury shat'eS. '. 
Under the Model Act, by compaxiSon, reacquiI-ed shares automatically "revert" to the statUs 
of 4 authorized but unissued shares," 01 are cancelled and the authorized shares I-educed if the 
atticles do not pe'unit reissuance Such reduction requires runendment of the articles, provision 
for which will now be under I C § 30-1-1005 (6) rather than under 30-1-631 
30·1·632 - 30·1-639. [Reserved.] 
30-1-640. Distributions to shareholders. - (1) A board of diI'ectOIs 
may authoriZe and the corporation may make distributions to its shru:~hold­
ers subject to restriction by the articles of incorpoIation and the limitation 
iIi subsection (3) of this section. . 
(2) If the board of'directors does not fix the record date for determining 
shareholders entitled to a: distribution, otherthan one involving a purdiMe, 
redemption or other 'acquisition ofthe corporation's shares, it is the date the 
board of diI'ectors authorizes the distribution. 
(3) No distribution may be made if, after giving it effect: 
(a) The cOIporation would not be able to pay its debts as they becom~ due 
in the usual course of business; or 
(b) ThecOIporation's total assets would be less than ~he sum of its tOtal 
liabilities plus, unless the aIticles of incorporation permit othelwlse, the 
amount that would be needed, if the corporation were to be dissolved at 
the time of the distribution, to satisfY the preferential rights upqn 
dissolution of shaI'eholders whose preferential rights aIe superioI to thbse 
receiving the distribution" . . 
(4) The bOaI'd of diI'ectol s may base a deter mwation that a distribu.tion is 
not prohibited under subsection (3) of this section either on fuiancial 
statements prepared on the basis of accounting pI actices and pIinciples that 
are reasonable in the circumStances 01 on a fail' valuation 01' otheI method 
that is leasonable in the cll'cumstances 
(5) Except as provided in subsection (7) of this section, the effect of a 
distribuho~ under subsection (3) of this section is measui::ed: . 
i ' , 1, 
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(a) In the case of distribution by pun:hase, redemption or other acquisi-
tion of the corporation's shares, as of the earlier of: 
(i) The date money or other property is transferred or debt incurred by 
the corporation, or 
(li) The date the shareholder ceases to be a shareholder with respect to 
the acquired shares; 
(b) In the case of any other distribution of indebtedness, as of'the date the 
indebtedness is distributed; and 
(c) In ali other cases, as of: 
Ci) The date the distribution is authorized if the payment occur'S within 
one hundred twenty (120) days after the date of authprization, or 
(ll) The da,te the payment is made if it occurs more than one hundred 
twenty (120) days after the date ofautholization : 
(6) A corporation's indebtedness to a shar'ehcild,eI incurred by reason of a 
distribution made in accOI'dance with this section is at parity with the 
cciIporation's indebtedness to its general, unsecui'ed creditors except to the 
extent subordinated by agreement, 
(7) Indebtedness of a corporation, including indebtedness issued l1S a 
distribution, is not considered a liability for purposes of determinations 
under subsection (3) of this section if its tenns provide that payment of 
principal and interest are made only if and to the extent that payment of a 
distribution to sh81eholders could then be made under this section. If the 
:in:debtedness is issued as a distribution, each payment of principaloI' 
interest is treated as a distribution, the effect of which is measUI'ed on the 
date the payment is actually made. 
(8)~s secti01i shall not apply to distributions in iiquiqation under' pmt 
14 of this chaptel Iic" § 30-1-640, as added by 1997, ch" 366, §2, p. 1080; 
am" 2004,ch. 324, § 9! p" 907] , 
Compiler's notes .. Sections 8 and 10 of 
S,L 2004, ch. 324 are compiled as §§ 30-1-
631 and 30-1-702, respectively 
Sec. to s~c. ref, This section is referred to 
in §§ 30-1-603,30-1-732,30·1-833, and 30-1-
1434 
ABA OFFICIAL COMMENT 
The refoImulation of'the statutory standanis goveming distIibutions ij;' another important 
ch~ge made by the 1980 revisions to the :financial provisions of the Model Act" It has long been 
reco~ !;hat ' the tiaditional "Par value" and "stated capital" statuteS do not pTovide 
~gzri!icant prbtection against distiibutions of' capital to shareholdezs. While mf>~t of these 
statutes conta,ined elaborate proviSions establishing "stated capital," "capital surplus,' 'and 
"eal'ned SUIplus" (and often other types of SUlplus as well), the net effectof:i)lost statuteS was 
to permit t~~ distribution to shareholde:zs of most or all of the cOljl9Iation's net assets "':'its 
capital along With its e~nlngs -if the shareholders wished this to be, done. HoweveI, statutes 
also g~ne:i, ally impOlled an equity insolvency test on distributions that prolribij;ed. disbfuutions 
of ~sets if the Colpor ation was insolvent 01 if the distribution had ' the effe!!1; of. inak:ing the 
COl'pQIation insolv:ent oruniible to meet its obligations as they were projeCted to mise. 
ThQ ~cial proviSions of the revised Model Act, which m'e p88ed On the 1980 amendnients, 
Sw~p away all the distinctions among the various types ~f smplllS but retain restrictions on 
dll$ibutioJ;lS built around both the traditional eqUity'insolvency and balance Bheettests of 
emlla' statutes. ' ' 
1. THE SCOPE OF SECTION 640., Section 140 defines .. distrib~on·to il,lclude v:izttially 
all trans~a'S of money, indebtedness of ~ corporation 01' otha' propelty ,to ' a shareholder in 
respe~ of tJt.e CQlpoiation's shares It thus ;ncludes cash 01 propertydivide:nds, payments by Ii 
COI'.Pl!lation to purcllruie its own shares, distributions ofpromissoIynotes oI'indebtedness, and 
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DeclaIatory judgment act, "corporation" 
included in term "person," § 10-1213 .. 
. Disposition of unclaimed property, 
. §§ 14-501 - 14-532 
Directors and stockholders, statute of 
limitations as to actions against, § 5-237. 
Dissolution of corporations, §§ 30-301 -
30:-307 
. Educational institutions, § 33-3901 et seq .. 
Electric power corporations, § 62-701 et 
seq. 
Ex-sexvice men's corporations, § 3O-ll0! et 
seq. 
Ferry, bridge, flume and boom 
corporations, § 30-701 et seq 
Fidelity and surety companies, § 41-2601 et 
seq. 
Fl'atexnal benefit societies, § 41-3201 et 
seq. 
Fraternal corporations, § 30-1101 et seq 
Garnishment, service of writ on 
corporations, § 8-507. 
Gas corporations, § 62-901 et seq .. 
Guaranty, title, and trust companies, 
§ 30-901 et seq. 
Guaranty, title and trust companies may 
act as transfer agents for' corporations, 
§ 30-901 
Inatitutions of learning, § 33-3901 et seq 
Inam:ance companies, tit 41 
Investment secUIities under Uniform 
Commercial Code, §§ 28-8-101- 28-8-406 . 
h'dgation compariies, § 30-801 et seq 
Limitation of actions against directors or 
stockholders, § 5-237. 
Monopolies, § 48-101 et seq. 
Negotiable instrument, effect of 
indorsement by corpolation, § 28-3-207 . 
Nonprofit cooperative associatians, 
§ 30-1001 et seq 
Railroad corporations, § 62-101 et seq . 
Receivership, §§ 8-001 - 8-606 
Religious, social and benevolent associa-
tions, § 30-1101 et seq .. 
Safe deposit boxes, duties qndez Transfer' 
and Inheritance Tax Act of companies 
engaged in renting, § 14-417., 
Sale of franchise on execution, § 30-201 et 
seq. 
Savings and loan associations, § 26-1801 et 
seq, 
Securities Act, § 30-1401 et seq . 
Shares of stock in domestic corporations 
owned by nonresidents subject to inhelitance 
tax, § 14-404 
Shares of stock subject to attachment on 
execution, § 11-201. 
Surety and fidelity companies, § 41-2601 et 
seq. 
Tax on corpoIate income, §§ 63-3001 --
63-3088. 
Telegiaph, telephone and electric power 
corpotations, § 62-701 at seq. 
Title, trust and guaranty companies, 
§ 30-901 et seq 
Transfer and inhelitance tax on shar'es of 
domestic coIporations owned by nonresidents, 
§ 14-404. 
Transfer of shares of' stock upon death of 
owner, written consent of commissioner of 
fioance under TransfeI and Inherit~ce Tax 
Act required, § 14-417-
Uniform Commercial Code, § 28-1-101 et 
seq. 
Venue of actions against domestic 
corporations. § 5-404. 
Water companies, § 30-801 et seq. 
Watex users' associations, §§ 30-804, 
30-805. 
Comp. leg:, Cat Corp. Code, §§ 100-2319 
(Deering). 
Mont. Rev. Codes Ann §§ 15-2201 -
15-22-144 
Nev. Rev. Stat . §§ 78 ,010 - 78.790. 
Utah. Code Ann. §§ 16-10-1 - 16-10-14£. 
Wash- Rev Code, §§ 23A04 ,010 
23A.98 ,OSO 
Wyo, Stat §§ 17-1-101-17-1-1011 
30-1-2. Definitions. - As used in this act, unless the context otherwise 
requires, the term: 
(a) "Corporation" or "domestic corporation" means a corporation suqject 
to the provisions of this act, except a foreign corporation, 
(b) "Foreign corporation" means a corporation organized under laws 
other than the laws of this state 
(c) "Articles of incOIporation" mean the original 01' I'estated articles of 
incorpOlation or articles of consolidation and all amendmentS thereto, 
including articles of merger , 
(d) "Shares" mean the units into which the pr'oprietary interests in a 
corporation ar-e divided, 
(e) "Subscriber" means one who subscribes for shares in a corporation, 
whether befOl-e or after incorpOlation , 
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(f) "Shareholder'" means one who is a holder of record of shares in a 
corporation and is synonymous with the term "stockholder" If the articles 
of incorporation or the bylaws so provide, the boar'd of directors may adopt 
by resolution a procedure wheI'eby a shareholder of the corporation may 
certify in writing to the corporation that all 01 a portion of the shar'es 
registered in the name of such shareholder are held fol' the account of a 
specified person or peI'SOns. The resolution shall set fOIth (1) the 
classification of shareholder who may certifY, (2) the purpose or purposes for 
which the certification may be made, (3) the form of certification and 
information to be contained ther'ein, (4) the number of days before or after 
any record date or date of closing of the stock transfer' books, by which time 
the certification must be received by the corporation to be effective for the 
record date 01' date of closing of the stock transfer' books, and (5) such other 
provisions with respect to the procedure as ar'e deemed necessary or 
desirable, Upon receipt by the corporation of a certification complying with 
the procedure, the peIBons specified in the certification shall be deemed, for 
the purpose or' purpofJes set forth in the certification, to be the holders of 
record of the number of shares specified in place of the shareholder making 
the certif'lCation, 
(g) "Authorized shar'es" mean the shares of all classes which the 
corporation is authorized to issue .. 
(h) !'Treasury shares" mean shar'es of a corporation which have been 
issued, have been subsequently acquired by and belong to the corporation, 
and have not, either by reason of the acquisition or thereafter, been 
cancelled or restored to the status of authorized but unissued shares, 
Treasury shares shall be deemed to be «issued" shar'es, but not 
"outstanding" shares .. 
Ci) "Net assets" mean the amount by which the total assets of a 
corporation exceed the total debts of the corporation 
(j) "Stated capital" means, at any particular time, the sum of (1) the 
aggregate par value of all shar'es of the corporation having a par value that 
would have been issued, (2) the amount ofthe consideration received by the 
corporation foI' all shares of the corporation without par' value that have 
been issued, except such part of the consideration therefor as may have been 
allocated to capital surplus in a manner permitted by law, and (3) such 
amounts not included in clauses (1) and (2) of this paragraph as have been 
transfened to stated capital of the corporation, whether upon the issuance 
of shares as a share dividend ot' othelwise, minus all r'eductions from such 
sum as have been effected in a manner permitted by law .. 
(k) "Sur'plus" means the excess of the net assets of a corporation over' its 
stated capital. 
CJ) "EaIned surplus" means the portion of the surplus of a corporation 
equal to the balance ofits net plofits, income, gains and losses ii'om the date 
of incorporation, or from the latest date wh,en a deficit was eliminated by 
an application of its capital surplus 01' stated capital 01' otherwise, after 
deducting subsequent distIibutions to shareholders and transfers to stated 
capital and capital surplus to the extent such distributions and transfers ar'e 
made out of earned surplus. Earned surplus shall include also any portion 
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of sUlplus allocated to earned surplus in mergeIs, consolidations, or 
acquisitions of all 01' substantially all of the outstanding shares or: of the 
property and assets of another corporation, domestic or foreign. 
em) "Capital surplus" means the entire surplus of a corporation other 
than its earned surplus , 
(n) "Insolvent" means inability of a corporation to pay its debts as they 
become due in the usual COUlse of its business 
(0) "Employee" includes officers but not dir'ectors. A dir'ector may accept 
duties which make him also an employee" 
(p) "Nonproductive mining corporation" means a corpoz'ation whose 
specific purposes 01 objects are limited to mining, although its generally 
stated powers may extend beyond mining" To be classified as nonproductive 
in anyone (1) fiscal year', the corporation must neither be actually engaged 
in any business other than mining nor own any producing mines at any time 
during the enme fiscal year' [I C., § 30-1-2, as added by 1979, ch, 105, § 2, 
p,, 251 ,] 
Compiler's notes , For words "this act" see Sec, to sec. re[ This section is referred to in 
compiler's notes, § 30-1-1. §§ 3O-1-19A and 30-1-29 , 
DECISIONS UNDER PRIOR LAW-
ANAlYSIS 
Business tnlsts 
Creation by special act prohibited 
Formation 
Shareholders and unit holders in trust 
distinguished 
Business Trusts. 
A Massachusetts business trust or joint 
stock company is Dot a corporation under' the 
Jaws ofIdaho. Spotswood v MoIl'is, 12 Idaho 
360, 85P, 1094, 6L.RA. (n s.) 665 (1906); State 
v. Cosgrove, 36 Idaho 278,210 P. 393 (1922); 
Edwards v Belknap, 66 Idaho 639, 166 P 2d 
451 (1946) 
Creation by Special Act Pt'ohlbited., 
The legislature is prohibited from creating 
a cOIporation by special act, Const ., wt. 3, 
§ 19, pax. 31 State Wata: Conservation Bd .. v. 
Enking, 56 Idaho 722, 58 P.2d 779 (1936) 
Formation, 
A corpoIation cannot be fOlmed by private 
agreement between jndividuals, nor can the 
state force its bounty upon p.rivate persons by 
incorporating them without their consent and 
against their will. State v Cosgrove, 36 Idaho 
278,210 P. 393 (1922) (decided under fOlmer 
law), 
Shareholders and Unit Holders in Trust 
Distinguished. 
The mutual rights and obligations of unit 
holders in a pure trust and stockholders in a 
colporation are not the same; the unit holdeIs 
of a pure trust have no mutual rights and 
obligations, and do not control the action of 
the trustees. State v ' Cosgrove, 36 Idaho 278, 
210 P. 393 (1922). 
Collateral References. 18 C.J.8., Cor-
porations.§§ 1,25,69,179,220,258,283,341, 
458, 965,1146,1372,1603,1638,1783, 
30-1-3. Pmposes .. - Corporations may be organized under this act fot, 
any lawful purpoSe or purposes, except that, where special provision is made 
by law fol' the preparation, contents, and ftling of alticles of incorporation 
of designated classes of corporations, such corporations shall be organized 
under the special provisions and not hereunder . [I .C., § 30-1-3, as added by 
1979, ch 105, § 2, p . 25L] 
Compiler's notes .. Foz' words "this act" see 
compiler"s notes, § 30-1·1 
Cross-ref, Professional service 
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12 AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho~ 
13 corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE) 
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comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, a single) 
15 person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; CROP) 
16 USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and CORRlNE) 
1 7 BECK, individually and the community property) 
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ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, CONNIE TAYLOR, 
26 JAMES BECK AND CORRlNE BECK 
Case No. CV-07-00208 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, 
CONNIE TAYLOR, JAMES BECK, 
AND CORRlNE BECK'S TO 
PLAINTIFF'S FIFTH AMENDED 
COMPLAINT, DEMAND FOR JURY 
TRlAL AND COUNTERCLAIM 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
COME NOW the Defendants, CONNIE TAYLOR, JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK 
in the above-entitled action and answer the Plaintiff's Fifth Amended Complaint as follows: 
1 
2 l. 
These Defendants deny each and every allegation in Plaintiff's Fifth Amended 
3 Complaint not specifically admitted herein. 




3. With regard to paragraph l.5, these Defendants admit R. John Taylor and Connie 
7 
8 
Taylor were husband and wife until on or about December 16,2005, and that said persons were 
9 residents of Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. These Defendants deny the remaining allegations 
10 of said paragraph and any inferences of wrongdoing contained therein. 
11 4. These Defendants admit the allegations contained within paragraphs 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. 
12 
5. With regard to paragraph 1.9, these Defendants admit that James Beck and Corrine 
13 
Beck are residents of the State of Minnesota and deny the remaining allegations of said paragraph 
14 
15 and any inferences of wrongdoing contained therein. 
16 6. These Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1.10 and 1.11 of the 
1 7 Complaint. 
18 
7. With regard to paragraph 2.1, these Defendants admit that R. John Taylor was an 
19 
officer and director of AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and Crop USA and that Connie Taylor and R. 
20 
21 
John Taylor own shares in AlA Services and Crop USA. These Defendants are without sufficient 
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8, With regard to paragraph 2,2, these Defendants admit that Connie Taylor, and R. 
John Taylor, were divorced through an Interlocutory Decree filed on December 16,2005, and deny 
1 
2 
the remaining allegations contained therein. 
3 9. Paragraph 2.3 contains mere commentary such that Defendants are not required to 
4 answer said paragraph. To the extent an answer is deemed required, these Defendants deny any 
5 
allegations contained within said paragraph including any inferences of wrongdoing. 
6 
10. These Defendants deny the allegations contained within paragraph 2.4. 
7 
11. With regard to paragraph 2.5, these Defendant admit that JoLee Duclos was an officer 
8 
9 and director of AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and Crop USA and that Duclos is a shareholder in 
10 Crop USA and deny the remaining allegations contained therein. 
11 12. With regard to paragraph 2.6, these Defendants admit that Bryan Freeman was a 
12 
director of AlA Services, AlA Insurance ,and Crop USA and is a shareholder in Crop USA, and deny 
13 
the remaining allegations contained therein. 
14 
15 
13. With regard to paragraph 2.7, these Defendants are without sufficient knowledge to 
16 admit or deny the allegations set forth in the first two sentences of said paragraph and, therefore deny 
1 7 the same. Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained within said paragraph. 
18 
14. These Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 2.8 of the Complaint. 
19 
15. With regard to paragraph 2.9, these Defendants admit that Defendant, James Beck, 
20 
21 
is a shareholder in AlA Services and Crop USA and that James Beck is, and at certain other times 
22 was, a member of the Board of Directors of AlA Insurance and AlA Services, and deny the 
23 remaining allegations contained therein. 
24 
25 
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16. With regard to paragraph 2.10, these Defendants admit the first and third sentences 
and in answering said paragraph, allege that in 1995 Reed Taylor desired to retire and have AlA 
1 
2 
Services redeem his stock, and deny the remaining allegations contained in said paragraph. 
3 17. With regard to paragraph 2.11, these Defendants admit that AlA Insurance is a wholly 
4 owned subsidiary of AlA Services and that AlA Insurance is a lessee of the office building located 
5 






With regard to paragraph 2.12, these Defendants assert that the documents speak for 
9 themselves. 
10 19. With regard to paragraph 2.13, these Defendants allege that the documents speak for 
11 themselves and are without sufficient information to admit or deny the remaining allegations and 
12 
therefor deny the same. 
13 
20. With regard to 2.14, these Defendants allege that the documents speak for themselves 
14 
15 and, are without sufficient information to admit or deny the remaining allegations and therefore deny 
16 the same. 
17 21. With regard to paragraph 2.15, these Defendants admit that in 1996 AlA Services 
18 
and Plaintiff agreed to modify the Stock Redemption Agreement and executed the Stock Redemption 
19 
Restructure Agreement, an Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement and an Amended and 
20 
21 
Restated Security Agreement. These Defendants further assert that the documents speak for 
22 themselves and deny the remaining allegations. 
23 22. With regard to paragraphs 2.16, these Defendants allege that the documents speak for 
24 themselves and deny the remaining allegations. 
25 
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23. With regard to paragraphs 2.17, these Defendants allege that the documents speak for 
themselves and deny the remaining allegations. 
1 
2 
24. With regard to paragraph 2.18, these Defendants allege that the Amended Stock 
3 Pledge Agreement speaks for itself. Further, these Defendants are without sufficient information to 
4 admit or deny those allegations that are specifically directed at other Defendants and therefore deny 
5 the same. These Defendants deny the remaining allegations. 
6 
25. With regard to paragraph 2.19, these Defendants allege that the documents speak for 
7 
8 
themselves and deny the remaining allegations. 
9 26. With regard to paragraph 2.20, these Defendants allege that the documents speak for 
10 themselves and deny the remaining allegations contained therein. 
11 27. With regard to paragraph 2.21, these Defendants are without sufficient information 
12 
to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, therefore, deny the same. 
13 
28. With regard to paragraph 2.22, these Defendants admit that Plaintiff was the largest 
14 
15 
creditor of AlA Services during certain relevant times and deny all other allegations contained 
16 therein. 
17 29. With regard to paragraph 2.23 and 2.24, these Defendants are without sufficient 
18 information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, therefore, deny the same. 
19 
30. These Defendants deny the allegations contained within paragraphs 2.25. 
20 
21 
31. With regard to paragraph 2.26, these Defendants admit that Plaintiff claimed that AlA 
22 Services was in default but deny the remaining allegations contained in said paragraph. 
23 32. With regard to paragraph 2.27, these Defendants are without sufficient information 
24 to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, therefore, deny the same. 
25 
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34. With regard to paragraph 2.29, these Defendants are without sufficient information 
3 to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, therefore, deny the same. 
4 35. With regard to paragraphs 2.30, and 2.31, these Defendants are without sufficient 
5 information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and therefore deny the same. 
6 
36. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 2.32. 
7 
37. With regard to paragraph 2.33, these Defendants admit Plaintiff executed a Consent 
8 
9 in Lieu of Special Shareholder Meeting of AlA insurance and deny the remaining allegations 
10 contained therein. 
11 38. With regard to paragraph 2.34, these Defendants admit that AlA Insurance paid 
12 
$1,510,693 to purchase Series C Preferred Shares in AIA Services from Crop USA and admit that 
13 
AlA Services' 401(k) Plan held Preferred C shares. These Defendants deny the remaining 
14 
15 
allegations contained within said paragraph. 
16 39. With regard to paragraph 2.35, these Defendants admit that R. John Taylor purchased 
1 7 a parking lot and these Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained within said paragraph. 
18 
40. These Defendants deny the allegations contained within paragraphs 2.36 and 2.37. 
19 
41. With regard to paragraph 2.38, these Defendants are without sufficient information 
20 
21 
to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and therefore deny the same. 
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43. With regard to paragraph 2.40, these Defendants admit that Defendants Freeman and 
Duclos resigned as members of the Board of Directors of AlA Insurance and AlA Services and that 
1 
2 
Defendants Connie Taylor and James Beck were appointed to the Board of AlA Insurance and AlA 
3 Services. These Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained within said paragraph. 
4 44. These Defendants deny the allegations contained with paragraphs 2.41. 
5 
45. With regard to paragraph 2.42, these Defendants admit that Plaintiff made a demand 
6 
that certain funds not be used to pay the leal fees of any of the individual Defendants and deny the 
7 
8 
remaining allegations within said paragraph. 
9 46. With regard to paragraph 2.43, these Defendants are without sufficient knowledge 
1 0 to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and therefore deny the same. 
11 47. With regard to paragraph 2.44, these Defendants admit that Crop USA purchased 
12 
Sound Insurance and deny the remaining allegations contained within said paragraph. 
13 
48. With regard to paragraph 2.45, these Defendants admit that Global Travel was a 
14 
15 
tenant in AlA Insurance's office building located in Lewiston, Idaho, and deny the remaining 
16 allegations contained therein. 
17 49. With regard to paragraph 2.46, these Defendants are without sufficient knowledge 
18 
to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and therefore deny the same. 
19 
50. These Defendants are without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
20 
21 
contained within paragraph 2.47 and therefore deny the same. 
22 51. In answering paragraph 2.48, these Defendants allege that AlA Services and AlA 
23 Insurance operated for the benefit of AlA Services and AlA Insurance, respectively and deny the 
24 remaining allegations contained within said paragraph. 
25 
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52. These Defendants deny the allegations contained within paragraphs 2.49 and 2.50. 
53. With regard to paragraph 2.51, these Defendants lack sufficient information to admit 
1 
2 
or deny the allegations as to what Reed believes and therefore deny the same and further deny the 
3 remaining allegations contained within said paragraph. 
4 54. These Defendants deny the allegations contained within paragraphs 2.52 and 2.53. 
5 55. With regard to paragraph 2.54, these Defendants are without sufficient knowledge 
6 
to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and therefore deny the same. 
7 
56. With regard to paragraph 2.55, these Defendants assert that the Executive Officer's 
8 
9 Agreement speaks for itself and deny the remaining allegations contained within said paragraph. 
10 57. These Defendants deny the allegations contained within paragraphs 2.56, 2.57 and 
11 2.58. 
12 
58. With regard to paragraph 2.59, said paragraph fails to assert any allegations against 
13 
these Defendants which require an answer. 
14 
15 
59. With regard to paragraph 3.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
16 every admission and denial set forth above. 
17 60. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 
18 
61. With regard to paragraph 4.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
19 
every admission and denial set forth above. 
20 
21 
62. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 4.2,4.3 and 4.4. 
22 63. With regard to paragraph 5.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
23 every admission and denial set forth above. 
24 64. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. 
25 
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65. With regard to paragraph 6.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
every admission and denial set forth above. 
1 
2 
66. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3. 
3 67. With regard to paragraph 7.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
4 every admission and denial set forth above. 
5 
68. With regard to paragraph 7.2, these Defendants reaffirm their response to the 
6 
allegations contained within paragraph 2.52. 
7 
69. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. 
8 
9 70. With regard to paragraph 8.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
10 every admission and denial set forth above. 
11 71. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 . 
12 
72. With regard to paragraph 9.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
13 
every admission and denial set forth above. 
14 
15 
73. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4. 
16 74. With regard to paragraph 10.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
1 7 every admission and denial set forth above. 
18 
75. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 10.2, 10.3 and 10.4. 
19 
76. With regard to paragraph 11.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate each and 
20 
21 
every admission and denial set forth above. 
22 77. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 11.2, 11.3 and 11.4. 
23 78. With regard to paragraph 12.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate by 
24 reference their answers and denials set forth in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer. 
25 
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79. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 12.2 and 12.3. 
80. With regard to paragraph 13.1, these Defendants re-allege and incorporate by 
1 
2 
reference their answers and denials set forth in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer. 
3 8l. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 13.2 and 13.3. 
4 AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
5 
By pleading certain defenses as "affirmative defenses," these Defendants do not intend to 
6 
suggest that they have the burden of proof for any such defense. Furthermore, as the answering 
7 
8 
Defendants have not had the opportunity to fully conduct discovery in this case and by failing to raise 
9 an affirmative defense do not intend to waive any such defense and specifically reserve the right to 
10 amend their answer to include additional affirmative defenses. 
11 First Affirmative Defense 
12 
At all times, Defendants Taylor and Beck, properly discharged their duties in good faith and 
13 




16 Second Affirmative Defense 
17 On July 1, 1996, Plaintiff, AlA Services Corporation and Donna 1. Taylor, entered into a 
18 
Series A Preferred Shareholder Agreement, which provides that no principal payments may be made 
19 
by AlA Services Corporation to Plaintiff until the entire redemption price due to Donna Taylor is 
20 
21 
paid in full. The redemption price due to Donna Taylor has not been paid in full. Therefore, no 
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Third Affirmative Defense 
At different times since the written agreements were executed, Plaintiff and some Defendants 
1 
2 
have orally modified the written agreements, The modifications include, without limitation, an 
3 agreement that the interest payable to Plaintiff from AlA Services would be paid in installments of 
4 $15,000,00 per month (together with the assumption of responsibility for other expenses.) AlA 
5 Services has paid Plaintiff the sum of$15,000.00 per month and has assumed responsibility for the 
6 
other agreed expenses in accordance with the modified agreements since they were entered into and 
7 
8 
Plaintiff has accepted those payments. None of these Defendants are in default of the modified 
9 agreements with Plaintiff. 
10 Fourth Affirmative Defense 
11 The Plaintiff's claims are barred by applicable statutes of limitation, including Idaho Code 
12 
Sections 5-216, 5-218, 5-224, 5-237, and 55-918. 
13 
Fifth Affirmative Defense 
14 
15 
Plaintiff's claims are barred under the Doctrines of Estoppel and Waiver. 
16 Sixth Affirmative Defense 
17 Plaintiff's claims are barred by the Doctrine of Laches. 
18 Seventh Affirmative Defense 
19 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by the Doctrine of Unclean Hands. 
20 
21 
Eighth Affirmative Defense 
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Ninth Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiff's claims in his Third Cause of Action fail to assert matters with the particularity of 
1 
2 
Rule 9(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
3 Tenth Affirmative Defense 
4 To the extent the Plaintiff is attempting to state a claim for a shareholder's derivative action, 




Eleventh Affirmative Defense 
8 
9 Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor voluntarily relinquished and waived events of default under the 
10 Amended Security Agreement and Amended Pledge Agreement, including but not limited to, default 




Twelfth Affirmative Defense 
14 
15 
Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor voluntarily relinquished the payment provision of this 1996 
16 Promissory and accepted a modified monthly interest payment of $25,000 and future payment of 




Thirteenth Affirmative Defense 
20 
21 
Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor is estopped from claiming a default or breach of the Amended Pledge 
22 Agreement or the Amended Security Agreement, including but not limited to alleged defaults related 
23 to or arising from financial statements, board membership, or insolvency or bankruptcy, as it would 
24 
25 
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be unconscionable to allow Reed J. Taylor to assert such rights to default based on his prior positions 
and conduct. 
1 
Fourteenth Affirmative Defense 
2 
3 Plaintiff has failed to join an indispensable party, Donna Taylor. 
4 Fifteenth Affirmative Defense 
5 Plaintiff s claims against these Defendants are barred because the 1995 Stock Redemption 
6 
Agreement, the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement and the other related agreements 
7 
are void as in violation of former Idaho Code § 30-1-46 (superseded in 1997 by Idaho Code § 30-1-
8 
9 
640), Idaho Code § 30-1-46 provided that a corporation could redeem its shares (or make other 
10 distributions) only out of the corporation's capital surplus, The statute further prohibited shareholder 




14 Sixteenth Affirmative Defense 
15 
16 
At the time the parties entered into the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement, AlA Services 
17 did not have any capital surplus with which to redeem Plaintiffs common stock, AlA had an 
18 accumulated deficit, and/or said transaction rendered AlA Services insolvent. The 1995 Stock 
19 Redemption Agreement, the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement and the related 
20 
agreements are, therefore, illegal and void, Therefore, this Court should decline to enforce the illegal 
21 
22 
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COUNTERCLAIM 
COME NOW, Defendants/Counterclaimants Connie Taylor and James Beck and for cause 
1 
2 
of action against Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, allege, plead and complain as follows: 
3 1. Since April 30, 2007 Connie Taylor and James Beck were appointed to the Board of 
4 Directors for AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc., and each continue 
5 to be on said Boards of Directors. 
6 
2. Connie Taylor is a single person residing in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
7 
3. J ames Beck is a married person and is a resident of Minnesota. 
8 
9 4. 
Reed Taylor is a single person and resides in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
10 5. AlA Services Corporation ("AlA Services") is an Idaho corporation with its 
11 principal place of business located in Lewiston, Nez Perce County Idaho. 
12 
6. AlA Insurance, Inc. ("AIA Insurance") is an Idaho corporation with its principal 
13 
place of business being located in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. AlA 
14 
15 
Insurance is a wholly owned subsidiary of AlA Services. 
16 7. In 1995 Reed Taylor was a member of the Board of Directors for AlA Services and 
17 AlA Insurance. He owned 613,494 shares of common stock in AlA Services. 
18 
8. On or about July 22, 1995, AlA Services and Reed Taylor entered into a Stock 
19 
Redemption Agreement, Stock Pledge Agreement, and Security Agreement through 
20 
which AlA Services redeemed Reed Taylor's 613,494 shares of AlA Services 
21 
22 
Common Stock. Under these Agreements, Reed Taylor was to receive, among other 
23 things, (a) $1,500,000.00 payable at closing; (b) $6,000,000.00 payable pursuant to 
24 
25 
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terms of a promissory note; and, (c) elimination of approximately $570,000.00 in 
1 
debt that Reed Taylor owed to AlA Services. 
2 9. In 1996 AlA Services and Reed Taylor modified the Stock Redemption Agreement 
3 and executed a Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement, an Amended and Restated 
4 Stock Pledge Agreement, and Amended and Restated Security Agreement. (" 1996 
5 
Agreements"). On information and belief, Counterclaimants allege that the 1996 
6 
Agreements were further modified by Reed Taylor and AlA Services. 
7 
8 
10. At the time ofthe execution of the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement, Stock Pledge 
9 Agreement and Security Agreement ("1995 Agreements"), Reed Taylor was a 
10 member of the Board of Directors for both AlA Services and AlA Insurance. 
11 
11. At the time the 1995 Agreements were entered into, AlA Services did not have 
12 
sufficient capital surplus to redeem Reed Taylor's shares of AlA Services common 
13 
stock and had an accumulated deficit. 
14 
15 12. The 1995 Agreements rendered AlA Services insolvent. 
16 13. As of December 31, 1994, AlA Services had total assets of $6,052,465 and total 
17 liabilities of $5,00 1,738. 
18 
14. As of December 31,1995, AlA Services had total assets of $3,342,152 and total 
19 
liabilities of $18,655,370. 
20 
21 
15. As of December 31, 1996, AlA Services had total assets of $2,856,836 and total 
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16, As a result of the financial status of AlA Services at the time the 1995 Agreements 
were entered into, said Agreements violated Idaho Code Section 30-1-46 as well as 
1 
2 
Idaho common law and as such were illegaL 
3 DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 




18, Defendants/Counterclaimants seek an Order declaring the following: 
7 
8 
(a) that the 1995 Redemption Agreement, Promissory Note, Security Agreement 
9 and related agreements were illegal, void and unenforceable; 
10 (b) that as a result of the illegality of the 1995 Agreements, all subsequent 
11 agreements which modified and/or revised the 1995 Agreements are also illegal, void and 
12 
unenforceable; or, in the alternative, 
13 
(c) for an Order rescinding the 1995 Agreements and subsequent 
14 
15 
revisions/modifications thereto, and, thereby requiring Reed Taylor to reimburse AlA Services all 
16 funds paid to him and benefits he received under the 1995 Agreements and subsequent revisions 
17 thereto and, after full reimbursement has been rendered, for the return of the AlA Services common 
18 
stock to Reed Taylor. 
19 
WHEREFORE, these Defendants and Counterclaimants pray as follows: 
20 
21 
l. That Plaintiffs claims be denied and Plaintiff take nothing by way of his Fifth 
22 Amended Complaint; 
23 2, For judgment in favor of Counterclaimants and against Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
24 on the counterclaim. 
25 
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3. For an Order declaring the 1995 Redemption Agreement and related Agreements set 
forth in the Counterclaim are illegal, void, and unenforceable. 
4. For an Order rescinding the 1995 Redemption Agreement, Security Agreements and 
all subsequent revised agreements. 
5. For costs and attorney fees. 
6. F or such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper under the circumstances 
of this lawsuit. 
Dated this /6 day of April, 2008. 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
By: 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, CONNIE TAYLOR, 
Jon . Hally, a member of the firm 
ttorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
James Beck, and Corrine Beck. 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendants demand a jury trial of all issues in this cause and will not stipulate to a jury of 
less than twelve (12). 
DATED on this /b day of April, 2008. 
CLARK and FEENEY 
an D. Hally, a me ber of the firm 
ttomeys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
James Beck, and Corrine Beck. 
9 STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
















Connie W. Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
That she is one of the Defendant's herein; that she has read the foregoing instrument, knows 
the contents thereof and the facts stated therein are true--t01h~ best ofhislher koowledge, information 
and belief. ~ (" 
'~ 'dA= d. L-/ / '\ 
Con'nie W. Taylor - U 
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this/&-1.ay of April 2008. 
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho 
Residing at ( J: , therein. 
My commission expires: til .) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the A day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and correct 

























Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Smith and Cannon 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorneys for Reed Taylor 
James 1. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance 
Michael McNichols 
Clements, Brown & McNichols 
321 13 th Street 
PO Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorneys for R. John Taylor 
David A. Gittins 
Law Offices of David A. Gittins 
843 7th Street 
PO Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorneys for Duclos and Freeman 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance 
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Telecopy (FAX) (208) 342-3829 
E-mail gdb@hteh.com; ;ash@htelz.col11 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Dean Wullenwaber gj..- U.S. Mail 
Wullenwaber Law Firm 0 Hand Delivered 
703 8th St. 0 Overnight Mail 
1 Lewiston, ID 83501 0 Telecopy (FAX) 
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/ 
1 JONATHAND.HALLY 
2 CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
3 J ames Beck and Corrine Beck. 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
4 13th and Main Streets 
5 
P. O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 







13 AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an IdahO~ 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho) 
14 corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE) 
15 TAYLOR, individually and the community property) 
comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, a single) 
16 person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; CROP) 
USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho) 
17 Corporation; and JAMES BECK and CORRINE) 
BECK, individually and the community property) 










CONNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant. 
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COME NOW defendants/counterclaimants Connie Taylor and James Beck, by and through 
their undersigned attorney of record, and pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(a) and (b), do hereby move this 
Court for partial summary judgment and order that the relevant Stock Redemption Agreement is 
illegal. 
This motion is made upon the pleadings and records of the above-entitled action and upon 
the Affidavit of Connie Taylor and the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment filed concurrently herewith. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this ! ( day of April, 2008. 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Jona . Hally, an me er of the firm 
ttorneys for Defendants/Counterlaimants 
Connie Taylor and James Beck 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
2 
Roderick C. Bond 
3 Ned A. Cannon 
Smith and Cannon 
4 508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 8350 I 





















James 1. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
Attorneys jar Crop USA Insurance 
Michael McNichols 
Clements, Brown & McNichols 
321 13 th Street 
PO Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorneys jar R. John Taylor 
David A. Gittins 
Law Offices of David A. Gittins 
843 7t1J Street 
PO Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorneys jar Duclos and Freeman 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Attorneys jar AlA Services and AlA Insurance 




















































Telecopy (FAX) (208) 342-3829 
E-mail gdh@ltteh.com; jash@/zteh.coJ1l 
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Dean Wullenwaber IX- U.S. Mail 
Wullenwaber Law Firm 0 Hand Delivered 
703 8th St. 0 Overnight Mail 
1 Lewiston, ID 83501 0 Telecopy (FAX) 
2 
Attorney for Reed Taylor R Email dwlawfirmra:>cableone.net 
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JONATHAN D. HALLY 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants, Connie Taylor, 
J ames Beck, and Corrine Beck 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
13th and Main Streets 
P. O. Drawer 285 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
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12 AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho~ 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE) 
14 TA YLOR, individually and the community) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN,) 
a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single) 
16 person; CROP USA INSURANCE AGENCY,) 
INC., an Idaho Corporation; and JAMES BECK) 












community property comprised thereof, ) 
Defendants. 
CONNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, 
Counterc1aimants, 
vs. 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Defendants/Counterclaimants Connie Taylor and James Beck became members of the 
1 
2 
Board of Directors for AlA Services in April 2007 and were subsequently named as Defendants 
3 in the above-entitled lawsuit. The lawsuit, in turn, stems from a redemption agreement entered 
4 into between Reed Taylor and AlA Services. In 1995, AlA Services Corporation ("AlA 
5 Services") redeemed Reed Taylor's shares of AlA Services Common Stock. As part of the 
6 
redemption, the parties entered into a Stock Redemption Agreement and other related 
7 
agreements. The Redemption and related agreements were later modified. At the time the 1995 
8 
Agreements were entered into, AlA Services was in poor financial condition and held no capital 
9 
10 surplus. Accordingly, the 1995 Redemption Agreement was illegal and, therefore, void and 
11 unenforceable since it was in violation of former Idaho Code Section 30-1-46 unless the 
12 purchase was from a corporation's capital surplUS. 
13 These Defendants/Counterclaimants seek partial summary judgment, requesting this 
14 
Court rule that the 1995 Redemption Agreement and related agreements as well as all 
15 




18 Reed Taylor was the founder and majority shareholder of AlA Services. See Fifth 
19 Amended Complaint, ~ 2.10. As of 1995, Reed was serving as the president of AlA Services, 
20 and was on its Board of Directors. Thus, Reed had intimate knowledge of the financial state of 
21 
the company and he had access to AlA Service's financial statements. In his capacity as 
22 
president and member of AlA's Board of Directors, Reed owed fiduciary duties to AlA Services. 
23 
24 
AlA Services' consolidated financial statements establish that AlA Services was experiencing 
25 financial difficulty in 1994 and 1995. See Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Connie Taylor filed 
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conculTently herewith. As of December 31, 1994, AlA Services had net assets of only 
$1,050,727. Id. at pp. 3-4. 
1 
2 
On July 22, 1995, in the midst of these financial difficulties, AlA Services and Reed 
3 Taylor entered into a Stock Redemption Agreement, through which AlA Services redeemed 
4 Reed's 613,494 shares of AlA Services Common Stock. Redemption Agreement has been 
5 previously filed with the court. Under the terms of the Stock Redemption Agreement, Reed was 
6 
to receive, among other things, (a) $1,500,000 payable by cashier's check at closing (the "Down 
7 
Payment Note"); (b) $6,000,000 payable pursuant to the terms of a promissory note (the 
8 
9 
"$6,000,000 Note");and (c) elimination of approximately $570,000 in debt that Reed owed to 
10 AlA Services's debt to AlA Services. 
11 As of December 31, 1995, after entering into the Stock Redemption Agreement, AlA 
12 Services' total liabilities (including its liability to Reed Taylor) exceeded its total assets by over 
13 $15 million. See id., Ex. A, pp. 3-4. 
14 
As set forth in detail below, AlA Services did not have any capital surplus to redeem 
15 
Reed Taylor's common stock in AlA Services. Instead, AlA Services was operating under a 
16 
17 
deficit, and increased that deficit when it redeemed Reed Taylor's common shares. This 
18 redemption of Reed Taylor's shares when AlA Services did not have any capital surplus was in 
19 direct violation of an Idaho statute restricting corporations from purchasing their own stock. 
20 Thus, the entire transaction was illegal and void. The illegality of the Stock Redemption 
21 
Agreement makes the related $6,000,000 Note unenforceable. 
22 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
23 
Under Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, a party may be granted summary 
24 
25 judgment as a matter of law if "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with 
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the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact." Yoakum v. 
Hartford Fire Insurance Company, 129 Idaho 171, 175,923 P.2d 416, 420 (1996). The record, 
1 
2 however, must be construed in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party drawing all 
3 inferences and conclusions in that party's favor. Yoakum, 129 Idaho at 175, 923 P.2d at 420. 
4 On a motion for summary judgment, the burden is upon the moving party to prove the 
5 absence of a genuine issue of material fact. Once the party moving for summary judgment 
6 
establishes an absence of genuine issue, the burden shifts to the nonmoving party to make a 
7 
showing of the existence of a genuine issue of material fact on elements challenged by the 
8 
moving party. State v. Shama Resources Ltd. Partnership, 127 Idaho 267, 270, 899 P.2d 977, 
9 
















facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. Bare asseliions that an issue of fact exists, in face 
of particular facts alleged by the movant, are not sufficient to create a genuine issue of fact. 
Cates v. Albertson IS Inc., 126 Idaho 1030,1033,895 P.2d 1223,1226 (1995). 
ARGUMENT 
1. The 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement Was Illegal as a Matter of Law. 
The Idaho Code strictly limits the circumstances under which a corporation can 
repurchase its own stock or make other distributions to shareholders. The statute in effect as of 
1995 was Idaho Code § 30-1-46 (superseded in 1997 by Idaho Code § 30-1-640), which 
provided in relevant part: 
The board of directors of a corporation may, from time to time, distribute to its 
shareholders out of capital surplus of the corporation a portion of its assets, in 
cash or property, subject to the following provisions: 
(a) No such distribution shall be made at a time when the corporation is insolvent 
or when such distribution would render the corporation insolvent. 
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(d) No such distribution shall be made to the holders of any class of shares which 
would reduce the remaining net assets of the corporation below the aggregate 
preferential amount payable in event of involuntary liquidation to the holders of 
shares having preferential rights to the assets of the corporation in the event of 
liquidation. 
The courts in other states have consistently held statutes similar to former Idaho Code 
§ 30-1-46 to prohibit a corporation from purchasing its own shares, except when such purchase 
can be made from capital surplus. See, e.g, Naples Awning & Glass, Inc. v. Cirou, 358 So.2d 
211, 214 (Fla. App. 1978) ("We conclude that under the 1973 statute a stock purchase agreement 
which at time of execution would require payment of an amount for the stock in excess of the 
corporationls 'surplus of its assets over its liabilities including capital' is void"); American 
Heritage Inv. Corp. v. Illinois Nat. Bank of Springfield, 386 N.E.2d 905, 908-910 (Ill. App. 
1979) (concluding that a stock redemption agreement was illegal and void because the stock 
redemption agreement was in violation of a specific statute prohibiting the purchase of shares 
when the corporation lacks sufficient capital surplus to do so); Baird v. McDaniel Printing Co., 
153 S.W.2d 135 (Tenn. App. 1941) (concluding that a promissory note executed in connection 
with a stock redemption agreement in violation of a statute prohibiting a stock redemption 
without sufficient capital surplus was void and unenforceable, and holding that the corporation 
was entitled to recover the amount already paid pursuant to the promissory note); McGinley v. 
Massey, 71 Md.App. 352, 356, 525 A2d 1076, 1078 (Md. App. 1987) (stock redemption 
agreement unenforceable when the corporation was insolvent because "[s]uch contracts when 
executed by a corporation are illegal and not merely ultra vires."); In re Trimble Co., 339 F.2d 
838, 845 (3rd Cir. 1964) (stock redemption agreement is unenforceable where made in violation 
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of a statute because it is "not merely ultra vires but illegal and void," and "[a]n illegal contract 
1 
may be defended against and avoided by any of the parties thereto") (citations omitted); Stevens 
2 
v, Boyes Hot Springs Co" 298 P. 508, 509 (Cal. App. 1931) (concluding that a promissory note 
3 given in connection with an illegal stock redemption agreement is unenforceable and that the 
4 corporation is entitled to the return of payments already made pursuant to the note). 
5 Although there do not appear to be any Idaho cases applying the statute in effect as of 
6 
1995, the common law prohibition against purchasing a corporation's shares when the 
7 
corporation is insolvent, or when such a purchase would render the corporation insolvent, has 
8 
9 
been recognized on multiple occasions by the Idaho courts. See, e.g., La Voy Supply Co. v. 
10 Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127, 369 P.2d 45, 49 (1962) ("Idaho follows the rule that an insolvent 
11 corporation may not repurchase its stock."); White v. Lorimer's City Dye Works, 269 P. 90, 90 
12 (Idaho 1928) ("A contract by a corporation to repurchase its capital stock is not enforceable 
13 against the corporation while insolvent."); Brown v. TB. Reed & Co., 174 P. 136, 138 (Idaho 
14 
1918) ("While there is a conflict in the authorities as to the capacity of a corporation to purchase 
15 
its own stock, the rule appears to be universal that such a purchase is void if made while the 
16 
17 
corporation is insolvent."). 
18 Notably, the rule in Idaho regarding a corporation's ability to purchase its stock from a 
19 shareholder has changed several times. The Idaho cases cited above recite the common law rule 
20 that a corporation cannot repurchase its stock while the corporation is insolvent. This rule was 
21 
codified in 1979 by Idaho Code § 30-1-46, although stated in the more technical terms that a 
22 
corporation could only repurchase its shares "out of capital surplus of the corporation." In 
23 
24 
addition to the capital surplus requirement, the repurchase could not be made "at a time when the 
25 corporation is insolvent or when such distribution would render the corporation insolvent." Id. 
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Then, in 1997, Idaho Code § 30-1-46 was superseded by Idaho Code § 30-1-640, which 
eliminated the capital surplus requirement and adopted a solvency test. 
In this case, the statute in effect as of 1995 applies, See In re Lake Country Investments, 
255 B,R. 588,600 (Bkrtcy. D. Idaho 2000) (applying the savings provision in I.e. § 30-1-1703 
to determine that former Idaho Code § 30-1-46 applies to a 1996 stock redemption agreement 
because it was executed prior to the July 1, 1997 effective date of I. C. § 30-1-640) 1 Thus, the 
Stock Redemption Agreement is void if AlA Services did not have $7,500,000 in capital 
surplus2 in 1995 needed to redeem Reed's common stock. 
It is indisputable that as of July 22, 1995, AlA Services did not have sufficient capital 
surplus to redeem Reed Taylor's common stock. In fact, AlA Services did not have any capital 
surplus and, instead, had a deficit. "Capital Surplus" is defined as "the entire surplus of a 
corporation other than its earned surplus." See former I.C. § 30-1-2(m). "Surplus" is defined as 
"the excess of the net assets of a corporation over its stated capital." Id. at 30-1-2(k). "Net 
assets" is defined as "the amount by which the total assets of a corporation exceed the total debts 
of the corporation." Id. at 30-1-2(i). Thus, the "stated capital" is a component of the "net 
assets." It is clear from AlA's audited Consolidated Financial Statements that AlA did not have 
sufficient capital surplus to redeem Reed Taylor's common shares. 
As of December 31, 1994, AlA had total assets of $6,052,465 and total liabilities of 
$5,001,738. See Connie Taylor Aff., Ex. A, pp. 3-4. Thus, AIA services had a capital surplus 
ofless than $1,050,727. As of December 31,1995, after redeeming Reed's common stock, AlA 
1 For the Court's convenience, copies of the applicable former and current statutes are attached 
hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2. 
2For the technical definition of "capital surplus," see former Idaho Code § 30-1-2, which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
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had total assets of $3,342,152 and total liabilities of $18,655,370 (including the liability to 
1 
Reed), Id Thus, AlA had a negative capital surplus, As of December 31, 1996 (i,e., after the 
2 
1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement), AlA had total assets of $2,856,836 and total 
3 liabilities of $16,113,178 (including the liability to Reed). Id at Ex. B, pp. 3-4. It is clear that at 
4 no time between 1994 and 1996 did AlA services have sufficient capital surplus (if any at all) 
5 with which to redeem Reed Taylor's shares as required by Idaho Code § 30-1-46. Therefore, the 
6 
Stock Redemption Agreement was illegal as in violation ofIdaho Code § 30-1-46. 
7 
A contract that is in violation of a statute or otherwise prohibited by law is illegal. Barry 
8 
9 
v, Pacific West Const. Inc" 140 Idaho 827, 832,103 P.3d 440, 445 (2004); See also 17A AmJur. 
10 2d Contracts Section 251 (1991). The law is well settled in Idaho that illegal contracts are void 
11 and cannot be enforced. Barry v, Pacific West Const. Inc., 140 Idaho 827, 103 P,3d 440 (2004); 
12 Zollinger v. Carrol, 137 Idaho 397,49 P.3d 402 (2002); Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 944 
13 P.2d 698 (1997); Miller v, Haller, 129 Idaho 345, 924 P.2d 607 (1996). "A party to an illegal 
14 
contract cannot ask the Court to have his illegal objects carried out, as the law will not aid either 
15 
party to an illegal agreement but leaves the parties where it finds them. Quiring, 130 Idaho at 
16 
17 
568, 944 P.2d at 703. "In Idaho a court may not only raise the issue of whether a contract is 
18 illegal sua sponte, but it has a duty to raise the issue of illegality whether pled or otherwise at 
19 any stage in the litigation stream." Hyta v. Finley, 137 Idaho 755, 758, 53 P.3d 338, 341 
20 (2002)(internal citations omitted.) 
21 
In Kunz v, Lobo Lodge, Inc., 133 Idaho 608, 611-12, 990 P.2d 1219, 1222-1223 (Ct. 
22 
App. 1999), the parties entered into a lease agreement for purposes of maintaining billboards in 
23 
24 
violation of a city ordinance. When one party filed suit to enforce the lease agreement, the Court 
25 dismissed the action, refusing to enforce an illegal contract. The Court explained that 
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"[ c ]ontracts to do acts forbidden by law are void and cannot be enforced" because "a contract 
which is made for the purpose of furthering any matter or thing prohibited by statute, .. is void." 
1 
2 
ld. at 611 (citations omitted). "This rule applies to every contract which is founded on a 
3 transaction malum in se, or which is prohibited by statute, on the ground of public policy," ld. 






















regardless of the ignorance of the parties. ld. ("[W]here a statute intends to prohibit an act, it 
must be held that its violation is illegal, without regard to the reason of the inhibition ... or to 
the ignorance of the parties as to the prohibiting statute."). The Court reiterated the rule of 
unenforceability of an illegal contract as follows: 
No principle of law is better settled than that a party to an illegal 
contract cannot come into a court of law and ask to have his illegal 
objects can-ied out; ... the law in short will not aid either party to 
an illegal contract; it leaves the parties where it finds them. The 
general rule is the same at law and in equity, and whether the 
contract is executory or executed. 
ld. (quoting Hancock v. Elkington, 67 Idaho 542, 186 P.2d 494 (1947». There is no material 
issue of fact as to whether the Stock Redemption Agreement was in violation of I.C. § 30-1-46. 
Therefore, a partial summary judgment order should be entered declaring that the Stock 
Redemption Agreement was illegal, void and unenforceable. 
2. Defendants/Counterclaimants Seek Only A Partial Summary Judgment 
Determination That The Stock Redemption Agreement is Illegal and 
Unenforceable 
In moving for partial summary judgment, the undersigned seek only a partial summary 
judgment determination that the Stock Redemption Agreement is illegal and unenforceable. A 
finding of illegality and unenforceability will lead to other issues to be addressed later, including 
whether the entire transaction should or can be rescinded, requiring Reed Taylor to return all 
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benefits received under the agreements and, in tum, have his stock returned, and other remedies 
issues. Those issues should be resolved at a later time. 
CONCLUSION 
AlA Services did not have any capital surplus available to purchase Reed's common 
stock. Thus, as a matter of law, the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement was an illegal contract 
that is void and unenforceable. A summary judgment order should be entered finding that the 
1995 Stock Redemption Agreement was illegal and that the related $6,000,000 Note is void and 
unenforceable. 
DATED THIS L day of April, 2008. 
MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
By 
N D. HALLY, ATTORNEYS FOR 
ONNIE W. TAYLOR, JAMES BECK AND 
CORRINE BECK 
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Michael McNichols 
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321 13th Street 
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Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance 
Dean Wullenwaber 
Wullenwaber Law Firm 
703 8th St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Reed Taylor 
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AlA Services Corporation. by and through its counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis 
& Hawley LLP. hereby moves, pursuant to LR.C.P. 67, for leave to deposit with the Court funds 
that are due Reed Taylor under the tenns ofthc 2003 modification or waiver relating to the 
redemption of common stock in AIA Services and the related promissory note. AlA Services 
Corporation hereby undertakes to deposit funds in a segregated account pending the resolution of 
this motion. 
This motion is supported by a memorandum in support filed concurrentIy herewith. 
DATED TH1S I (; day of AprH. 2008. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
(-BY _ ... _--==)_ D<~~ 
Gary D. Babhllt ISB No.' 1486 
Attorneys for AlA Services Corporation. 
AlA Insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
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DelendanliCounterclaimant AlA Services seeks leave ofLhe Court, pursuant to LR.C.P. 
67. to deposit with the Court funds that Reed Taylor argues arc due him under the terms of the 
agreement to redeem his common stock jn AlA Services and the reJaled promissory note. 
II. ARGUMENT 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 67 provides a mechanism lor the deposit of disputed funds 
into Court: 
I.R.C.P. § 67. 
In an action in which any part of the relief sought is a judgment 
for a sum ofmoncy or the disposition of a sum of money or the 
disposition of any olherthing capabJe of delivery. a party, upon 
notice to every other party and by leave of court, may deposit with 
the court alI or any part of such sum or thing. \Vhen it is admitted 
by the pleading, or shown upon the examination of a party, that a 
party has possession. or control of, any money or other thing 
capable of delivery, which. being the subject oflitigalion. is held 
by the party as trustee for another party, or which belongs or is due 
to another party. the court may order the same, upon motion, to be 
deposited in court or delivered to such party. upon such conditions 
as may bejust. Money or any other thing deposIted into court 
under this rule shall be deposited and withdrawn, subject to the 
further directions of the court, and as provided by the statutes of 
this state. 
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A Rule 67 deposit with the Court is appropriate in this casco Reed Taylor contends thal 
the entire interest and principal under the $6 Million promissory note are now due and owing. 
AlA Services contends that the stock redemption agreement has been modified, andior a Reed 
Taylor has waived certain rights under the promissory note, such that AlA's obligation is to pay 
Reed Taylor $25,000 per month ($15,000 directly to Reed Taylor and approximately S 1 0,000 in 
monthly payments to Reed Taylor's pilot and ranch hand). AlA Services has made these 
monthly payments since March 2003. The payments have been made in two parts each month-
on approximately the 1st and 16th of each month. 
As set forth in more detail in the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Connie Taylor 
and James Beck, the entire slock redemption lransaction was illegal because AlA Services did 
not have any capital surplus at the time of lhe transaction to redeem Reed Taylor's shares of 
common Slack. Because the transaction was illegal and in violation of former Idaho Code § 30-
1-46, the slock redemption agreement and the re1ated promissory note arc void and 
unenforceable. Moreover. AlA Services is entitled to repayment oflhe more than six million 
dollars paid to date pursuant to the void agreements (plus return ortile three airpJanes given Reed 
Taylor and the $570,000 in debt forgiven as part ofthe consideration for the stock redemption). 
See Naples AWl/ing & Glass. Illc. v. Cirou. 358 So.2d 21].214 (Fla. App. 1978) (finding that a 
note given in connection with an illegal stock redemption agreement is unenforceable, and 
concluding that Uthe corporation is entitled to recover the value of all consideration paid to [the 
shareholder] pursuant to the agreement including both the consideration given at the time the 
agreement was executed and an subsequent payments on the note"); Uffelmall v. BoilliJ1, 82 
S. W.2d 545. 561 (Tenn. App. 1935) CHAnd ifsuch sale and purchase is executed, the corporation 
may recover from the seller the sum paid to him by the corporation for the shares (iVlraley v. 
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King, supra). or the scIling stockholdcr may rescind the sale and recover the stock upon restoring 
to the corporation its improperly diverted funds (Darllell-Love Lumber Co. v. Wiggs, supra); thus 
restoring [he parties to their original status,"); Duddy-Robinson Co. v. Taylor, 137 Wnsh. 304, 
308,242 P. 21. 23 (\Vash. 1926) ("It seems to us that one ofthe ways to make this statute 
effective. and to discournge the selling 01its stock to a corpornLion, is to enforce the repayment 
orihe money received therefor. even though the act of purchase was ilIcga[."). Reed Taylor docs 
not have the fimmciaI ability to repay the morc than six million dollars in compensation he has 
received since the transaction. much less the ability to repay any continuing monthly payments. 
AlA is in a caleb 22. If AlA continues to pay Reed Taylor, AlA will almost certainly 
never be able to recover on its right to return orthe continuing payments. On the other hand, if 
AlA stops its payments, Reed Taylor will argue that that the stopping of payments constitutes a 
breach orllle [emIS of the agreements. The only equitable solution to this problem is to al10w 
AlA Services to deposit the monthly payments into [he Court. Ifit is dctennined that the stock 
redemption agreement is illegal, void and unenforceable, the deposited funds would be returned 
(0 AlA Services. If Reed Taylor prevails. the deposited funds would be paid to him. Either way, 
the money will be preserved for its rightful owner. 
HI. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reason. the Court should penuit AlA Services to deposit $25,000 per 
month with the Court. AlA has already made one-half of the April 2008 payment to Reed. AIA 
Services has set up a separate account, which IS identified as "AlA Services Corp. Rule 67 
Deposit Account." For the month of April. AlA has deposIted $7,500 into that account (the 
second halfofthe S15,OOO payment to Reed) and is paying Reed's pilot and Ranch Hand for the 
remainder 01 ApriL Beginning in May. AlA win deposit $25,000 into the account each month 
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until the Court is able to rule on this motion faT leave to deposit the funds with the Court. At that 
time, the funds deposited into the separate bank account will be transferred to the Court and AlA 
will continue to submit payment to the Court in the amount of $25,000 each month until the 
rights ofthe panies with respect to the promissory note are ful.ly resolved by the Court. 
DATED THIS /(p day of April, 2008. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
---~ P _A A ~-.---~o. ~ £J-~ 
Gary D.Babiftt ISB No. 1486 
Attorneys fo[" A[A Services Corporation. 
AlA insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
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Michael E. McNichols 
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Attorneys at Law 
321 13 th Street 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TA YLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and ) 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person;CROP USA) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho ) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No: CV 07-00208 
MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 
Defendant R. John Taylor moves the Court, pursuant to Rule 26(c) for a 
protective order determining which defendant is required to produce documents that the 
plaintiff has requested of mUltiple defendants. 
MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER -1-
Plaintiffhas served hundreds of requests for production of documents, many 
of which request the same documents from different defendants. That is, the plaintiffhas 
requested several defendants to produce the identical documents requested from other 
defendants. 
Production of the identical documents by more than one defendant is 
expensive and wasteful and should be prohibited. 
The Court should determine which defendant should produce which 
documents and enter an order that the other defendants are not required to produce 
duplicate documents. 
Defendant John Taylor requests the COUli to order that all corporate 
documents of AlA Services Corporation, AlA Insurance, Inc., and Crop USA Insurance 
Agency, Inc., be produced by those corporations and their counsel, Hawley, Troxell, 
Ennis & Hawley of Boise, Idaho. The reasons for this request are: 
1. Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley has, as counsel for the corporations, 
undertaken to make the production of corporate documents so far in this litigation. 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley has produced tens of thousands of pages of documents 
to plaintiff's counsel in addition to the tens of thousands of pages of documents that have 
been made available to plaintiff's counsel for inspection and copying at the corporate 
offices of AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc. 
2. Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley has the staff, personnel and resources 
to handle production of voluminous documents which includes copying, Bates numbering 
and distribution. 
3. Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley has invested substantial resources to 
retrieve, search and prepare to produce hundreds of thousands of e-mails requested by 




mails at the present time. It is impossible for counsel for John Taylor to undertake the 
responsibility for the retrieval, search and production of the e-mails. 
DATED this 17th day of April, 2008. 
CLEMENTS, BROWN & McNICHOLS, P.A. 
By: ~~~ 
MICHAEL E. McN1COLS 
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CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants, Connie Taylor, 
J ames Beck, and Corrine Beck 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
13th and Main Streets 
P. O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208)743-9516 
ISB# 4979 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 




AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an IdahO~ 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE) 
TAYLOR, individually and the community property) 
comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, a Single) 
person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; CROP) 
USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and CORRINE) 
BECK, individually and the community property) 
comprised thereof, ) 
Defendants. 
CONNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 












CONNIE TAYLOR, JAMES BECK AND CORRINE BECK'S 
JOINDER TO DEFENDANT R. JOHN TAYLOR'S 
MOTION TO FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
Case No. CV -07 -00208 
CONNIE TAYLOR, JAMES BECK 
AND CORRINE BECK'S JOINDER 
TO DEFENDANT R. JOHN 
TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 
LAW OFFICES OF 2L1l.f'3 
CLARK AND FEENEY 

























COMES NOW the above defendants, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck, and 
hereby joins the Motion for Protective Order filed and served by defendant, R. John Taylor. 
Dated this /? day of April, 2008. 
By: ----__ ~--~~---H~----------
nathan D. Hally, a member of the firm 
Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
James Beck, and Corrine Beck. 
25 CONNIE TAYLOR, JAMES BECK AND CORRINE BECK'S 
JOINDER TO DEFENDANT R. JOHN TAYLOR'S 
26 MOTION TO FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the (7 day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and correct 

























Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Smith and Cannon 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorneys for Reed Taylor 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance 
Michael McNichols 
Clements, Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
PO Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorneys for R. John Taylor 
David A. Gittins 
Law Offices of David A. Gittins 
843 7th Street 
PO Box 191 
Clarkston, WA 99403 
Attorneys for Duclos and Freeman 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance 
Dean Wullenwaber 
Wullenwaber Law Firm 
703 8th St. 
Lewiston, 10 83501 





















































Telecopy (FAX) (208) 342-3829 
E-mail gdb@hteh.com; jash@hteh.col1t 
U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Telecopy (FAX) 
/Q Email dwlawfirm@cableone.net 
~~ 
CONNIE TAYLOR, JAMES BECK AND CORRINE BECK'S 
JOINDER TO DEFENDANT R. JOHN TAYLOR'S 
26 MOTION TO FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 3 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
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2 
JONATHAN D. HALLY 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants, Connie Taylor, 
3 James Beck, and Corrine Beck 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 


























AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE) 
TA YLOR, individually and the community property) 
comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, a single) 
person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; CROP) 
USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and CORRINE) 
BECK, individually and the community property) 
comprised thereof, ) 
Defendants. 
CONNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant. 
CONNIE TAYLOR AND JAMES BECK's 











26 MOTION TO FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 
Case No. CV-07-00208 
CONNIE TAYLOR AND JAMES 
BECK'S JOINDER TO AlA 
SERVICES' MOTION FOR RULE 67 
DEPOSIT 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 


























COMES NOW the above defendants/counterclaimants, Connie Taylor and James Beck, 
and hereby join the Motion for Rule 67 Deposit filed and served by defendantlcounterclaimant, 
AlA Services. In addition to the Memorandum in Support of Rule 67 Deposit filed by AlA 
Services, which is incorporated herein by reference, these defendants/counterlclaimants further 
rely upon the Affidavit of Connie Taylor in Support of Motion for Rule 67 Deposit which is filed 
herewith. 
fR Dated this ~ day of April, 2008. 
CONNIE TAYLOR AND JAMES BECK's 
JOINDER TO AlA SERVICES' 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
By: 
Jo:gailian D. Hally, a me.... er of the firm 
Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
James Beck, and Corrine Beck. 
26 MOTION TO FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 2 
ZL/Y7 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83S01 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 

























Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Smith and Cannon 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorneys for Reed Taylor 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance 
Michael McNichols 
Clements, Brown & McNichols 
321 13 th Street 
PO Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorneys for R. John Taylor 
David A. Gittins 
Law Offices of David A. Gittins 
843 7th Street 
PO Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorneys for Duclos and Freeman 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services and AIA Insurance 
Dean Wullenwaber 
Wullenwaber Law Firm 
703 8th St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Reed Taylor 
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JONATHAN D. HALLY 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
James Beck and Corrine Beck 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
13th and Main Streets 
P. O. Drawer 285 




IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TA YLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, 
a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; 
CROP USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an 
Idaho Corporation; and JAMES BECK and 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof, 
Defendants. 
CONNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, 
Counterc1aimants, 
vs. 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN SUPPORT 
Case No. CV-07-00208 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 
DEPOSIT 
26 OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 


























STATE OF IDAHO 




CONNIE TAYLOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the Defendants in this action, and make this Affidavit from my own 
personal knowledge, 
2, Both Defendant James Beck and I were appointed to the Board of Directors of AlA 
Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc" in April 2007. Further, both JamesBeck and I have 
been named as Defendants in the above-entitled action in our capacities as directors. 
3. Since March 2003, AlA Services has paid Plaintiff monthly payments of$25,000.00. 
Of this amount, $15,000 is paid directly to the Plaintiff and approximately $10,000.00 is paid to his 
ranch hand and pilot. 
4. Since AlA Services' last payment to Plaintiff, I have been advised that the payments 
are illegal due to the fact that the underlying agreements were illegal and are therefore void and 
unenforceable. Based upon this knowledge, a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment was filed on 
my behalf wherein James Beck and I request this Court to enter a finding that the Stock Redemption 
Agreement and related agreements are illegal and unenforceable. 
5. The illegality of the Agreements creates an untenable situation for myself as well as 
James Beck. On one hand, continued payment of the $25,000 to Reed Taylor would result in a 
breach of our fiduciary duty as board members and could result in James Beck and/or myself being 
held personally liable for any payments made to Plaintiff now that we have knowledge that the 
underlying Agreements are illegal. On the other hand, failure to make continued payments would 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN SUPPORT 
26 OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
likely result in Reed Taylor claiming that nonpayment constitutes a breach of the terms of the 
~ 
agreements. 
2 6. To avoid the potentially severe consequences arising from this impossible choice, I 
3 join in on AlA Services' request to deposit the $25,000.00 payments with the court until otherwise 









tf~ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1£ day of April, 2008. 
~o 
1~ 
12 Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho. 
Residing at I therein. 













AFFlDA VIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN SUPPORT 
26 OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 3 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /K day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
2 following: 
3 Roderick C. Bond 0 U.S. Mail 
4 Ned A. Cannon 0 Hand Delivered 
Smith and Cannon 0 Overnight Mail 
5 508 Eighth Street 0 Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-8421 
Lewiston, ID 83501 ~ E-mail: rod@Scblegal.com,· 
6 Attorneys for Reed Taylor ned@Scblegal.com,· 
legalservice~learwire.net 
7 
James 1. Gatziolis 0 U.S. Mail 
8 Charles E. Harper 0 Hand Delivered 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 0 Overnight Mail 
9 500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 0 Telecopy (FAX) (312) 715-5155 
10 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 R E-mail ch arJ2er!ifJB. uarles. co m; 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance jjg@quarles.com 
11 
12 Michael McNichols 0 U.S. Mail 
Clements, Brown & McNichols 0 Hand Delivered 
13 321 13
th Street 0 Overnight Mail 
PO Box 1510 0 Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-0753 
14 Lewiston, ID 83501 /~ E-mail mmcnichols@£:..lbrmc.com 
Attorneys for R. John Taylor 
15 
David A. Gittins 0 U.S. Mail 
16 Law Offices of David A. Gittins 0 Hand Delivered 
843 7th Street 0 Overnight Mail 
17 PO Box 191 0 Telecopy (FAX) (509) 758-3576 
18 
Clarkston, W A 99403 ~ E-mail david@gittinslaw.com 
Attorneys for Duclos and Freeman 
19 Gary D. Babbitt 0 U.S. Mail 
20 D. John Ashby 0 Hand Delivered 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 0 Overnight Mail 
21 877 Main Street, Suite 1000 0 Telecopy (FAX) (208) 342-3829 
P.O. Box 1617 l\l E-mail gdb@hteh.com; 
22 Boise, ID 83701-1617 ;ash@hteh.com 




AFFIDA VIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN SUPPORT 
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LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Dean Wullenwaber o U.S. Mail 
Wullenwaber Law Firm o Hand Delivered 
1 703 8
th St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
o Overnight Mail 
o Telecopy (FAX) 
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LEWISTON. IDAHO 83501 
1 JONATHAN D. HALLY 
2 CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
3 James Beck and Corrine Beck 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
4 13th and Main Streets 
P. O. Drawer 285 
5 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 






IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
10 REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
11 Plaintiff, 
12 vs. 
13 AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
14 corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
15 TA YLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, 
16 a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; 
CROP USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an 
17 Idaho Corporation; and JAMES BECK and 
18 CORRINE BECK, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof, 
19 
Defendants. 




23 REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
24 Counterdefendant. 
25 
AFFIDA VIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN SUPPORT 
26 OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 
Case No, CV-07-00208 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 
DEPOSIT 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 



























STATE OF IDAHO 




CONNIE TA YLOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the Defendants in this action, and make this Affidavit from my own 
personal knowledge. 
2. Both Defendant James Beck and I were appointed to the Board of Directors of AlA 
Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc., in April 2007. Further, both James Beck and I have 
been named as Defendants in the above-entitled action in our capacities as directors. 
3. Since March 2003, AlA Services has paid Plaintiff monthly payments of $25,000.00. 
Of this amount, $15,000 is paid directly to the Plaintiff and approximately $10,000.00 is paid to his 
ranch hand and pilot. 
4. Since AlA Services' last payment to Plaintiff, I have been advised that the payments 
are illegal due to the fact that the underlying agreements were illegal and are therefore void and 
unenforceable. Based upon this knowledge, a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment was filed on 
my behalf wherein James Beck and I request this Court to enter a finding that the Stock Redemption 
Agreement and related agreements are illegal and unenforceable. 
5. The illegality of the Agreements creates an untenable situation for myself as well as 
James Beck. On one hand, continued payment of the $25,000 to Reed Taylor would result in a 
breach of our fiduciary duty as board members and could result in James Beck and/or myself being 
held personally liable for any payments made to Plaintiff now that we have knowledge that the 
underlying Agreements are illegal. On the other hand, failure to make continued payments would 
AFFIDAVIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
likely result in Reed Taylor claiming that nonpayment constitutes a breach of the terms of the 
agreements. 
1 
2 6. To avoid the potentially severe consequences arising from this impossible choice, I 
3 join in on AlA Services' request to deposit the $25,000.00 payments with the court until otherwise 
4 instructed by this Court. 
5 +h /-~: 






9 SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ;tfaay of April, 2008. 
10 
11 
12 Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho. 
Residing at I therein. 
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25 
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CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Dean Wullenwaber o U.S. Mail 
Wullenwaber Law Firm o Hand Delivered 
1 703 8
th St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
o Overnight Mail 
o Telecopy (FAX) 



























AFFIDA VIT OF CONNIE TAYLOR IN SUPPORT 
26 OF MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 5 
LAW OFFICES OF ZtI ~'J> 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
RODERICK C. BOND 
NED A. CANNON, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON AND BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
F f L.ED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TA YLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
REED TAYLOR'S PRELIMINARY 
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO AlA 
SERVICES AND AlA INSURANCE'S 
MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT 
AND THE JOINDER OF CONNIE 
TAYLOR, JAMES BECK AND 
CORRINE BECK 
Reed Taylor ("Reed") submits the following Preliminary Response in Opposition to AlA 
Services and AlA Insurance's Motion for Rule 67 Deposit and the Joinder of Connie Taylor, 
James Beck and Corrine Beck: 
REED TAYLOR'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT - 1 
OR~(,i At 
245Cf 
I. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 
A. AlA Services and AlA Insurance's Rule 67 Motion Should Be Denied for the 
Reasons Stated in Reed's Responses to Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine 
Beck's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
Stock redemption and distribution statutes are enacted to protect innocent creditors. A 
virtually identical fact pattern to this case was more recently addressed through a unanimous 
decision of the Colorado Supreme Court: 
We agree with the majority view that the validity of a corporate stock repurchase may be 
attacked only by persons who are injured or prejudiced thereby and not by the 
corporation itself. Allowing corporations to void these transactions through the 
application of a statute designed to protect creditors and minority shareholders would, in 
effect, sanction corporate development of improper repurchasing schemes. Such a result 
is a misapplication of the statute and circumvents its intended purpose. 
A shareholder who is fully aware of, and consents to, a questionable transaction may not 
thereafter attack that transaction by requesting it be declared illegal. 
The Minnelusa Company, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324-25 (Col. 1996)( emphasis added). 
The Colorado Supreme Court further explained how the corporation itself is not an 
intended beneficiary of stock repurchase statutes and is barred from seeking relief: 
More directly on point are the majority of cases from other states that prohibit 
corporations from using stock repurchase statutes to void stock repurchase agreements. 
The Minnelusa Company, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324 (Col. 1996), citing, among other cases, the Idaho 
Supreme Court case, LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127, 369 P.2d 45 (1962)("A 
corporation itself cannot have a stock repurchase agreement declared illegal, nor can creditors 
who are not injured have a right to complain.") 
It should also be noted that the cases relied upon by the defendants involve innocent 
creditors, criminal statutes, statutes that expressly provide an activity is unlawful, and/or old case 
law. 
REED TAYLOR'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT - 2 
As will be explained in Reed's Response in Opposition to Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, John, Taylor, Connie Taylor, and 
James Beck were intimately involved in the transactions to redeem Reed's shares. Moreover, 
John Taylor voted in favor of the transaction at various board meetings, and John and Connie 
Taylor voted their shares in favor of the transaction. Signficantly, James and Corrine Beck 
conditioned their purchase of Series C Preferred Shares in AlA Services on the condition that 
Reed's shares were redeemed and, most importantly, did not become shareholders until after 
Reed's shares were redeemed (i.e., even creditors are barred from attacking a redemption when 
they have notice of the redemption). None of these defendants are innocent creditors. All of 
these defendants wanted Reed's shares redeemed in a failed effort to take AlA Services pUblic. 
Now, these same defendants are seeking to invalidate the redemption of Reed's shares 
some 13 years after the fact by arguing a statutory scheme designed to protect innocent creditors. 
Significantly, however, Connie Taylor, James Beck, and Corrine Beck are not innocent creditors 
or the intended beneficiaries of stock redemptionJrepurchase statutes. Indeed, their hands are 
unclean as they have participated in siphoning off assets and cash from AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance for their own benefit and to the detriment of Reed and the other shareholders of AlA 
Services. 
As explained by the Colorado Supreme Court and as will be fully explained in Reed's 
Responses to the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck are barred from seeking to invalidate the redemption of Reed's shares. They have 
no standing to contest the redemption from which they sought to profit from. 
III 
REED TAYLOR'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT - 3 
Z. LIllI 
B. AlA Services and AlA Insurance May Not Deposit Funds Into an Account or the 
Court Without Leave of the Court. 
A party may not deposit funds into a "special" account or the Court registry without leave 
of the Court. LR.C.P.67. 
Here, AlA Services and AlA Insurance (with the support of Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck) have unilaterally elected to stop making payments to Reed without obtaining 
leave of the Court in an apparent attempt to pressure Reed. 
C. Ordering a Rule 67 Deposit Would Be Inappropriate Because AlA Service and 
AlA Insurance Have No Standing to Attack the Redemption Agreements. 
A corporation is prohibited from using stock repurchase statutes to void stock repurchase 
agreements. In re Lake Country Investments v. Noyes, 255 B.R. 588 (Idaho Dist. Ct. 2000); 
LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120,369 P.2d 45 (1962). 
Here, AlA Services and AlA Insurance are barred from using Idaho Code to void the 
stock redemption agreements with Reed. 
D. Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck's Joinder Have No Standing to 
File a Joinder. 
As explained above, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck have no standing to 
challenge the legality of the redemption of Reed's shares. They are not innocent parties. 
E. Connie Taylor's Affidavit Is Self-Serving and Contains Inadmissible Evidence. 
Portions of affidavits which are argumentative, lack foundation, speculative, conclusory, 
inaccurate, unfounded, and/or unsupported should be stricken. R. Homes Corp. v. Herr, 142 
Idaho 87, 93-94, 123 P.3d 720 (Idaho App. 2005); Sprinkler Irrigation Company, Inc. v. John 
Deere Insurance Company, Inc., 139 Idaho 691, 697, 85 P.3d 667 (2004). 
III 
REED TAYLOR'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT - 4 
Legal opinions and conclusions of law contained in an affidavit may not be considered 
and should be stricken. Tortes v. King County, 119 Wn. App. 1, 12-14,84 P.3d 252 (2003). 
Connie Taylor's Affidavit contains inadmissible evidence that should be stricken, 
including, legal opinions and conclusions of law that are unsupported by the facts or the law. 
II. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons articulated above, the Court should deny AlA Services, AlA Insurance, 
Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck's Motion for Rule 67 Deposit. 
DATED: This 24th day of April, 2008. 
REED TAYLOR'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR RULE 67 DEPOSIT - 5 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Ned A. Cannon 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor 
RODERICK C. BOND 
NED A. CANNON, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
F1LED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
J AMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
REED TAYLOR'S RESPONSE IN 
OPPOSITION TO R. JOHN TAYLOR, 
JAMES BECK AND CONNIE 
TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR 
PROTECTION ORDER AND REED 
TAYLOR'S REQUEST FOR ORDER 
TO COMPEL AND FOR A WARD OF 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
Reed Taylor ("Reed") submits this Response to John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck's Motion for Protective Order and further requests that the Court enter an 
order to compel discovery and award fees to Reed: 
REED TAYLOR'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO JOHN TAYLOR, 
JAMES BECK, CORRINE BECK AND CONNIE TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER AND REQUEST FOR ORDER TO COMPEL. .. - 1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
No emails or electronic files have been produced by any of the defendants in this action. 
Significant other documents have also not been produced by the defendants. While the law is 
clear that directors, officers and agents have the obligation to produce documents whether held 
by them or third parties, John Taylor, Connie Taylor, and James Beck move the Court for a 
protective order requiring that the same corporations, who have a clear track record of not 
producing documents, be the sole parties responsible for producing responsive documents. 
The defendants have failed to cite any legal authority for their Motion for Protective 
Order. The Court should deny the defendants' Motion for Protective Order and compel the 
corporations and individual directors and officers to all be responsible for the production of 
documents of AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and Crop USA. 
II. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 
A. The Defendants Have Failed to Meet the Burden Required for a Protective 
Order. 
LR.C.P. 26(c) governs the entry of protective orders, which states in part: 
Upon motion by a party or by the person from whom discovery is sought, and for good 
cause shown, the court in which the action is pending ... may make any order which 
justice requires to protect a party or person ... 
LR.C.P. 26( c) (emphasis added). "This puts the burden on the party seeking relief to show some 
plainly adequate reason therefor." 8 Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ.2d § 2035 (2007) (emphasis added). 
Here, John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck have failed to cite any 
legal authority for the proposition that they (as individual directors and/or officers of AlA 
Services, AlA Insurance, and Crop USA) should not be compelled to produce documents when 
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they have custody and/or control over such documents and the corporations have failed to 
produce such documents. 
1. Reed Simply Requests that the Defendants Produce a Single Copy of 
Each Responsive Document. 
Reed is requesting documents responsive to his Requests for Production, along with full 
and complete answers to his Interrogatories. Except for documents specifically requested by 
certain parties to support issues such as affirmative defenses, counterclaims, etc., Reed is only 
requesting a single copy of each responsive document. Moreover, Reed does not care whether 
such documents are produced by an individual director or by one of the corporations, so long as 
somebody produces responsive documents. Although the defendants need not jointly produce 
more than one copy of each responsive document, they must ensure that responsive documents 
are produced and, as set forth above, the burden rests on all of their shoulders to do so. I 
Here, no emails or electronic files have been produced by any of the defendants. See 
Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated April 24, 2008, p. 5,' 13. None of the defendants have 
fully answered Reed's interrogatories regarding their defenses and counterclaims. Id. at, 14. 
B. Reed Requests that the Court Enter an Order Compelling the Defendants to 
Provide Full and Complete Responses, Answers, and Responsive Documents. 
I.R. C.P. 26(b)( 1 ), provides as follows in pertinent part: 
Unless otherwise limited by order ofthe court in accordance with these rules, the 
scope of discovery is as follows: (l) Parties may obtain discovery regarding any 
matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the 
pending action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking 
discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party ... It is not ground for 
objection that the information sought will be inadmissible at the trial if the 
I The requirement to only jointly produce one copy of each responsive document has no application to 
specific requests for a party to produce certain documents, i.e., documents supporting that party's affirmative 
defenses, counterclaims, etc. 
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information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. 
LR.C.P. 26(b)(1) (emphasis added). Federal Courts interpreting the identical Federal Rule have 
consistently held that the rule allowed the broadest possible discovery. See e.g., Hickman v. 
Taylor, 329 U.S. 495,67 S.Ct. 385, 91 L.Ed. 451 (1947). In Hickman, the U.S. Supreme Court 
discussed the scope of discovery under this rule and observed that: 
No longer can the time-honored cry of 'fishing expedition' serve to preclude a 
party from inquiring into the facts underlying his opponent's case. 
Hickman at 392. The only limitation on discovery of unprivileged material under the rule is that 
it could lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, which is such a broad standard that at the 
discovery stage a party may in fact engage in a fishing expedition. See 8 Wright & Miller, 
Federal Prac. & Proc., § 2008 (2007). 
Under the broad LR.C.P. 26(b)(1), evidence is discoverable even if it is not admissible at 
trial, if the "information sought is reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence." LR.C.P. 26(b)(1) (emphasis added). 
LR.C.P. 26(c) expressly authorizes the Court to require the party moving for a protective 
order to compel discovery and award attorneys' fees to the responding party: 
If the motion for a protective order is denied in whole or in part, the court may, on such 
terms and conditions are just, order that any party or person provide or permit discovery. 
The provisions of Rule 37(a)( 4) apply to the award of expenses incurred in relation to the 
motion. 
LR.C.P.26(c). In other words, it is unnecessary for Reed, the party responding to the Motion for 
Protective Order, to contemporaneously file a motion to compel. Id. 
III 
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Here, not only do John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck fail to meet 
the burden required to obtain a protective order, but they have failed to produce responsive 
documents and answers on behalf of the corporations or themselves individually. They have 
completely ignored their obligations and the obligations of the corporation's under the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, including, I.R.C.P. 26. 
1. The Directors and Officers Have Custody and Control of AlA Services 
and AlA Insurance's Books and Records and They Should Be Compelled 
to Produce Them. 
Courts have consistently held that ownership or posseSSIOn of documents IS not a 
condition required to compel a party to produce documents: 
A party need not have actual possession of documents to be required to produce them 
under Rule 34, nor is legal ownership the determining factor. If the responding party has 
the legal right to control the requested documents, including the right to obtain them on 
demand, that party must produce them, even if they are located beyond the jurisdiction of 
the court. In other words, the responding party cannot furnish only information within 
his or her immediate knowledge or possession; a party has an obligation to conduct a 
reasonable inquiry into the factual basis of its responses to discovery, and, based on that 
inquire, a party responding to a production request is under an affirmative duty to seek 
that information reasonably available to it from its employees, agents or others subject to 
its control. Control may be established by the existence of a principal-agent relationship 
or pursuant to a contract provision. 
lOA Fed. Proc., L. Ed., § 26:624 (2008) (internal foot notes omitted)(emphasis added). This well 
established rule has been applied in numerous cases. In Haseotes v. Abacab Intern. Computers, 
Inc., 120 F.RD. 12 (D.Mass.1988), the Court discussed possession, custody and control: 
The plaintiff is correct, however, in noting that a defendant must produce 
requested documents that are in that defendant's "possession, custody or control." 
Fed.R.Civ.P. 34(a). Legal ownership is not the determining factor. See 1. 
Moore, J. Lucas, D. Epstein, 44 Moore's Federal Practice 34.17 (198). Under 
this rule, a party has "control" over a document if that party has a legal right to 
obtain those documents. See C. Wright & A. Miller, 8 Federal Practice & 
Procedure § 2210 (1970), and cases cited therein. Thus, the individual 
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defendants, as officers, directors, and shareholders of Abacab Ltd. and Abacab 
Inc., can be required to produce documents that are in the possession of the 
corporations. 
Haseotes, 120 F.R.D. at 14 (emphasis added). Moreover, the court noted that "the plaintiff is not 
interested in obtaining separate responses from each individual defendant." 120 F.R.D. at 14. 
The court granted plaintiff's motion to compel requiring the defendants to coordinate and 
produce at least one copy of each document requested. Id. 
Over a century ago, the U. S. Supreme Court in Nelson v. United States, 201 U.S. 92, 50 
L. Ed 673, 26 S.Ct. 358 (1906), also colorfully addressed this issue. Affirming a judgment of 
contempt that was entered against the director and general manager of a corporation for his 
refusal to obey a court order requiring him to produce certain corporate books and records, the 
Supreme Court found "untenable" the position that the director did not have possession of the 
corporate documents and stated: 
This contention is untenable .. .It is hardly necessary to observe that the witnesses 
had all the possession human beings could have had or can have, and if the 
objection is to prevail, the books of a corporation can be withdrawn from the 
reach of compulsory process. 
It is as useless as attempting to demonstrate that twice two make four, to say that 
a corporation can have possession of nothing except by the human beings who are 
its officers ... 
Nelson, 201 U.S. at 115 (emphasis added). 
John Taylor, Connie Taylor, and James Beck are all directors of AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance. John Taylor is the President and CEO of AlA Services and AlA Insurance. John 
Taylor is the CEO and Chairman of the Board of Crop USA. JoLee Duclos is the secretary of 
AlA Services, AlA Insurance and Crop USA. Bryan Freeman is a Vice-President of AlA 
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Insurance and in charge of all computer systems at AlA Services, AlA Insurance and Crop USA, 
including those systems containing the corporations' emails and electronic files. All of these 
individuals have custody and control of AlA Insurance, AlA Services and Crop USA's 
documents, email and electronic files. All of these individuals must ensure the responsive 
documents, email, and electronic files are produced to Reed. They should not be permitted to 
escape their obligations. 
Moreover, in his deposition, John Taylor testified that he makes the decisions pertaining 
to the litigation. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated April 24, 2008, Ex. F. In addition, John 
Taylor testified that JoLee Duclos assembles the documents to be produced. Id. Finally, Connie 
Taylor submitted financial statements in support of their Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
that was faxed from AlA Insurance's offices, which unequivocally demonstrates her custody and 
control of corporate documents. See Affidavit of Connie W. Taylor, Ex. A (the top of the pages 
have clear facsimile transmission stamps). 
John Taylor specifically testified at his deposition: 
Q. (Mr. Bond) Who makes the decisions at AlA Services and AlA Insurance with 
regard to the litigation? 
A. (Mr. Taylor) Generally I do. 
Q. (Mr. Bond) Who directs the litigation in this matter on behalf of AlA - or, 
excuse me, on behalf of Crop USA? 
A. (Mr. Taylor) What do you mean by direct? 
Q. (Mr. Bond) Makes the decisions for the litigation. 
A. (Mr. Taylor) I make those decision in consultation with the attorneys. 
Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond, Ex. F, pp. 87-88. 
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Q. (Mf. Bond) But where do the final decisions rest with the corporations? 
A. (Mf. Taylor) All final decisions rest with me. 
Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond, Ex. F, p. 296. 
Q. (Mf. Bond) 
A. (Mf. Taylor) 
Id. at p. 263. 
Q. (Mf. Bond) 
A. (Mf. Taylor) 
Q. (Mf. Bond) 
A. (Mf. Taylor) 
Q. (Mf. Bond) 
A. (Mf. Taylor) 
Id. at p. 1.98. 
Do you think it's appropriate for you to make decisions pertaining 
to the lawsuit on behalf of the corporations when you're personally 
being sued in this action? 
I do. 
Who at AlA would know what documents have been provided to 
Reed Taylor? 
JoLee. 
Is that all? Is that the only person that would know? 
Yes. 
And would JoLee be the only person that knows for Crop USA, 
AlA Insurance and AlA Services? 
She has been the person gathering the documents, yes. 
John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck and the other individual defendants (as directors 
andlor officers of the corporations) should be ordered to produce all responsive documents and 
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2. John Taylor and Connie Taylor Have Failed to Produce a Single 
Document or Provide Full and Complete Answers and Responses. 
Instead of asserting proper objections and producing responsive documents, John and 
Connie Taylor have failed to produce even a single document to Reed Taylor's Requests for 
Production of Documents. Moreover, John and Connie Taylor failed to provide full and 
complete answers to Reed Taylor's First Set of Interrogatories. An order compelling John and 
Connie Taylor to produce responsive documents and to provide full and complete answers and 
responses is appropriate and warranted.2 See I.R. C.P. 26( c). 
3. All Emails and Electronic Files and Documents Must Be Produced. 
Electronic information, including e-mails, are discoverable under the recently enacted 
I.R.C.P. 34(a), which provides that a party may obtain discovery of "electronic and data storage 
devices in any medium which constitute or contain matters within the scope of Rule 26(b) ... " 
I.R.C.P. 34(a). Although no reported decisions in Idaho have addressed this rule, Federal Courts 
interpreting the analogous Federal Rules have consistently held that electronic data, including e-
mails, are discoverable. Rowe Entertainment, Inc. v. William Morris Agency, Inc., 205 F.R.D. 
421, 428 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (There is no justification for precluding discovery of defendants' e-
mails on the ground that such discovery was unlikely to provide relevant information or would 
invade the privacy of non-parties); Playboy Enterprises. v. Welles, 60 F. Supp. 2d 1050, 1053 
(S.D. Cal. 1999) (E-mails contained on defendant's hard drive are discoverable). 
Here, John Taylor, Connie Taylor, and James Beck, have refused to produce any emails 
or any other electronic files or documents, individually or on behalf of any of the corporaitons. 
2 At hearing on Connie Taylor's Motion for Protective Order heard in January, the Court stated that it 
expected Connie Taylor to produce documents and comply with discovery. She has failed to do so. 
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Thus, the Court should order all of the defendant directors and officers of AlA Services, AlA 
Insurance, and Crop USA to produce all responsive electronic information, including all 
responsive emails, electronic files, Excel files and the like. 
4. No Husband and Wife Privilege Applies to John Taylor and Connie 
Taylor's Communications after December 16,2005. 
"A person has a privilege to prevent testimony as to any confidential communication 
between the person and his or her spouse made during the marriage." I.R.E. 504. 
Therefore, all communications between Connie and John Taylor are discoverable to the 
extent that they relate in any way to their dissolution or this action after the date of their 
dissolution in December 2005, except those protected by way of her membership on the board of 
AlA Services or AlA Insurance on or after April 30, 2007. Moreover, all communications or 
documents exchanged between them that were not confidential are discoverable during their 
marriage, i.e., all non-privileged emails in which others were carbon copied, stock certificates, 
stock subscription agreements, stock purchase agreements, etc. 
C. Reed Requests an Award of His Attorneys' Fees and Costs Incurred in 
Defending John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck, and Corrine Beck's Motion 
and Compelling Discovery. 
The Court has the authority to award attorneys' fees and costs to the party defending a 
motion for protective order. See I.R.C.P. 26(e); I.R.C.P. 37(a)(4). 
Here, John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck have failed to meet the 
burden required to have a protective order entered and Reed. Significantly, John Taylor and 
Connie Taylor have failed to produce a single document in response to Reed's Requests for 
Production. The corporations have failed to produce any emails or electronic files, over whom 
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John Taylor, Connie Taylor and James Beck are the persons in control. Thus, Reed should be 
awarded his attorneys' fees and costs incurred in defending against the Motion and those 
attorneys' fees and costs incurred obtaining an order compelling discovery. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons articulated above, the Court should deny John Taylor, Connie Taylor, 
James Beck and Corrine Beck's Motion for a Protective Order and enter an order compelling the 
individuals and corporation defendants to provide full and complete responses, produce at least 
one copy of every responsive document (whether in paper form, electronic form or email), and to 
provide full and complete answers to every interrogatory. Finally, Reed should be awarded his 
attorneys' fees and costs incurred in responding to the Motion for Protective Order and 
compelling the defendants to fully and appropriately respond to his Requests for Production and 
Interrogatories. 
DATED: This 24th day of April, 2008. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
BY&~~ 
.... Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of (1) Reed Taylor's Response in Opposition to John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck's Motion for Protective Order, Request to Compel and Request for an Award 
of Attorneys' Fees and Costs; (2) the Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond wi Exhibits in Opposition to 
Motion for Protective Order, in Support of Motion to ExtendlEnlarge Time; (3) Reed's Motion 
to Shorten Time; (4) Reed's Proposed Order Shortening Time; (5) Reed's Motion to 
ExtendlEnlarge Time to Respond to Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment; (6) Reed's Preliminary Response to the Defendants' Rule 67 Motion 
to Deposit; and (7) Notice of Hearing on Reed's Motion to ExtendlEnlarge Time to Respond on 
the following parties via the methods indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants JoLee Duclos and 
Bryan Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
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Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and 
Crop USA Insurance Agency 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, 500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance Agency 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 24th day of April, 2008, at Lewiston, Idaho. 
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RODERICK C. BOND 
NED A. CANNON, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION AND 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW TO 
EXTENDIENLARGE TIME TO 
RESPOND TO CONNIE TAYLOR, 
JAMES BECK, AND CORRINE 
BECK'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Reed iaylor ("Reed") moves the Court to Extend and/or Enlarge the Time to Respond to 
Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck's Motion Partial Summary Judgment: 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION TO 




On April 17, 2008, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck alleged for the first 
time that they should be permitted to avoid liability for their actions by alleging that the 
redemption of Reed's shares was an illegal or void transaction. Prior to this date, no defendant 
in this action had alleged that the redemption of Reed's shares was illegal or void and no party 
had set forth any facts regarding allegations of illegality in any discovery responses. 
Because of the nature of Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck's allegations 
regarding the legality of the redemption of Reed's shares, Reed requests additional time to be 
able to fully and fairly respond to the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment in order to conduct 
additional necessary discovery, take all necessary depositions and fully prepare for the issue that 
had never been raised in this case until April 17,2008. 
II. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 
A. An Order Granting Reed Additional Time to Respond to Connie Taylor and 
James Beck's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Is Appropriate Under 
IRCP 56(0 and/or IRCP 6(b). 
"[T]he court for cause shown may at any time ... with or without motion or notice order 
the period enlarged if request therefore is made before the expiration of the period originally 
prescribed ... I.R.C.P. 6 (b)(I). 
An extension of time is also specifically authorized under I.R.C.P. 56(f) to conduct 
discovery: 
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party cannot 
for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition, the 
court ... may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be 
taken or discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just. 
I.R.C.P. 56(f). 
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Here, the Court should extend the time afforded to Reed to serve his Response and 
opposing Affidavits for at least 60 days or such time as depositions may be taken and discovery 
conducted, whichever is greater. Connie Taylor and James Beck's allegations of illegality were 
raised for the first time on April 17, 2008. See Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated April 24, 
2008, ~~ 2-8. Prior to this date, no party in this action had made any allegations, affirmative 
defenses, or counterclaims regarding the legality of the redemption of Reed's shares. Jd. 
Despite Reed's request, counsel for Connie Taylor refused to grant him additional time to 
respond. Jd. at ~ 2 and Ex. A. 
Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck are attempting to avoid liability for their 
acts in this action by alleging, some 13 years after the fact, that the redemption of Reed's shares 
was unlawful by relying on legal theories intended to protect innocent parties. However, because 
I.C. §§ 30-1-46 and 30-1-640 (and related statutes) were enacted for the purpose of protecting 
innocent creditors owed money at the time of the redemption or who later became creditors 
without knowledge of the redemption of shares, the allegations raised in Connie Taylor, James 
Beck and Corrine Beck's Motion require additional discovery because they involve facts and law 
not previously at issue nor at the center of past specific discovery. 
Although Reed will brief the issue when his Response is due, the requirement that a party 
must be an innocent creditor or shareholder to seek relief based upon allegations of illegality 
could not be better illustrated than through The Minnelusa Company v. A.G. Andrikopoulos, 929 
P.2d 1321 (Col. 1996), a unanimous decisions heard En Bane by the Colorado Supreme Court, 
wherein the Court succinctly and correctly stated: 
III 
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We agree with the majority view that the validity of a corporate stock repurchase 
may be attacked only by persons who are injured or prejudiced thereby and not by 
the corporation itself. Allowing corporations to void these transactions through the 
application of a statute designed to protect creditors and minority shareholders would, in 
effect, sanction corporate development of improper repurchasing schemes. Such a result 
is a misapplication of the statute and circumvents its intended purpose. 
A shareholder who is fully aware of, and consents to, a questionable transaction 
may not thereafter attack that transaction by requesting it be declared illegal. 
The Minnelusa Company, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324-25 (Col. 1996) (emphasis added). 
The Colorado Supreme Court further explained how the corporation itself is not an 
intended beneficiary of stock repurchase statutes: 
More directly on point are the majority of cases from other states that prohibit 
corporations from using stock repurchase statutes to void stock repurchase 
agreements. 
The Minnelusa Company, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324 (Col. 1996), citing, among other cases, the Idaho 
Supreme Court case, LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127, 369 P.2d 45 (1962)("A 
corporation itself cannot have a stock repurchase agreement declared illegal, nor can creditors 
who are not injured have a right to complain.")! 
In this case, Connie Taylor, John Taylor, James Beck and the others wished to redeem 
Reed's shares to obtain a controlling interest so that they could take AlA Services public and 
make significant sums of money. The evidence, once fully obtained and presented, will show 
that Connie Taylor, James Beck, John Taylor and the other defendants approved the redemption 
of Reed's shares and had full knowledge of all of the intimate details of the redemption. 
Certainly, had they been successful in taking AlA Services public, they would have not shared 
any of their profits with Reed. Unfortunately, their plan failed so they resorted to inappropriately 
I For this reason, AlA Services and AlA Insurance's Motion to Amend must be denied because they are 
barred as a matter of law from requesting the Court to declare the redemption of Reed's shares illegal. 
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utilizing AlA Services and AlA Insurance as vehicles to fonn and operate Crop USA, to 
inappropriately transfer millions of dollars of cash and services to Crop USA, and participate in 
other instances of self-serving corporate malfeasance. 
As such, Reed should be afforded additional time to attempt to obtain all the available 
facts necessary to fully and fairly oppose and defeat Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine 
Beck's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
B. Connie Taylor and James Beck's Amended Notice of Hearing Was Untimely. 
A party's failure to object to defects in a notice of hearing on a motion for summary 
judgment constitutes a waiver. Heer v. Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers intern. Union, 123 
Idaho 889, 853 P.2d 634 (1993). 
Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck have raised for the first time the allegation 
that the redemption of Reed's shares was illegal on April 16,2008. Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck served an Amended Notice of Hearing on April 18, 2008, which was less than 
28 days before the scheduled hearing. See Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond, ~ 2. While in some 
instances being timely may not be crucial, such a fact is significant when dealing with allegations 
and relief raised for the first time. 
The fact that Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck timely served their 
memorandum of law and affidavits in support of the motion is irrelevant. Under this flawed 
theory, a party could simply serve the pleadings and affidavits supporting a motion for summary 
judgment and note the matter for hearing anytime they desire to circumvent the intent of the 
Court Rules. 
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Thus, Reed objects to the untimely service of the notice of hearing and Connie Taylor, 
James Beck and Corrine Beck's Motion should be stricken as untimely. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons articulated above, the Court should extend and/or enlarge the time 
necessary for Reed to respond to Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment. Reed requests that the Court extend or enlarge time by at least 60 
days or such time as the depositions of James Beck, Connie Taylor, Richard Riley and such other 
necessary parties (including additional time for John Taylor) are completed, along with time to 
conduct other necessary discovery. 
Moreover, the Court should strike Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as the Notice of Hearing was untimely. 
DATED: This 24th day of April, 2008. 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION TO 
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SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
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PROTECTIVE ORDER 
Case No: CV 07-00208 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE 
ORDER 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
Michael E. McNichols, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
I am an adult citizen of the United States of America, competent to testify as 
a witness, and make this affidavit on my personal knowledge except as otherwise stated. 
DUPLICATE DOCUMENTS REQUESTED 
Plaintiff repeatedly states that he does not want duplicates of documents; 
however, plaintiff has made duplicate requests for production of documents to multiple 
defendants. If each defendant complies with each request for documents, a substantial 
volume of duplicate documents would be provided at wasted expense. In order to avoid this 
waste and expense, John Taylor requests a Protective Order providing that, pending further 
order of the Court, he will not be required to produce corporate documents. 
DOCUMENTS PRODUCED 
Plaintiff repeatedly states that John Taylor has not produced any documents in 
response to plaintiff s request for documents. The plaintiff fails to tell the. Court that 
documents requested to be produced by John Taylor have been produced by the corporations. 
Plaintiff also fails to tell the Court that more than 25,000 pages of corporate documents have 
been produced. 
I have asked JoLee Duclos, the secretary of the corporations, and Gary D. 
Babbitt, counsel for the corporations, to provided affidavits to provide affidavits in support 
of John Taylor's MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER. The AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE 
DUCLOS and AFFIDAVIT OF GARY D. BABBITT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
PROTECTION ORDER accompany this Affidavit. 
In paragraph 9 of the Affidavit of Gary D. Babbitt he states that AlA has 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER -2-
produced in excess of 25,000 pages of corporate documents. 
In addition to producing corporate documents, the corporations have made 
available for inspection the vast majority of the documents requested by the plaintiff. 
According to paragraph 4 of the Affidavit of Gary D. Babbitt " ... hundreds of thousands of 
additional documents have been made available for inspection." Those documents include 
not only electronic documents which are discussed below, but also include the general 
ledgers and journals of the corporations, the source documents for the general ledgers and 
journal entries and bank statements which support the general ledgers and journal entries. 
According to the Affidavit of JoLee Duclos, plaintiffs counsel stated an intention to return 
to the AlA offices to continue inspection of those documents but failed to return. 
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS 
Plaintiff claims that no electronic documents have been provided to him. 
Paragraph 8 of the Affidavit of Gary D. Babbitt states that all of the corporations' general 
ledgers and journal entries have been produced in electronic form as far back as they exist 
in electronic form, from 2005 to the present. 
E-MAILS 
Production of the corporations' e-mails was the subject of a discovery 
mediation which resulted in an agreement to provide corporate e-mails. The handling of the 
production of the corporate e-mails has been handled exclusively with the corporations' law 
firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP. 
The Affidavit of Gary D. Babbitt shows in detail the efforts, activities and 
expenses incurred by Hawley Troxell in producing the e-mails.Itis anticipated that 
approximately 175,000 pages of e-mails will be produced to plaintiffwithin a few days. John 
Taylor and his counsel do not have possession of any of the e-mails or the electronic media 
on which the e-mails are stored and it would be a waste of funds and resources to require 
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John Taylor to attempt to produce the e-mails. 
CONFERENCE OF COUNSEL 
Recently all counsel scheduled a "meet and confer" telephone conference call 
to discuss all pending discovery issues. The conference call was scheduled for 9:30 a.m. 
Mountain Time on April 16, 2008. Counsel for all defendants were on the line at 9:30 a.m. 
Mountain Time but plaintiffs counsel did not join the call. It developed that plaintiffs 
counsel has misread the notice and thought the conference call started at 9:30 a.m. Pacific 
Time. Plaintiffs counsel said that he intended to reschedule the telephone conference call 
to discuss discovery issues but has not yet done so. 
PROTECTIVE ORDER REQUESTED 
John Taylor requests a Protective Order providing that, pending further order 
of the Court, he does not have to produce corporate e-mails that are in the custody and 
control of the corporations, does not have to produce electronically stored corporate 
documents that are in the custody of the corporations and does not have to produce written 
corporate documents that are in the custody and control of the corporations. 
A copy of a proposed PROTECTIVE ORDER is submitted with this Affidavit. 
DATED April 29, 2008. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Facsimile: 746-8421 
rod@scblegal.com 
David A. Gittins 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, WA 99403 
Facsimile: 758-3576 
david@gittinslaw.com 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 




Wullenwaber Law Firm 
703 8th Street 
P.O. Box 452 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Facsimile: (208) 743-9442 
dwlawfirm@cableone.net 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley 
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
jash@hteh.com 
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James 1. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady, LLP 
500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Facsimile: (312) 715-5155 
ijg@quarles.com 
[] U.S. Mail 
[] Hand Delivered 
[ V Overnight Mail 
[vJ Facsimile 
[] E-Mail 
Michael E. McNichols 
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Gary D. Babbitt, ISB No. 1486 
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA WLEY 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: gdb@hteh.com 
jash@hteh.com 
Attorneys for AlA Services Corporation, 
AlA Insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
! • 
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REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant. 








1. I am counsel for ALA Services Corporation, an Idaho corporation and ALA 
Insurance, Inc. Defendants in the above entitled caption. 
2. This affidavit is based upon my personal knowledge. 
3. The purpose of this affidavit is to address a few of the issues raised in the briefing 
and affidavits submitted in connection with the Motion for Protective Order filed by John Taylor 
and joined by Connie Taylor and James Beck. 
4. Throughout this litigation, counsel for Reed Taylor, Rod Bond, has broadly 
asserted that all defendants have been refusing to produce documents. This assertion is incorrect. 
Over 25,000 pages of documents have been produced and hundreds of thousands of additional 
documents have been made available for inspection. By the end of this week, an additional 
175,000 documents in the form of emails will have been produced. 
5. The affidavit of Roderick C. Bond filed April 24, 2008, asserts at paragraph 14 
that "In fact, no electronic files have been produced to Reed Taylor by any of the defendants in 
this act." This assertion is also incorrect. 
6. To date, Plaintiff has served approximately 220 requests for production of 
documents on ATA and a similar number of mostly duplicative requests on each of the director 
Defendants. 
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7. Early on in this litigation, as set forth in the discovery stipulation filed September 
4,2007, AIA agreed to make available for Plaintiff's inspection and copying all of AlA's 
detailed general ledgers, joumal entries, and bank statements, which contain a complete history 
of all transactions entered into by AIA. 
8. Contrary to Mr. Bond's statement that "no electronic files have been produced to 
Reed Taylor by any of the defendants in this action," AIA has produced to Reed Taylor in 
electronic fonn its detailed general ledgers and joumal entries going as far back as they exist in 
electronic fonn, i.e., from 2005 to present. The ledgers and joumal entries prior to 2005 no 
longer exist in electronic fonn, but have been produced in paper copy. In addition to the general 
ledgers andjoumal entries, AlA has made available to Mr. Bond for inspection the entirety of the 
"source documents" and bank statements backing up the general ledgers andjoumal entries. 
9. Tn addition to the electronic ledgers and joumal entries, ALA has produced in 
excess of 25,000 pages of corporate documents. 
10. ALA has responded to all of Plaintiff's discovery requests. ALA has produced or 
made available for inspection the vast majority of documents requested by Reed Taylor. To be 
clear, ALA has objected to some of the discovery requests, many of which are vastly overbroad 
or wholly irrelevant. AlA is open to discussions with Mr. Bond as to ALA's objections. If the 
parties are unable to agree on the production of corporate documents, then the issues will be 
brought to the Court. However, it is my belief that all issues pertaining to the production of 
corporate documents should be handled by ALA Services and AIA Insurance, which have 
possession of all corporate documents, not by any indi vidual director defendants. 
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I I. AIA is in the process of producing emails to Reed Taylor, a process that has been 
very time-consuming and expensive to AIA. While Mr. Bond has complained about the time it 
has taken to produce the emails, the length of time is due to the breadth of the request. 
12. Reed Taylor's request for emails contained no temporal or subject matter 
restrictions. He insisted that AIA produce all emails to, from, or copied to John Taylor, JoLee 
Duclos and or Bryan Freeman. AIA objected to the broad scope of his request and suggested 
that there be a subject-matter restriction to the emails being produced. Reed Taylor resisted any 
subject-matter restriction. 
13. AlA reluctantly agreed to the broad production demanded by Reed Taylor. Thus, 
the parties agreed on a computer expert that would collect all emails to, from or copied to John 
Taylor, 10Lee Duclos and/or Bryan Freeman. 
14. Reed Taylor was not satisfied with a production of only emails that were retained 
by AlA in the normal course of business. Reed Taylor insisted that a computer expert perform a 
"mirror image" of AlA's servers and hard drives so that the mirror image could be sent to yet 
another forensic computer expert to recover deleted emails. AIA reluctantly agreed. 
15. The result of the insistence on such a broad email production is that the computer 
experts collected approximately 175,000 pages of emails and attachments for production. 
16. ALA sought bids from several local litigation support services on the cost of 
scanning, Bates numbering, and preparing these documents for production as Hawley Troxell 
does not have the computer systems and software available to perform such a project in-house. 
The lowest bid was approximately $36,000. Of course, the production of emails with an 
appropriate subject-matter restriction would have been much less. 
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17. After AIA and Reed Taylor agreed that this cost was too high, the parties agreed 
on a company called Compusearch, which had never performed such a production before and 
would need to purchase the software to do it. Compusearch agreed to scan and bates number the 
approximately 175,000 pages of em ails and attachments at the cost of $8,000, which AIA agreed 
to split with Reed Taylor. The process, however, has been time consuming. Compusearch was 
not able to begin performing the task for some time because of other obligations. 
18. Compusearch initially submitted a test "load file" of approximately 100 pages of 
emails, which contained some unexpected errors. After resolving those errors, Compusearch 
provided the entire load file with the approximately 175,000 pages of emails on January 25, 
2008. 
19. Because of the volume of the emails, the privilege review has been very time 
consummg. For example, because of the nature of ALA's business with individual policy 
holders, the email review has required the redaction of personal information of individual policy 
holders. To date, the review of the emails and preparation of privilege logs has involved in 
excess of200 hours of attorney and paralegal time, at a cost to ALA of over $25,000. 
20. Hawley Troxell is now finishing up its review and preparation of privilege logs 
and will be producing the emails in the next few days. 
21. I believe that it is reasonable to take 90 days to review an email production 
exceeding 175,000 pages of emails. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
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STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
"'Iii·'+·).. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this~ day of April, 2008. 
Name: &~11tC9;EtZ...( 
Notary Pub\ic forldaQ.o 
Residing at lQA.J-= __ '~~=--_--r.--=.---.-;------
My commission expires _Ci--!---!i:,..5:.L---LJ ..... J ____ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this.l1 day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GARY D. BABBITT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Dean Wullenwaber 
WULLENW ABER LA W FIRM 
P.O. Box 452 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman] 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, CD 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor] 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck] 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-251 1 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
.,.,.. Telecopy 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
V Harid Qdi~Qntd ;e.Le-U'f1 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
~Telecopy 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
~ Telecopy 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Deli vered 
__ Overnight Mail 
~Telecopy 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
~Telecopy 
Email 
(Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance] ~ .. 
Gary D. BabbItt 
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Michael E. McNichols 
CLEMENTS, BROWN & McNICHOLS, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
321 13th Street 
Post Office Box 1510 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
(208) 743-6538 
(208) 746-0753 (Facsimile) 
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Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor 
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AFFIDAVIT OF 
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STATE OF IDAHO 




I, J oLee Duclos, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen years, competent to testify in court, and 
make this Affidavit based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. On Thursday, October 4,2007, Reed Taylor's attorney, Roderick C. 
Bond, came to the offices of AlA Insurance, Inc., for the purpose of inspecting and 
designating documents to be copied in response to discovery requests. Mr. Bond was 
accompanied by an accountant. I do not recall his name. 
3. Mr. Bond and the accountant were allowed access to all financial 
records of AlA Insurance, Inc., and AlA Services Corporation. AlA employees from the 
Accounting Department were available to assist Mr. Bond with questions he might have 
about document location. 
4. The documents designated by Mr. Bond were copied by The Litigation 
Document Group of Spokane, Washington, and have been identified by Bates numbers 
AIAOO 1000 1 through AIAOO 18083. The documents were provided on a disk bearing the 
date of October 15, 2007. 
5. Mr. Bond told me that he would return on Friday, October 5,2007, to 
designate additional documents responsive to the discovery requests. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE DUCLOS 
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6. Mr. Bond did notreturn on October 5, nor did he attempt in any way to 
let me know that he would not be coming to the offices of AlA Insurance. 
7. Mr. Bond and Brett Hill told me they planned to review additional 
documents in AlA's offices the following week, but they never returned to the offices. 
8. In November of2007 I gathered more documents, at the request of Mr. 
Bond, and had them copied by The Litigation Document Group. Those documents have 
been identified by Bates numbers AIA0018084 through AIA0024875, and are on a disk 
bearing the date of November 28, 2007. 
Further, your affiant sayeth not. 
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, 
Residing at 'Le..~ s~ , therein. 
My Commission Expires: \'0- '-.S,.- L'0\~ 
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served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Facsimile: 746-8421 
rod@scblegal.com 
David A. Gittins 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Facsimile: 758-3576 
david@gittinslaw.com 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 




WulIenwaber Law Firm 
703 8th Street 
P.O. Box 452 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Facsimile: (208) 743-9442 
dwlawfirm@cableone.net 
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Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley 
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
jash@hteh.com 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady, LLP 
500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Facsimile: (312) 715-5155 
jj g@quarles.com 
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RODERlCK C. BOND 
NED A. CANNON, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON AND BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRlNE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
PLAINTIFF REED TAYLOR'S 
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT 
WITNESSES 
Pursuant to the Court's Order, Reed Taylor ("Reed") submits the following disclosure of 
expert witnesses, which are also hereby incorporated by reference as Reed's supplementary 
responses to the defendants' applicable discovery requests: 
PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE-1 
2601 
ORiGIN- l 
A. Reed's Expert Witnesses 
Reed may call any or all of the following expert witnesses at trial (any of whom may also 
provide lay person testimony) and/or present reports by such experts as evidence to support any 
one or more of his claims, requested relief, in opposition to anyone or more of the defendants' 
defenses and/or counterclaims, and/or other matters contemplated in Reed's Complaint (attached 
for counsel, but not filed with the Court, are current resumes for each expert witness): 
1. Paul Pederson 
Pederson Associates, Inc. 
1706 NE Katsura Street 
Issaquah, W A 98029 
Tel: (425) 369-8253 
Mr. Pederson, an accounting/audit expert whose resume was previously filed with the Court, 
may provide testimony and/or reports on anyone or more of the following (including, without 
limitation): alter-ego, allocation and non-allocations of costs and expenses (including labor), 
damages, damages attributable to the individual defendants, accounting issues and treatment, 
financial statements and related corporate documents, parking lot transactions, insider 
transactions, stock redemptions and transfers (including, without limitation, stock transferred 
from AlA Services to John Taylor), insolvency, fraud, misappropriation of corporate assets, 
related party transactions, unbilled allocations of expenses, payments and compensation to John 
Taylor and other individual defendants (including, advances, maid service, etc.), and related 
Issues. 
2. Harry J. Turtle, Ph.D. 
Professor of Finance 
1340 Cougar Court 
Pullman, W A 99163 
(509) 334-0327 
Dr. Turtle, a professor with a Ph.D. in Finance who teaches at Washington State University's 
Department of Finance, may provide testimony and/or reports on anyone or more of the 
following (including, without limitation): alter-ego, financial statements and related corporate 
documents (improper, misleading, fraudulent, omissions of facts, etc.), related party transactions, 
stock redemptions, insolvency, corporate finance, stock exchanges, fiduciary duties, 
improper/excessive compensation, damages, and related issues. 
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3. Dwight Drake, J.D. 
University of Washington School of Law 
William H. Gates Hall 
Gates Hall 416 
Seattle, W A 98195 
(206) 616-6385 
Mr. Drake, an attorney and business/corporations professor at the University of Washington 
School of Law, may provide testimony and/or reports on anyone or more of the following 
(including, without limitation): alter-ego, fiduciary duties (i.e., duty of loyalty, duty of care, duty 
of good faith, corporate opportunity doctrine), director and officer liability, payment of director 
attorneys' fees, attorney and director/officer conflicts of interest, interested director transactions, 
corporate governance, insolvency, alter-ego, stock transactions, stock redemptions, 
director/shareholder liability and fraud, director/officer inaction, damages, and related issues. 
4. Richard Kummert, J.D., C.P.A., M.B.A., LL.B. 
University of Washington School of Law 
William H. Gates Hall 
Gates Hall 415 
Seattle, W A 98195 
(206) 543-4937 
Mr. Kummert, an attorney and business/corporations professor at the University of Washington 
School of Law, may provide testimony and/or reports on anyone or more of the following 
(including, without limitation): alter-ego, Model Business Corporations Act, fiduciary duties 
(i.e., duty of loyalty, duty of care, duty of good faith, accounting treatment and issues, corporate 
opportunity doctrine), director and officer liability, payment of director attorneys' fees, attorney 
and director/officer conflicts of interest, interested director transactions, corporate governance, 
insolvency, alter-ego, stock transactions, stock redemptions, stock purchases, 
director/shareholder liability and fraud, director/officer inaction, damages, and related issues. 
5. Mark Mays, Ph.D. 
Medical Center Building, 
820 S. McClellan St., Suite 414 
Spokane, WA 99204 
Tel: (509) 624-4800 
Dr. Mays, an attorney and private practice psychologist, may provide testimony and/or reports 
regarding anyone or more of the following (including, without limitation): the defendants' 
alleged claims of Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress and any related claims and/or 
damages related to such claims. Dr. Mays may conduct an Independent Psychological 
Evaluation on one or more of the Defendants prior to trial and provide testimony concerning 
such evaluations. 
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5. Michele White, Ph.D. 
Michele M. White, Ph.D and Associates 
140 S. Arthur St., Suite 665 
Spokane, WA 99202 
(509) 534-9380 
Dr. White, a private practice psychologist, may provide testimony and/or reports regarding any 
one or more of the following (including, without limitation): the defendants' alleged claims of 
Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress and any related claims and/or damages relating to 
such claims. Dr. White may conduct an Independent Psychological Evaluation on one or more 
of the Defendants prior to trial and provide testimony concerning such evaluations. 
B. Additional Expert Witnesses 
Reed reserves the right to and will likely identify such other additional experts as he 
deems necessary to rebut any testimony and/or reports by any expert witness named by any of 
the defendants in this action. Reed also reserves the right to call any expert witness(es) 
identified by anyone or more of the defendants in this action. Finally, as significant discovery 
requests have not been complied with by the defendants, Reed reserves the right to identify other 
expert witnesses to testify regarding claims or defenses that have not been discovered or 
disclosed. 
DA TED: This 30th day of April, 2008. 
By: 
l{oderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of Reed Taylor's Disclosure of Expert Witnesses on the following parties via the methods 
indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants JoLee Duclos and 
Bryan Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and 
Crop USA Insurance Agency 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
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James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, 500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance Agency 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 30th day of April, 2008, at Lewiston, Idaho. 
Roderick C. 
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v 
RODERICK C. BOND 
NED A. CANNON, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
FILED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and 
CONNIE TA YLOR, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof; 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE 
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
RODERICK C. BOND IN OPPOSITION TO 
R. JOHN TAYLOR, CONNIE TAYLOR, 
AND JAMES BECK'S MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER, IN SUPPORT OT 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION TO COMPEL 
AND IN SUPPORT OF REED TAYLOR'S 
MOTION TO ENLARGEIEXTEND TIME 
I, Roderick C. Bond, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen years, competent to testifY in court, one of 
the attorneys for the plaintiff Reed Taylor ("Reed") in this action, and make this 
250 7 
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Affidavit based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. Attached as Exhibit J are pertinent copies of certain pages of Reed's 
Third Requests for Production to ALA Services and ALA Insurance requesting copies of 
opinion letters. These Requests for Production were served upon ALA Services and ALA 
Insurance on October 4, 2007. Since serving these requests, ALA Services and ALA 
Insurance have not produced any opinion letters. This is one example of documents that 
have not been produced by ALA Services or ALA Insurance. 
3. Attached as Exhibit K are pertinent copies of certain pages of Reed's 
Third Requests for Production to R. John Taylor requesting copies of opinion letters. 
These Requests for Production were served upon R. John Taylor on October 19, 2007. 
Since serving these requests, R. John Taylor has not produced any opinion letters. In 
fact, as of the date of this Affidavit, R. John Taylor has not produced a single document 
in discovery. This is one example of documents that have not been produced by R. John 
Taylor, the same individual who directs the litigation for all the corporation defendants in 
this action. If ordered by the Court to ensure all responsive corporate documents must be 
produced, I have full faith that Mr. McNichols would help ensure that all responsive 
documents were produced. 
4. Attached as Exhibit L are pertinent copies of certain pages of Reed's First 
Requests for Production to JoLee Duclos requesting copies of opinion letters. These 
Requests for Production were served upon JoLee Duclos on October 21, 2007. Since 
serving these requests, JoLee Duclos has not produced any opinion letters. IoLee Duclos 
was still secretary of ALA Services and ALA Insurance on the date her first deposition 
was taken on April 29, 2008. As noted in my original Affidavit, JoLee Duclos is the 
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secretary of all three corporations and a board member of Crop USA (this fact was 
confirmed at her deposition on April 29, 2008). If ordered by the Court to ensure all 
responsive corporate documents must be produced, I have full faith that Mr. Gittins 
would help ensure that all responsive documents were produced. 
5. Attached as Exhibit M are pertinent copies of certain pages of Reed's 
First Requests for Production to Connie Taylor requesting copies of opinion letters. 
These Requests for Production were served upon Connie Taylor on October 27, 2007. 
Since serving these requests, Connie Taylor has not produced any opinion letters. In fact, 
as of the date of this Affidavit, Connie Taylor has not produced a single document in 
discovery. Moreover, Connie Taylor is a board member of AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance. 
6. Attached as Exhibit N is an opImon letter from Richard Riley dated 
August 15, 1995. It should be noted that Richard Riley is presently an attorney with 
Hawley Troxell, and based upon the attached letter, a significant witness in this matter (in 
addition to acting as counsel for Crop USA and AlA Services/AlA Insurance on 
transactional issues). When Reed was served with Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, I contacted Scott Bell that same 
day. Mr. Bell represented Reed in the redemption of his shares in AlA Services. I was 
not able to obtain Exhibit N until the afternoon of April 30, 2008, because the documents 
had been stored at a warehouse and Mr. Bell was not able to obtain the documents until 
April 30, 2008. I believe that there will be additional documents in the documents 
obtained by Mr. Bell that further supports Reed's Response in Opposition to the pending 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
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7. The opimon letter that is attached as Exhibit N demonstrates several 
important facts. First, that Richard Riley provided an opinion letter to Reed Taylor 
stating that AlA Services was authorized to redeem Reed's shares and could legally enter 
into the transaction. Second, this letter is the same type of opinion letters that have been 
repeatedly requested from all of the defendants and none of the defendants have produced 
such opinion letters. Third, the letter further compounds Hawley Troxell's numerous 
conflicts of interest in this action. Fourth, this letter on its own creates an issue of fact 
preventing summary judgment, even without the case law previously cited by Reed in his 
Motion to ExtendlEnlarge Time. Finally, this letter demonstrates how important it is for 
Reed Taylor to depose Richard Riley of Hawley Troxell and others, which also supports 
enlarginglextending the time for Reed to file his Response and Supporting Affidavits. 
8. Attached as Exhibit 0 is an email that I sent to all counsel on the date of 
our scheduled discovery conference. While I apologized to the opposing counsel for 
calendaring the discovery conference for Pacific Time instead of Mountain time, I was in 
my office at the time of the telephone conference call and not one of the opposing 
counsel had the courtesy to call my office. I reiterated in my email that, among other 
things, there was no way for us to resolve the many discovery issues in one hour and that 
the Court expected us to expend significant effort to resolve discovery issues before 
proceeding to Court. As indicated in Michael McNichols' Affidavit, I have not 
rescheduled a discovery conference. The reason that I have not rescheduled a discovery 
conference is because John Taylor, Connie Taylor and James Beck filed a Motion for 
Protective Order. 
III 
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9. I have advised Gary Babbitt numerous times that Reed had requested to 
see the full books and records of AlA Services and AlA Insurance, not just the journal 
entries. Attached as Exhibit P is an email that I sent to Gary Babbitt confirming what 
documents would be made available when I reviewed documents at AlA Insurance's 
offices. It should be noted that AlA Services and AlA Insurance did not allocate 
expenses to Crop USA for many items. As a result, journal entries will not assist in 
tracking down expenses that were never allocated. In addition, we were not permitted to 
review other records, such as corporate minute books, stock certificates, and related 
documents. Mr. Babbitt is correct that many documents have been produced, however, I 
am troubled when the few documents that Reed has in his possession (e.g., AlA Services' 
2000 business plan and a memo from 10hn Taylor to Reed Taylro and others) have not 
been produced by any of the defendants. The 2000 business plan specifically indicates 
that AlA Crop Insurance (the original name of Crop USA) was a subsidiary of AlA 
Services. As the Court is well aware, 10hn and Connie Taylor own approximately 40% 
of Crop USA and neither AlA Services nor AlA Insurance has any ownership interest. 
10. In paragraph 3 of 10Lee Duclos' Affidavit, she states that I have been 
provided full access to "all financial records" of AlA Services and AlA Insurance. We 
were allowed access to bank statements, journal entries and journal entry supporting 
documents (a receipt to back up a journal entry). No other documents were made 
available. In fact, I picked up another binder and was advised by AlA personal that we 
could not review anything else. Furthermore, an employee of AlA Insurance advised me 
that certain documents were held in 10Lee's office and that those records were off limits 
to AlA employees. I was also advised by an AlA employee that certain documents 
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requested for supporting documents for certain journal entries were held in JoLee's 
office. It should be noted that the accounting year-end note books contained numerous 
spreadsheet documents (the bottom comer shows the file name followed by ".xls" which 
indicates the file is an Exel file. An example of the existence of numerous ".xls" files can 
is illustrated in Exhibit D to my Affidavit. 
11. I deposed JoLee Duclos on April 29, 2008. A transcript of her deposition 
was not available as of the date of this Affidavit. At her deposition, JoLee Duclos 
confirmed that the 2004 board meeting minutes attached as Exhibit Q were not drafted 
until 2005. However, the date of the attached board meeting minutes is August 26,2004. 
These meeting minutes illustrate, among other things, how producing electronic copies of 
the Word or Excel documents would enable Reed to determine when the file was created, 
who created the file (or document), and when edits or revisions were made. 
12. One other significant fact was learned at JoLee Duclos' deposition taken 
on April 29, 2008, was that she attended a board meeting held recently by AlA Services, 
by and through John Taylor, Connie Taylor and James Beck. Counsel for all of the 
individual defendants was present, except for JoLee Duclos' counsel. JoLee Duclos 
testified that the board unanimously voted to direct Jon Hally to file summary judgment 
against Reed regarding the alleged illegality of the redemption of Reed's shares. This 
fact demonstrates an additional reason to provide Reed time to respond to Connie and the 
Becks' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Moreover, in the research regarding this 
issue that I have conducted, courts generally hold that a corporation has no standing to 
challenge a redemption agreement. This board meeting and the subsequent board action 
illustrates AlA Services' attempt to circumvent the law by having counsel for individuals 
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(Jon Hally) seek to invalidate the Redemption Agreement, $6 Million Promissory Note 
and related agreements. It should also be noted that Mr. Hally's firm represents Reed in 
another action, and is now the law firm not only attempting to avoid liability for Connie 
Taylor and the Becks, but is now seeking to have the Court set aside the agreements 
under which Reed Taylor is owed over $8 Million. 
13. Finally, I have repeatedly advised counsel that we wished to review all 
documents in the manner in which they are kept at the corporations. Instead, counsel has 
unilaterally decided what documents Reed would receive and we have not been permitted 
to review any documents as they are stored, with the exception of the journal entries and 
supporting documents. It should be noted that much of this information is contained on 
Excel spreadsheets for end of quarter reports or end of year reports. We have never been 
provided any electronic spreadsheet Excel files, Word files or related files. The only files 
we have been provided are some special files for AlA Services, AlA Insurance and Crop 
USA's journal entries for the last few years. 
DATED: This 1st day of May, 2008. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1st day of May, 2008. 
ERIN S. PACKWOOD 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
cJellt <~t1 ho-{)ct?t 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: Lew!' s'tvn. _ ID 
My commission expires: fJ..6/4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and 
correct copy of the Supplemental Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond wi Exhibits in 
Opposition to Motion for Protective Order, in Support of Motion to Compel, and in 
Support of Motion to ExtendlEnlarge Time on following parties via the methods 
indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants JoLee Duclos and 
Bryan Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and 
Crop USA Insurance Agency 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
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James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, 500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance Agency 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 1st day of May, 2008, at Lewiston, Idaho. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF RODERlCK C. BOND 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563 
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100 
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088 
Telephone: (206) 287-9900 
Fax: (206) 287-9902 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TA YLOR and CONNIE 
TA YLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND 
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
TO AlA INSURANCE & AIA SERVICES - 1 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, 
SECOND SET OF 
INTERROGA TORIES, AND FIRST 
SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANTS AlA 
INSURANCE, INC. AND AlA 
SERVICES CORPORATION 
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TO: AlA SERVICES CORPORATION and AlA INSURANCE, INC., Defendants; and 
GARY D. BABBITT and D. JOHN ASHBY, their attorneys; 
Plaintiff Reed Taylor submits the following Requests for Admission, Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents (''Requests'' or "Request"). Pursuant to Rules 26, 33, 34 
and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, you are required to provide Admissions, Answers 
and Responses (and requested documents) within thirty (30) days from the date of service. Each 
Request is required to be answered on the basis of your entire knowledge. You must furnish all 
requested information that is known by you (whether or not in your control or possession), 
possessed by you or any other party, available to you, or possessed or available to any of your 
attorneys, consultants, representatives, experts, or other agents and supplement such information 
as required under Civil Rules. Each Request for Admission must be answered in accordance 
with Civil Rules. Type the Admission, Answers and Responses in the spaces provided, adding 
additional pages if more space is required. Return the original to this office. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A. The term "document" or "documents" shall mean and include, without limitation, 
the original (or any copy when the original is not available) unless otherwise stated, and any non-
identical copy (whether different from the original because of notes made on such copy or 
otherwise) or writings of every kind and description whether inscribed by hand, mechanical, 
Dictaphone, electronic, magnetic, computer, PDA, microfilm, digital photographs, photographs 
or other means, as well as other phonic statements, conversations or events and including, but not 
limited to, any and all: papers, general ledgers, check registers, agreements (including 
modifications), contracts (including all modifications), letters, flow charts, court orders, court 
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electronic calendar entries and notes, electronic files, PDF files, word processing documents and 
files (e.g., Microsoft Word, Excel and the like), cables, wire transfers, loan applications, credit 
applications, loan documents, appraisals, loan closing documents, loan guarantees, checks, 
canceled checks, deposit slips, cashier's checks, copies of cashier's checks, wire transfer 
instructions or authorizations, interoffice memos, automatic deposits, automatic withdrawals, 
credit authorizations, account inquires, financial statements and balance sheets presented to any 
lender or prospective lender, opinion letters, opinions, valuations, stock valuations or appraisals, 
spreadsheets, stock certificates, meeting minutes (including board of directors and advisory 
boards), board resolutions (including advisory boards), state or federal securities filings or forms 
(whether in paper or electronic form), all tax forms (including, without limitation, 1099, W-2 and 
W -4 forms) prospectuses, private placement memorandums, subscription agreements, 
shareholder resolutions, shareholder agreements, confidentiality agreements, employment 
agreements, non-compete agreements, accounting analyses, all papers and writings referencing 
any action taken by the board of directors or shareholders (including advisory boards), notes of 
board meetings or advisory board meetings, notes of office meetings, financial statements, 
balance sheets, statements, payroll documents, notes, memoranda, correspondence, telegrams, 
documents in employee files, commission reports, income statements, vouchers, estimates, 
patents, books, planners, annual reports, correspondence, notes, training manuals or documents, 
manuals, employee handbooks, internal messages and memoranda, letters, demand letters, 
notices, reports, studies, invoices, compilations, studies, tables and tabulations, tallies, maps, 
telegrams, requests for information, records, diaries, reports, logs, photographs, illustrations, 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 128: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
all payments of compensation or benefits of any type or nature to Bryan Freeman, J oLee Duclos, 
James Beck, R. John Taylor or Connie Taylor, including, without limitation, all compensation or 
benefits paid after January 1,2007. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 129: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
all opinion letters relating in any way to AlA Services, AlA Insurance or Crop USA (e.g., 
opinion letters from attorneys to lenders, accountants or auditors or opinion letters from auditors 
or accountants to AlA Services, AlA Insurance or Crop USA). 
RESPONSE: 
INTERROGATORY NO.8: State with particularity all financial institutions (including, 
without limitation, the institution's name, address, telephone number, your account number, 
present status of account, present balance of account) where you have had any type of deposit 
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correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence or communications between you and Richard A. Riley or any attorney or 
representative from the law firm that Richard A. Riley was employed (including, without 
limitation, all agreements, opinion letters, prospectuses and any other security filing drafted or 
received by the Richard Riley's law firm, any other attorney at Richard A. Riley's law firm or 
any representative of his firm). Without Reed Taylor waiving any rights, limit your response to 
documents existing prior to December 12, 2006. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 172: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence or communications between you and any attorney or representative from 
Quarles & Brady LLP (including, without limitation, all agreements, opinion letters, 
prospectuses and any other security filing received or drafted by any such attorney or 
representative). Without Reed Taylor waiving any rights, limit your response to documents 
existing prior to December 12, 2006. 
RESPONSE: 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 173: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence or communications between you and any attorney or representative from any 
law firm not specifically requested by name in any other Requests for Production (including, 
without limitation, all agreements, opinion letters, prospectuses and any other security filing 
received or drafted by any such attorney or law firm representative). Without Reed Taylor 
waiving any rights, limit your response to documents existing prior to December 12, 2006. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 174: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
all communications, agreements, correspondence or transactions between you and Randal 
Lamberjack or any of his agents, attorneys or representatives. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 175: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
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financial information, including, without limitation, all electronic files and documents provided 
by you to AIA Services or AlA Insurance's accountants or auditors (including but not limited to 
LeMaster & Daniels, BDO Seidman, and Alan Coalson). 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 220: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any and all complaints, concerns, or any other communications between you or and any of your 
employees, officers, directors and any of your employees, officers, directors, advisory board 
members, accountants, auditors any other person or entity questioning any of your accounting 
practices, any of your transactions, any stock exchanges or sales, your account payables, your 
account receivables, or any of your asset transfers or sales. 
RESPONSE: 
DATED: This 4th day of October, 2007. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC 
By:~'---b"L==-------'-----__ 
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Ned A. Cannon 
Paul R. Cressman, Jr. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of Plaintiff's Third Set of Requests for Production, Second Set ofInterrogatories, and First 
Set of Requests for Admission to Defendants AlA Insurance, Inc. and AIA Services Corporation 
on the following party(s) via the methodes) indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 - 13th Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services and AIA Insurance 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) E-mail 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) E-mail 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) E-mail 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) E-mail 
Signed this 4th day of October, 2007, at Lewiston, Idaho. 
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Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563 
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100 
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088 
Telephone: (206) 287-9900 
Fax: (206) 287-9902 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TA YLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
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EXHIBIT ~ 
TO: R. JOHN TAYLOR, Defendant; and MICHAEL MCNICHOLS, his attorney; 
Plaintiff Reed Taylor submits the following Requests for Admission, Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents ("Requests" or "Request"). Pursuant to Rules 26, 33, 34 
and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, you are required to provide Admissions, Answers 
and Responses (and requested documents) within thirty (30) days from the date of service. Each 
Request is required to be answered on the basis of your entire knowledge. You must furnish all 
requested information that is known by you (whether or not in your control or possession), 
possessed by you or any other party, available to you, or possessed or available to any of your 
attorneys, consultants, representatives, experts, or other agents and supplement such information 
as required under Civil Rules. Each Request for Admission must be answered in accordance 
with Civil Rules. Type the Admission, Answers and Responses in the spaces provided, adding 
additional pages ifmore space is required. Return the original to this office. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A. The term "document" or "documents" shall mean and include, without limitation, 
the original (or any copy when the original is not available) unless otherwise stated, and any non-
identical copy (whether different from the original because of notes made on such copy or 
otherwise) or writings of every kind and description whether inscribed by hand, mechanical, 
Dictaphone, electronic, magnetic, computer, PDA, microfilm, digital photographs, photographs 
or other means, as well as other phonic statements, conversations or events and including, but not 
limited to, any and all: papers, general ledgers, check registers, agreements (including 
modifications), contracts (including all modifications), letters, flow charts, court orders, court 
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stipulations, e-mails, e-mail attachments, electronic files, PDF files, OCR files, Tiff files, all 
electronic documents and files (including, without limitation, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, 
Corel WordPerfect, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Publisher, and all other files or programs), 
website pages, website files, check requests, expense reports, adjusting journal entries, reports, 
cables, wire transfers, loan applications, credit applications, loan documents, appraisals, 
valuations, loan closing documents, loan guarantees, checks, canceled checks, deposit slips, 
cashier's checks, copies of cashier's checks, wire transfer instructions or authorizations, 
interoffice memos, automatic deposits, automatic withdrawals, credit authorizations, account 
inquires, financial statements and balance sheets presented to any lender or prospective lender, 
opinion letters, valuations, appraisals, stock valuations or appraisals, spreadsheets, stock 
certificates, meeting minutes (including board of directors and advisory boards), board 
resolutions (including advisory boards), state or federal securities filings or forms (whether in 
paper or electronic form), all tax forms (including, without limitation, 1099, W-2 and W-4 
forms) prospectuses (including, without limitation I-A prospectuses), private placement 
memorandums, subscription agreements, shareholder resolutions, shareholder agreements, 
confidentiality agreements, employment agreements, non-compete agreements, accounting 
analyses, all papers and writings referencing any action taken by the board of directors or 
shareholders (including advisory boards), notes of board meetings or advisory board meetings, 
notes of office meetings, financial statements, balance sheets, statements, payroll documents, 
notes, memoranda, deeds, mortgages, deeds of trust, options, correspondence, telegrams, 
documents in employee files, commission reports, income statements, vouchers, estimates, 
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withdrawals or deposits). 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 125: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
your receipt of proceeds, dividends, distributions, loans, compensation or the cost of benefits of 
any type or nature provided to you by ALA Services, ALA Insurance, Crop USA, Pacific Empire 
Holdings Corporation, Pacific Empire Radio Corporation, Pacific Empire Communications 
Corporation, and all other entities in which you hold or have held an ownership interest. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 126: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
all opinion letters relating in any way to AlA Services, ALA Insurance or Crop USA (including, 
without limitation, opinion letters from attorneys to lenders, attorneys to accountants, opinion 
letters from accountants or auditors, or opinion letters from auditors or accountants to you, ALA 
Services, ALA Insurance, Crop USA, or any of their/your attorneys, agents, officers, directors, 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 164: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence or communications between you and Richard A. Riley or any attorney or 
representative from the law finn that Richard A. Riley was employed (including, without 
limitation, all agreements, opinion letters, prospectuses and any other security filing drafted or 
received by the Richard Riley's law firm, any other attorney at Richard A. Riley's law finn or 
any representative of his finn). 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 165: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence or communications between you and any attorney or representative from 
Quarles & Brady LLP (including, without limitation, all agreements, opinion letters, 
prospectuses and any other security filing received or drafted by any such attorney or 
representative). 
RESPONSE: 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 14: State with particularity the specific dates of all board meetings, 
shareholder meeting, and advisory board member of AlA Services, AlA Insurance or Crop USA. 
For each meeting, state with particularity the name and address of the persons present at each 
meeting, the subject matter of the meeting, the location of the meeting, and the result of the 
meeting. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 223: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory. 
RESPONSE: 
DATED: This 19th day of October, 2007. 
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oderick C. Bond 
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Paul R. Cressman, Jf. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of Plaintiff's Third Set of Requests for Production, Second Set of Interrogatories, and First 
Requests for Admission to Defendant R. John Taylor on the following parties via the methodes) 
indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(X) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 19th day of October, 2007, at Lewiston, Idaho. 
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EXHIBITL 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563 
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100 
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088 
Telephone: (206) 287-9900 
Fax: (206) 287-9902 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TA YLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
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OF ADMISSIONS TO JOLEE DUCLOS - 1 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
EXHIBIT L 
TO: JOLEE DUCLOS, Defendant; and David Gittins, her attorney. 
Plaintiff Reed Taylor submits the following Requests for Admission, Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents ("Requests" or "Request"). Pursuant to Rules 26, 33, 34 
and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, you are required to provide Admissions, Answers 
and Responses (and requested documents) within thirty (30) days from the date of service. Each 
Request is required to be answered on the basis of your entire knowledge. You must furnish all 
requested information that is known by you (whether or not in your control or possession), 
possessed by you or any other party, available to you, or possessed or available to any of your 
attorneys, consultants, representatives, experts, or other agents and supplement such information 
as required under Civil Rules. Each Request for Admission must be answered in accordance 
with Civil Rules. Type the Admission, Answers and Responses in the spaces provided, adding 
additional pages if more space is required. Return the original to this office. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A. The term "document" or "documents" shall mean and include, without limitation, 
the original (or any copy when the original is not available) unless otherwise stated, and any non-
identical copy (whether different from the original because of notes made on such copy or 
otherwise) or writings of every kind and description whether inscribed by hand, mechanical, 
Dictaphone, electronic, magnetic, computer, PDA, microfilm, digital photographs, photographs 
or other means, as well as other phonic statements, conversations or events and including, but not 
limited to, any and all: papers, general ledgers, check registers, agreements (including 
modifications), contracts (including all modifications), letters, flow charts, court orders, court 
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stipulations, e-mails, e-mail attachments, electronic files, PDF files, OCR files, Tiff files, all 
electronic documents and files (including, without limitation, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, 
Corel WordPerfect, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Publisher, and all other files or programs), 
website pages, website files, check requests, expense reports, adjusting journal entries, reports, 
cables, wire transfers, loan applications, credit applications, loan documents, appraisals, 
valuations, loan closing documents, loan guarantees, checks, canceled checks, deposit slips, 
cashier's checks, copies of cashier's checks, wire transfer instructions or authorizations, 
interoffice memos, automatic deposits, automatic withdrawals, credit authorizations, account 
inquires, financial statements and balance sheets presented to any lender or prospective lender, 
opinion letters, valuations, appraisals, stock valuations or appraisals, spreadsheets, stock 
certificates, meeting minutes (including board of directors and advisory boards), board 
resolutions (including advisory boards), state or federal securities filings or forms (whether in 
paper or electronic form), all tax forms (including, without limitation, 1099, W -2 and W-4 
forms) prospectuses (including, without limitation I-A prospectuses), private placement 
memorandums, subscription agreements, shareholder resolutions, shareholder agreements, 
confidentiality agreements, employment agreements, non-compete agreements, accounting 
analyses, all papers and writings referencing any action taken by the board of directors or 
shareholders (including advisory boards), notes of board meetings or advisory board meetings, 
notes of office meetings, financial statements, balance sheets, statements, payroll documents, 
notes, memoranda, deeds, mortgages, deeds of trust, options, correspondence, telegrams, 
documents in employee files, commission reports, income statements, vouchers, estimates, 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
your receipt of proceeds, dividends, distributions, loans, compensation or the cost of benefits of 
any type or nature provided to you by AlA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, Pacific Empire 
Holdings Corporation, Pacific Empire Radio Corporation, Pacific Empire Communications 
Corporation, and all other entities in which you or R. John Taylor hold or have held an 
ownership interest. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
all opinion letters relating in any way to AlA Services, AlA Insurance, or Crop USA (including, 
without limitation, opinion letters from attorneys to lenders, attorneys to accountants, opinion 
letters from accountants or auditors, or opinion letters from auditors or accountants to you, AlA 
Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, or any of their/your attorneys, agents, officers, directors, 
advisory board members or accountants). 
RESPONSE: 
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any correspondence, agreements, notes of communications, or communications between you and 
Richard A. Riley or any attorney or representative from the law firm that Richard A. Riley was 
employed (including, without limitation, all agreements, opinion letters, prospectuses and any 
other security filing drafted or received by the Richard Riley's law firm, any other attorney at 
Richard A. Riley's law firm or any representative of his firm). 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence, agreements, notes of communications, or communications between you and 
any attorney or representative from Quarles & Brady LLP (including, without limitation, all 
agreements, opinion letters, prospectuses and any other security filing received or drafted by any 
such attorney or representative). 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 45: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
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of AlA Services or AlA Insurance, state with particularity the specific actions, steps, or due 
diligence taken by you to ensure that you complied with your fiduciary duties owed to AIA 
Services, AlA Insurance and/or their respective shareholder(s) for each such resolution or 
corporate action. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 111: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory. 
RESPONSE: 
DA TED: This 21 st day of October, 2007. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
AHLERS & CRE~:MA:;/~ 
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS 
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By: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Paul R. Cressman, Jr. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of Plaintiffs First Set of Requests for Production, First Set of Interrogatories, and First Set 
of Requests for Admission to Defendant JoLee Duclos on the following parties via the methodes) 
indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P .O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D . John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance 
Via: 
taS. Mail, Postage Prepaid nd Delivered vernight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 21 5t day of October, 2007, at Lewi~ton, Idaho. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDA VII OF RODERlCK C. BOND 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
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IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TA YLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
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CONNIE TA YLOR 
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TO: CONNIE TAYLOR, Defendant; and Jon Hally, her attorney. 
Plaintiff Reed Taylor submits the following Requests for Admission, Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents ("Requests" or "Request"). Pursuant to Rules 26, 33, 34 
and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, you are required to provide Admissions, Answers 
and Responses (and requested documents) within thirty (30) days from the date of service. Each 
Request is required to be answered on the basis of your entire knowledge. You must furnish all 
requested information that is known by you (whether or not in your control or possession), 
possessed by you or any other party, available to you, or possessed or available to any of your 
attorneys, consultants, representatives, experts, or other agents and supplement such information 
as required under Civil Rules. Each Request for Admission must be answered in accordance 
with Civil Rules. Type the Admission, Answers and Responses in the spaces provided, adding 
additional pages if more space is required. Return the original to this office. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A. The term "document" or "documents" shall mean and include, without limitation, 
the original (or any copy when the original is not available) unless otherwise stated, and any non-
identical copy (whether different from the original because of notes made on such copy or 
otherwise) or writings of every kind and description whether inscribed by hand, mechanical, 
Dictaphone, electronic, magnetic, computer, PDA, microfilm, digital photographs, photographs 
or other means, as well as other phonic statements, conversations or events and including, but not 
limited to, any and all: papers, general ledgers, check registers, agreements (including 
modifications), contracts (including all modifications), letters, flow charts, court orders, court 
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stipulations, e-mails, e-mail attachments, electronic files, PDF files, OCR files, Tiff files, all 
electronic documents and files (including, without limitation, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, 
Corel WordPerfect, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Publisher, and all other files or programs), 
website pages, website files, check requests, expense reports, adjusting journal entries, reports, 
cables, wire transfers, loan applications, credit applications, loan documents, appraisals, , 
valuations, loan closing documents, loan guarantees, checks, canceled checks, deposit slips, 
cashier's checks, copies of cashier's checks, wire transfer instructions or authorizations, 
interoffice memos, automatic deposits, automatic withdrawals, credit authorizations, account 
inquires, fmancial statements and balance sheets presented to any lender or prospective lender, 
opinion letters, valuations, appraisals, stock valuations or appraisals, spreadsheets, stock 
certificates, meeting minutes (including board of directors and advisory boards), board 
resolutions (including advisory boards), state or federal securities filings or forms (whether in 
paper or electronic form), all tax forms (including, without limitation, 1099, W-2 and W-4 
forms) prospectuses (including, without limitation I-A prospectuses), private placement 
memorandums, subscription agreements, shareholder resolutions, shareholder agreements, 
confidentiality agreements, employment agreements, non-compete agreements, accounting 
analyses, all papers and writings referencing any action taken by the board of directors or 
shareholders (including advisory boards), notes of board meetings or advisory board meetings, 
notes of office meetings, financial statements, balance sheets, statements, payroll documents, 
notes, memoranda, deeds, mortgages, deeds of trust, options, correspondence, telegrams, 
documents in employee files, commission reports, income statements, vouchers, estimates, 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g. , notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
your receipt of proceeds, dividends, distributions, loans, compensation or the cost of benefits of 
any type or nature provided to you by AIA Services, AIA Insurance, Crop USA, Pacific Empire 
Holdings Corporation, Pacific Empire Radio Corporation, Pacific Empire Communications 
Corporation, and all other entities in which you or R. John Taylor hold or have held an 
ownership interest. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
all opinion letters relating in any way to AIA Services, AlA Insurance, or Crop USA (including, 
without limitation, opinion letters from attorneys to lenders, attorneys to accountants, opinion 
letters from accountants or auditors, or opinion letters from auditors or accountants to you, AlA 
Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, or any of their/your attorneys, agents, officers, directors, 
advisory board members or accountants). 
RESPONSE: 
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any of your accountants or auditors. 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 46: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence, agreements, notes of communications, or communications between you and 
Richard A. Riley or any attorney or representative from the law firm that Richard A. Riley was 
employed (including, without limitation, all agreements, opinion letters, prospectuses and any 
other security filing drafted or received by the Richard Riley's law firm, any other attorney at 
Richard A. Riley's law firm or any representative of his firm). 
RESPONSE: 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 47: Produce all documents (See above definition for 
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements, 
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to 
any correspondence, agreements, notes of communications, or communications between you and 
any attorney or representative from Quarles & Brady LLP (including, without limitation, all 
agreements, opinion letters, prospectuses and any other security filing received or drafted by any 
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DATED: This 21 st day of October, 2007. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC 
By:.~ ____ =-__ ~~~~=-~~ __ ___ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Paul R. Cressman, Jr. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
VERIFICATION 
I, Connie Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
I have read the contents of the above Answers and Responses to Reed Taylor's First Set 
of Requests for Production of Documents, First Set Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for 
Admission, know the contents of thereof, and certify that the above Responses and Answers are 
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of Plaintiffs First Set of Requests for Production, First Set ofInterrogatories, and First Set 
of Requests for Admission to Defendant Connie Taylor on the following parties via the 
methodes) indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance 
Via: 
( ) U.S . Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S . Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
~
S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
d Delivered 
vernight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 21 st day of October, 2007, at Lewiston, Idaho. 
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Re: Common Stock Redemption 
Dear Mr. Taylor: 
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FACSIMILE 
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J ...... ~ I.. e.RL'N 
0 .. COUNSEL 
This opinion is being delivered to you pursuant to Section 2.50) of the Stock Redemption 
Agreement dated July 22, 1995 ( It Agreement") by and between AIA Services Corporation, an 
Idaho corporation ("Company") and Reed J. Taylor. All capitalized terms not defined herein 
shall have the respective meanings ascribed to them in the Agreement. The phrase "Transaction 
Documents" refers collectively to the Agreement, together with the Note, the Pledge Agreement, 
the Security Agreement, the Consulting Agreement and the Noncompetition Agreement, as such 
documents are defined in the Agreement. 
We have acted as general counsel for the Company in connection with the transactions 
contemplated by the Agreement As such general counsel, we have assisted in the negotiation, 
and have examined executed counterparts (or photostatic copies of executed counterparts) of the 
Agreement and other Transaction Documents. 
In addition, we have examined originals, executed counterparts or copies of such 
agreements, corporate records, instruments and certificates., certificates of public authorities and . 
such matters of law as we have deemed necessary for the purpose of rendering the opinions set 
forth herein. To the extent we deemed necessary for the purposes of this opinion, we have 
relied upon (i) the statements and representations of the Company as to factual matters, (ii) the 
corporate records provided to us by the Company, and (iii) certificates and other documents 
obtained from public officials. We have further relied as to factual matters on the representations 
and warranties contained in the Agreement and the other Transaction Documents (including, 
without limitation, Mr. Taylor's representations in Article N of the Agreement) and on the 
Company's representations in Schedule ill (attached) to the Agreement; and we have assumed 
the completeness and accuracy of all such representations and warranties as to factual matters. 
We have assumed the genuineness of all signatures (other than those of the Company), the legal 
capacity of Mr. Taylor to execute the Agreement and ~ other documents we have reviewed, 
the authenticity of all documents submitted to us as originals, and the conformity to original 
documents of all documents submitted to us as certified, photostatic, reproduced or conformed 
copies. We have further assumed that the Agreement and the other Transaction Documents have 
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been du1y authorized, executed and delivered by Mr. Taylor and are enforceable against him in 
accordance with their respective terms, and that the execution, delivery and performance of the 
Agreement and the other Transaction Documents by Mr. Taylor does not and will not result in 
. a breach of, or constitute a default under, any agreement, instrument or other document to which 
Mr. Taylor is. a party, or any order, judgment, writ or decree applicable to such party to which 
Mr. Taylor's property is subject. 
Whenever our opinion with respect to the existence or absence of facts is indicated to be 
based on ,our knowledge, we are referring to the actual knowledge of R. M. Turnbow and 
Richard A. Riley, who are the sole atto~eys in Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & McKlveen, 
Chartered who have represented the Company during the course of our representation in this 
transaction. Except as expressly set forth herein, we have not undertaken any independent legal 
or factual investigation to determine the existence or absence of such facts, and no inference as 
to our knowledge of the existence or absence of such facts should be drawn from such 
representation. 
Based upon and SUbject to our examination and assumptions as aforesaid and subject to 
the qualifications hereinafter set forth, we are of the opinion that, except as set forth in the 
attached Schedule ill andlor the Schedu1es attached to the Agreement: 
1. The Company is a corporation du1y organized and validly existing under 
the laws of the State of Idaho. Based solely on the attached Certificates of Corporate Status 
issued by the Idaho Secretary of State, the Company j Tbe Universe Life Insurance Company 
CUniverse"), AIA Insurance, Inc. ("AIAI") and Farmers Health Alliance Administrators, Inc. 
("Farmers") are corporations incorporated under the corporation laws of the State of Idaho and 
in good standing on the records of the Idaho Secretary of State. 
2. The Company and its Subsidiaries have full corporate power and authority 
to enter into, execute and deliver the Transactions Documents and to perform their respective 
obligations thereunder; all corporate action on the part of Company and its Subsidiaries, and 
their respective directors and shareholders, necessary for the authorization~ execution, delivery 
and performance by Company and its Subsidiaries of the Transaction Documents and the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated thereby has been taken; and the Transaction 
Documents have been duly executed and delivered by Company and its Subsidiaries, The 
Transaction Documents constitute the valid and binding obligation of Company and its 
Subsidiaries enforceable against them in accordance with their respective tenns, except that 
enforceability may be limited by (a) applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, momtorium, 
reorganization, fraudulent transfer, receivership, conservatorship or similar laws affecting 
creditor's rights generally, (b) the exercise of judicial discretion in accordance with general 
principles of equity (whether applied by a court of law or equity) and ( c) considerations of public 
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policy. 
3. Neither the execution and delivery of the Transaction Documents by 
Company and its Subsidiaries, nor the consummation of the transactions contemplated thereby, 
will (a) conflict with or violate any provision of their respective Articles of Incorporation or 
Bylaws, as amended; or (b) constioue a violation or default under any indebtedness, indenture, 
mortgage, deed of trust, note, bond, license, lease agreement, or other material agreement or 
instrument to which Company or any of its Subsidiaries is a party or to which any of its assets 
or the ~ of its Subsidiaries may be subject; or (c) to the best of our knowledge, violate any 
law, rule, license, regulation, judgment, order, ruling ,or decree, including any insurance laws 
or regulations of any jurisdiction to which Company or any of its Subsidiaries are subject) 
governing or affecting the operation of Company or its Subsidiaries in any material respect. 
Neither the execution and delivery of the Transaction Documents by Company and its 
Subsidiaries, nor the consummation of the transactions contemplated thereby, will constitute an 
event permitting termination of any material agreement or the acceleration of any indebtedness 
of the Company or other liability, with or without notice or lapse of time, or result in the 
creation or imposition of any lien upon the Collateral. 
4. No consent, authorization, approval or exemption by, or filing with, any 
Person or any Governmental Authority is required in connection with the execution, delivery and 
performance by Company and its Subsidiaries of the Transaction Documents, or the taking of 
any action contemplated thereby, except such as have been obtained prior to Closing. 
5. All of the currently outstanding Pledged Shares are owned beneficially and 
of record by Company and, to the best of our knowledge, there are no warrants, options, or 
other rights to purchase such Pledged Shares. 
6. Except for the lien of First Interstate Lien upon the First Interstate Shares, 
and any interest in the Commission collateral created or granted in favor of The Centennial Life 
Insumnce Company pursuant to that certain Reimbursement Agreement dated August 11, 1995 
among The Centennial Life Insurance Company, AIA Services Corporation, AIA Insurance, 
Inc., The Universe Life Insurance Company and AIA MidAmerica, Inc., the Collateral is free 
and clear of all pledges, liens, encumbrances, security interests, equities, claims, or options. 
Upon delivery of certificates representing the Pledged Shares of AIAl and Farmers to 
Shareholder at Closing, Shareholder shall have at Closing a perfected first priority security 
interest in such Pledged Shares. 
7. To our knowledge, there are no claims, actions, suits, proceedings or 
investigations pending or threatened against or relating to Company or any of its Subsidiaries, 
at law or in equity before o~ by any Governmental Authority, nor has any such action, suit, 
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proceeding or investigation been pending during the three-year period preceding the date hereof. 
Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries is in default with respect to any adjudicatory order, 
writ, injunction or decree of any Governmental authority; and neither Company nor any of its 
Subsidiaries is a party to any cease and desist order, supervisory agreement or arrangement, 
consensual or otherwise, with any Governmental Authority. 
The foregoing opinions are limited to the laws and regulations of the State of Idaho 
(excluding the principles of conflicts of laws);, and we have not considered and expressed no 
opinion ot;! the laws or regulations of any other jurisdiction. This opinion is rendered only with 
respect to the laws and the rules, regulations and orders (excluding the principles of conflicts 
of laws) of the State of Idaho that are in effect as of the date hereof. We assume no 
responsibility for updating this opinion to take into account any event, action, interpretation or 
change of law occUITing SUbsequent to the date hereof that may affect the validity of any of the 
opinions expressed herein. 
The enforceability opinion expressed in opinion ,2 of this letter is subject to the 
following additional qualifications: 
(i) The terms of any commission agreement, lockbox agreement or other 
account agreement which may affect the Commission Collateral, the rights of the parties 
(other than Company or any of its Subsidiaries) to any such agreement, and any claim 
or defense of such parties against the Company or any of its Subsidiaries rising under or 
outside any such agreement. 
(ii) The qualification that certain rights, remedies and waivers contained in the 
Transaction Documents may be rendered ineffective, or be limited, by applicable Idaho 
laws or judicial decisions governing such rights, remedies and waivers; but the inclusion 
of such rights1 remedies and waivers does not affect the Validity or enforceability of other 
provisions of the Transaction Documents and, in the event the Company or any of its 
Subsidiaries does not comply with the material terms of the Transaction Documents, Mr. 
Taylor may exercise remedies that woUld normally be available under Idaho law to a 
secured party provided Idaho law applies and Mr. Taylor proceeds in accordance with 
such law. 
(iii) We express no opinion with respect to the perfection or the relative 
priority of the security interests granted to Mr. Taylor in the Commission Collateral. 
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This opinion is furnished by us solely for your benefit for use in connection with the 
Transaction Documents and the transactions contemplated thereby; and it may not be furnished 
or quotedto~ or relied upon, by any other person. 
Very truly yours, 
51 
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